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Advantages of the
Course of Study School
The

D. Stephen Long

The formation of

ly superior
This is

pastors provided y the Course of Study School is potential
of pastors provided y seminary.
statement for me to make, ecause I am fully invested in aca

to the education

an

ironic

demic education. I did my seminary work at Duke Divinity School which I con
sider Methodism's premier seminary , I earned the Ph.D. from Duke University

which I consider

work

e

to

director of

as

one

of the nation's

premier universities , and I currently
Divinity School, hence my
academic setting, and yet I want to argue that the
greater potential for pastoral formation than do cur

continuing

ias. I work and live in

an

education at Duke

Study
seminary education. ar from desiring to ite the hand that feeds
me, I simply want to
ring efore the attention of The United Methodist Church
a
group of people who are not treated fairly, and argue that one reason they are
maltreated is ecause of the inordinate advantages people like me possess
ecause my education is highly valued, whereas their formation is not.
Course of

School has

rent forms of

I must

e careful not to caricature I do not want to devalue my own academic
devalue seminary education. Given the constraints under which

training,

nor

uates

formed well for

how well they do their o s. Some seminary grad
pastoral ministry, oth ecause of, and in spite of, their
academic education. Some Course of Study students are formed poorly for pas
toral ministry even though they have a distinct advantage over seminary gradu
seminaries

ates.

are

it is

ama ing

Thus, my argument

Study

students

suggest

D.

work,

over

all

e reduced to the

cannot

seminary

students for

superiority of all Course
pastoral ministry. I simply want

that the constraints under which seminaries
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to

operate, and the lack of
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Christian Ethics at Duke

of

and also

a

Lecturer in
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those constraints for Course of

Study, provide the possi iHty for the Course of
Study School to e a superior way to train pastors.
In my seminary course on Methodism, I learned a out the Course of Study
School. I knew it e isted, ut not until I taught in the school, and ecame the
director of it, did I actually e perience in living color the engaging people who
e ist as Methodism's lower class ministers. Like me, many Methodists might e
unfamiliar with what the Course of Study School is, and even those who do
know we have a Course of Study School may yet e unfamiliar with the people
who make it up. Allow me to e plain the Course of Study and provide a general
and therefore woefully inade uate description of its students.
In the United Methodist Church, pastors are instructed in theology in two
ways they can either attend an accredited seminary or they can enroll in the
Course of Study School. Seminary re uires full-time academic study for three to
four years. Course of Study School is an alternative, re uiring one month annual
ly for five to nine years. It is for those people who either do not have the financial
resources, the educational uahfications, or the time to enter seminary. Although
these two options are offered for the training of pastors, immense ine uities e ist
etween them. A seminary education will open up many opportunities for a
potential pastor, and almost assure full mem ership in some annual conferences.
However, Course of Study graduates do not have the same opportunities. They
can enter into full mem ership only under the
e ceptional promise clause.
Course of Study students ear the urden of the itinerant system. They move
more
fre uently than seminary graduates. Insofar as they are not full mem ers in
annual
an
conference, they are not guaranteed appointments, and can e e ected
from their pulpits if a seminary graduate comes along who needs an appoint
ment. They receive less pay, have larger circuits, and serve on fewer oards and
agencies. In short, they are United Methodism's lower class.
The people who are willing to e su ected to this status come from a variety
of ackgrounds. Some were successful usiness people who felt called to the
ministry late in life. Some have e tensive educational ackgrounds, including
Ph.D.s. Others are arely literate. All have worked in some other field efore
entering ministry some took care of children, some drove trucks, some worked
in coal mines. Whatever their occupation, no one can charge them with leaving
their previous employment for upward mo ility. All of them have made sacri
e availa le to the Methodist Church

fices to

Study

pastors.

seminary graduates

is unfortunate.
su servient class. A asic understanding of us
tice alone renders the difference etween Course of Study and seminary gradu
ates intolera le. Yet the disparity is dou ly pro lematic ecause the Course of
than
makes etter sense of United Methodist official theology of

The

No

disparity

one

should

etween Course of

as

and

e forced into

Study
does seminary. Why, then,
for ordination

Because

a

ministry

seminary education remain the ironclad standard
urOike the theory, the practice of ordination is ailturally
does

The

elitist. The Course of

Study

Advantages of the

School offers

a

Course

of Study

School

potentially superior pastoral

7

formation

inferior clerical status. I will su stantiate this argument in three
y
irst, I will set forth The United Methodist Church's theology of ministry.

followed

an

steps.
Second, given this theology, I will show how the Course of Study School is poten
tially superior to current seminary education. Third, 1 will address why ordination
continues to e inde ted to seminary education, even though the Course of Study
is theologically superior. After su stantiating my claim, I will conclude with some

possi le prescriptions to remedy the ine uity
THEOLOGY O

etween the two programs.

MINISTRY

Within United Methodism, the
gories the representative and the

ministry of the church falls into two cate
general. The general ministry elongs to all
Christians y virtue of their aptism. In effect, aptism is a type of ordination into
the ministry of witness, service, and community. Thus, all Christians are ministers.
Within the general ministry e ists the representative ministry. The representa
tive ministry includes the ordained and diaconal ministries. People in these min
istries are called from within the general ministry, and evidence special gifts,
God's grace, and promise of usefulness. ' The call, according to the Discipline, is
inward as it comes to the individual and outward through the udge
twofold
ment and validation of the Church. The calling out of representative ministers
is validated only y their usefulness to the general ministry of the church. The
general ministry is charged with calling from its ranks people to represent them
in ministry. Thus, the general and representative ministry cannot e separated.
The latter e ists only to assist the former.
The general ministry not only validates the call of representative ministers, it is
also responsi le to form them. In the description of the representative ministry in
United Methodism, no discussion of theological education is mentioned. Instead,
we find the
language of call, gift and usefulness. This language does not lend
itself well to current interpretations of education it is well suited to the language of
formation. In the present day academy, education is often understood as technolog
ical. It makes new things. Standard academic dogma a out education assumes the
false Platonic notion that people would choose the good if they only knew what it
was. What
prevents people from knowing the good is that they are falsely inde ted
to their past histories. Thus, through the methodological process of dou t, persons
can e distanced from their
past and therefore ecome enhghtened.
Nowhere is this understanding of education more ade uately defined than
in the American Academy of Religion's statement Li eral Learning and the
Religion Ma or. This notion of religious education understands that convic
tion may impede the process of the ground rules of the academic study of
religion. Thus the academic study of religion re uires a distance etween the
person eing educated and the community he or she represents. Of course, what
etween is a new tradition with its own community and institutions. The
comes
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American

Academy of Religion's

statement is

uite

clear a out this:

The

premises on which we conduct our study are located institutionally and
intellectually in centers of learning that have their origins in the medieval
European university and have een methodologically informed y critical
traditions that have een developed since the
European Enhghtenment.

Through seminary education,
the church

now

mediates

this tradition which is in

e pHcit

etween the church and the pastor

re elHon

as

against

what counts for

accepta le pastoral practice.
Course of Study students

are not as
thoroughly constituted y this mediation
who have gone the traditional intellectual route which culmi
nates in seminary. This is, of course,
why we find Course of Study students so
as are

those of

us

frightening at times, particularly their pu Hc displays of emotion. They have not
een sufficiently inducted into the European Enlightenment tradition that severs
mind from ody. They are truly different, even if they never use the term dif
ference, differance, or the other. Thus, they maintain the potential for pas
toral formation in a way that those of us who live the European Enlightenment
tradition do not. Of course, one of the difficulties of the Course of Study is that
we use

it

way to entice persons to desire that other tradition and thus
possi ility for formation.

as a

lessen their

Pastoral formation
within which

we

assumes an

form

people,

immediate relation

and their role

as

pastor

etween the

we

knowledge
always

in the church. It is

teleological in that the purpose for the knowledge is not simply to create a gen
erali ed enlightened person, ut the fulfillment of a traditioned role, community
specific, as pastor-scholar. or that reason, the constant presence of the commu
nity to which one is appointed is a necessary feature of one's formation.
ormation does not overcome one's community such an agonistic practice is
inappropriate. ormation enhances one's a ility to respond and function within
the community that renders intelligi le one's formation in the first place.
Education cannot make clergy they are formed y the community of faith
which recogni es their gifts, calls them to represent the whole community, and

them for that purpose. The outward call of the church is a pastoral formation
ecause the church calls y giving certain people specific tasks, there y training
The tasks themselves form pastors. Theological education is
them to e
uses

pastors.

something of an o
Because

means

ymoron

pastors

are

theological formation

formed,

of their formation. One

not

made,

component

of

is the

education

pastoral

intelligi le term.

cannot

e the

primary

formation is instruction in

right teaching, ut this instruction is never for the purpose of teaching alone. Right
teaching is for the purpose of critically reflecting upon one's formation. Right
and right living. The three are ine tri
teaching is insepara le from right worship
effects
right living which is a result of right wor
ca ly connected. To think rightly
which effects right
thinking. Because
ship right worship constitutes right living

The

Advantages of the

Course

of Study

School
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you cannot decisively separate right living, right worship and right thinking, the
Church maintains that right teaching has conse uences of ultimate importance.
If either the Church refuses to take seriously the formation of those with spe

gifts, or the seminary usurps its role in seeking to make gifts, then the gener
ministry suffers the general ministry is dependent upon the representative ministry
for its effectiveness.
cial
al

This is

gests

an

odd claim for in

our

that the future for the Church
etween the

situation conventional wisdom sug
depends upon the reakdown of the distinc

present

general and representative ministry. The call to empower the
mean
laity
conceding the power of the representative, and particu
the
ordained
larly
ministry, to the laity. The power of the ordained e ists in the
of
Word, Sacrament and Order. In these three. Sacrament is central,
preservation
for the sacraments of aptism and Eucharist preserve the order and the Word.
Thus, those who seek to empower the laity through conceding the power of
the ordained to the laity, insist that the future will depend on more and more
laity cele rating the sacraments.
This is a tragic mistake, ecause ordination functions as the est way to
empower the general ministry of the church. To remove the distinction etween
clergy and laity will not empower the laity, ut disempower them.
The general ministry of the church authori es the ordained ministry, and thus
depends on that ministry. This is not a popular position nevertheless it is true.
The ordained ministry empowers all Christians for their ministry ecause the
ordained are validated and formed y the Church to preserve order through the
cele ration of the sacraments, through right teaching and through the up uild
ing of the community. When this office is lost, then the unity of the ministry is
a andoned. Each person is allowed to decide for her or himself concerning
teaching and sacrament.
Let me give an e ample to illustrate this. Several years ago I worked as a local
preacher for the Cari ean Council of Methodist Churches in Honduras. We had
forty local preachers, one ordained elder and twelve churches. The elder would
travel throughout the connection administering the sacraments. Under the direc
tion of the elder, the local preachers would preach and teach. We had one ener
getic, articulate young preacher who had great success as an evangelist. On one
Sunday morning, he showed up on the each in clerics and held a revival. At the
end of the revival one person asked him what prevented him from apti ing. Was
he not called y God Why then could he not apti e This young local preacher
said nothing prevented him, and so he apti ed people that day. This caused a
great scandal throughout the church and the local preachers assem led to discuss
the issue. They did not find the aptisms invaUd, ut they did rescind the young
man's preaching license for they reali ed that he had violated the unity of the
church y taking upon himself a function for which he was not validated y the
whole community. Through unilaterally deciding to apti e, he set himself up
tion

has

come

to

10
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a ove the church

community. They

were

not

given

the

opportunity

to form

him,

and then vaHdate that formation. Thus, he violated the order of the church.
The sacraments are not a function of individual prerogative they are for the

ordering

of the

community

in its

individuals, each retaining his

unity.

The church is not

a

motley assem ly

of

life the church is a gathered commu
from
out
of
nation,
tri e, tongue, and people which is to e one. That
nity
every
is
an ordered
and
the
role of the ordained ministry is to preserve the
unity
unity,
or

her

own

through right preaching, teaching and worship. or the purpose of this
unity, the church sets aside certain people and ordains them y giving them the
power to cele rate the sacraments. Ordination cannot e separated from this
order

power. To cele rate the sacraments without the validation of ordination is
lation of the unity of the church.

a

vio

preachers were theologically self-educated. Yet they
theology
ministry etter than the powerful United Methodist
Church with its educational institutions. They reali ed that their ministry was
connected to the Church Universal, and the est way they were e uipped for
their ministry was through the preservation of the order found in the distinction
etween lay and clergy. All those lay pastors knew that the ministry of the single
ordained person was also their ministry. Thus, they could e satisfied that they
served in their capacity and he served in his, and through these differences, the
church was empowered for its ministry.
In witnessing this e traordinary act, I saw a theological integrity in a small,
struggling third world church which United Methodism lacks. The energetic
young preacher was uite popular. When he left he took a large num er of
youth with him. He was received into an American missionary Pentecostal
church, and the struggling Methodists lost mem ers, financial resources and
These Honduran local

understood the

of

influence. But the Methodist Church in Honduras knew that Jesus did not call
them to count his sheep, ut to feed them. Thus, they did not hesitate, for they

were

the

convinced in the end that this
of the

integrity
theology

gospel.

was

the most

appropriate

way to maintain

ministry is insepara le from the vaHdation and formation of
the whole church. The church must call and set aside certain people for its own
sake in so doing, it forms them. Once it has done so, these people and no others
of the sacramental ordering of the church's life. This est
must have the
The

of

power

If others than those validated y the church
e uips the church for its ministry.
suffers. The voice of powerful individuals
church
the
this
are
authority,
given
cathoHc and apostolic Church.
usurps the voice of the one, holy,

OUR THEOLOGY O

MINISTRY AND THE POWERLESSNESS O

COURSE

O STUDY SCHOOL STUDENTS
claim that the Course of Study School is
So what has all this to do with my
education The relevance is uite simple the
superior to seminary

theologically

The

Advantages of the

Course

of Study

School
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Course of

Study School etter e presses this understanding of the theology of
ministry than does the seminary ecause the Course of Study has more potential
for pastoral formation while seminary is constrained y notions of educa
tion. Yet, ironically, local pastors who graduate from Course of Study School
are often refused ordination and treated as inferior
clergy.
The pro lem centers on the inordinate responsi ility placed on seminary edu
cation. In practice, the seminary is asked y the church to make pastors. The
seminary has itself usurped its su ordinate role in the formation of pastors as
well. Seminary education works with the component of pastoral formation we
have called right thinking. If it is asked to produce right worship and right liv
ing, then we have made seminary into the church. The seminary is not the
church. It can only work with the resources the church provides, it cannot create
them de

novo.

insepara ility of right living, worship and thinking, pastoral forma
o viously finds its primary focus in the Church. Yet my e perience of edu
cation has een that most people assume right thinking can e separated from
right living and worship. How much seminary education assumes that we must
first e faithful and good worshippers efore we can e rightly trained as theolo
gians Does seminary education assume any type of formation necessary
efore engaging in the right thinking component of pastoral formation Or does
it assume that through appropriate theories and concepts pastors can e made
Despite the theory of seminary education, too often the practice seeks to make
professionals through the application of appropriate theories and concepts.
The difference etween seminary and Course of Study is reflected in their cur
ricula. In a seminary curricula, people are given choice. If someone desires to
spend more time in church administration and pastoral care rather than theolo
gy, then the student is given that opportunity. In the Course of Study School, the
curriculum is set y the church and choice is not a concern. Students do not
have options. The curriculum re uires students to understand first their role
their usefulness for the church. Thus, first year students are taught The
Pastor as Theologian. But seminary curricula often are inde ted to educational
Given the

tion

models which

assume

it is up to the student to define

nary curricula even help students develop her or
elieve.... The Course of Study does not tolerate such

his her role. Some semi

his individual

church's

crediamus

we

elieve.

Of

course we

nonsense

do this

it

Credo

imposes

ecause

we

I

the

do not

y Course of Study students so we treat them different
ly, even though, generally speaking. Course of Study students have a greater
amount of lived e perience in the faith in all types of situations than do semi
want to

e em arrassed

nary students. If we were to trust anyone to choose,
Study students rather than seminarians.

we

should trust Course of

Seminary teaching is more inde ted to professional guilds than to the church.
Thus, disciplines such as pastoral care, ethics, administration. Ancient Near East
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studies. Christian origins, etc.,
cated. Be assured that these

the parameters for how
disciphnes do form people,
set

pastors

are

to

e edu

they
people
speciali ed professional guilds rather than in pastoral skills.
Course of Study teaching does not allow the imposition of the disciplinary
guilds as readily as does seminary teaching. Course of Study students do not
care a out
eing formed into disciplinary guilds they know they are pastors.
The idea that distinctions are possi le etween worship, pastoral care and
ethics reveals deep pro lems within the seminary curriculum. Pastoral care has
to do with the cure of souls, not psychological well- eing. The cure of souls can
not e the province of one discipline defined y current psychological models it
re uires an understanding of liturgy and the Christian life. To separate pastoral
duties into disciplines dissects the pastor like a frog in a high school iology
course. A dissected
frog might e useful to understand the flow of gastro-intestinal uices, ut a dissected pastor fragments the ministry of the church. A dissect
ed frog cannot e put ack together for its function as a living creature neither

into each of these

can a

dissected

ut

form

pastor.

Unfortunately, the Course of Study School also divides into disciplines, ut,
fortunately, it does so less successfully than does seminary. The various disci
plines are ualified y the title The Pastor As.... the pastor as interpreter of
the Bi le, rather than Ancient Near East specialist the pastor as theologian,
rather than philosopher the pastor as caring person, rather than resident psy
chologist. In the Course of Study School, the notion of pastor provides conti
nuity which gives students more resistance to vivisection.
In seeking academic respecta ility, seminary education often ustifies its place
law, medical or usiness schools. This education cre
competent professionals who, on the asis of their speciali ed information,

in academic life much like
ates

compara le to other professionals. The Course of Study School does not need
ustification as academically respecta le. It does not ustify itself on the asis of
creating competent, speciali ed professionals, ut on the asis of its usefulness
are

for the church's

ministry.

for the superiority of the Course of Study School is that these
less prone to e competitive with each other ecause they are all
asically serving the same type of church. They have no reason to seek to use an
education as a way to achieve an upwardly mo ile church. Because they are dis
couraged from competing with each other, soHdarity occurs more readily. Their
are
forms them into a
guild etter than when
Another

students

are

solidarity
that

reason

success

pastoral
people
taught
through con uering the largest church possi le.
Study School is theologically superior ecause it provides for

is achieved

The Course of

seminary does not. The educational models
not only inhi it
education
pastoral formation,
seminary
must e separated from
that
thinking
assume
right
right liv
they often actually
need
the
to
of
distance
a student from her
The
mythical story
ing and worship.
the

possi iHty of formation

which define much of

in

a

way

The

Advantages of the

Course

of Study

for the sake of education creates the academic

community

School
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community.

This

story also assists in the passage of students from the communities which formed
them ripping apart right living and right worship from right thinking.

O ectivity, or self-distancing, is, and has een for some time, a rigid orthodo y
against which you cannot o ect. Not only does the Christian community suffer
from this myth, other communities critical of modern rationality do so as well.
In Mar ist thought, a distinction is made etween traditional and organic
intellectuals.

A traditional intellectual

was someone

who,

in the process of

ecoming a Mar ist intellectual, so a andoned her lower class up ringing that
despite what she writes, her lifestyle etrays that she is nothing more than a tra
ditional intellectual. On the other hand, an organic intellectual is someone who
did not a andon her class in ecoming an intellectual. The difference etween a
traditional and organic intellectual is found in the effectiveness or ineffectiveness
of o ectivity to distance the student from her communal formation.
Although the Mar ists would not appreciate me using their terms for the train
ing of theologians, the terms fit nicely for the distinction etween many seminary
students and the Course of Study students. Seminary education asically accepts
the distancing myth. Because many seminary students have received the disad
vantages of a good education which effectively distanced them from their moral
communities, they can e nothing ut traditional intellectuals. On the other hand.
Course of Study students have often received the advantages of a poor education
which did not successfully distance them from the church. They approach the
Course of Study with a aversion to o ectivity which helps them e etter theolo
gians for they know what they do must have direct relevance for church life.
Thus, they have greater potential for eing organic intellectuals.
This is not to say that all distancing from communities is a ad thing of course
it is not. We all need to

And the lack of
means

do

they

e distanced from

distancing

often

are

of Course of

some

Study

communities which

capture

us.

students from their communities

committed to communities

we

find

unaccepta le. Yet how
pastoral formation

communities for

corrupt
people
myth of o ectivity, ut y providing a vision of the church
which allows us to e critical of the ways our lives are captured y communities
other than that which constitutes the ody of Christ. Course of Study students are
not taught to e uncritical. They are taught to e critical of the disparity etween
who their church is and what, in fact, it practices. But they are not taught that
rationality re uires a straction from the church community. And thus they have
greater potential to learn this lesson and have it effect their entire lives.
The gifts of ministry are not technological innovations. That is why we call
them gifts. Because the theology of ministry is fundamentally connected to
validation and formation y the church and not the academy, the Course of
Study School is theologically superior. It has greater potential to understand its
role as assisting the formation of pastors.
we

Not

est distance

through

the

from
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WHY THEN IS SEMINARY THE NORM
If my understanding of the theology of
ministry, and my reading of the differ
etween the Course of Study School and seminary, is correct, then the ues

ences

why is seminary the norm and Course of Study School made the
e ception
e planation is that United Methodist ordination practices are elitist.
Methodists moved culturally and socially upward during the last uarter of
the nineteenth century. Upward social mo ility re uires upward cultural capa
ilities which are often achieved through education. When the Methodists
moved upward, they ecame em arrassed y their previous resistance to acade
mic institutions. They wanted to dispel the notion that Methodist preachers were

tion arises

One

uneducated

ackwoodsmen.

upward mo ility falsely e uated educated with academic training. It
comple . In the Wi ard of O , the scarecrow's uest
for knowledge was fulfilled merely y the conferral of an academic degree, as if
the letters M.Div., Ph.D., D.Min., could e e uated with knowledge, wisdom or
theological formation. The early Methodists did not have academic credentialing they did have theological formation. John Wesley re uired it. Of one lay
preacher who, upon interrogation, stated he had no taste for reading, Wesley
responded, Sir, contract a taste for it or return to your trade. How many semi
nary graduates read something more than church growth literature after gradua
tion today And rances As ury often used his long travels as a time to form
young pastors theologically. As early as 181 the Methodists developed a Course
of Study School which was to e presided over y elders to train new pastors, to
introduce them into regular, life-long ha its of reading and reflecting theologi
cally. The Course of Study School delayed the founding of seminaries ecause
education could e
many pastors argued they were unnecessary. Theological
This

suffers from the scarecrow

had without them. But

egan cropping
Study

appro imately

a

decade later, educational institutions
re uired pastors to go through the

education

up. Seminary
School in their

seminary curricula up until the second world
of
the
Course
after
which,
Study School and the seminary went their sepa
war,
rate ways. Now pastors are more defined y their seminary affiliation than their
Course of

commonality as

Methodist pastors.

As the educational institutions grew in power, the churchly forms of training
diminished. Even when the educational institutions roke free from any form of

churchly control,

training was more highly valued y the church
Study training. The result is that, despite the fact that the

the academic

than the Course of

School is the oldest educational institution in Methodism, it
its graduates the same
sufficient
does not have
power to offer
privileges other
do.
academic institutions
The options should not e uneducated or trained in the academy. This is
a cultural elitism. As Methodists
a false distinction which instantiates

Course of

ly

moved

Study

upward culturally, seminary

ecame the

norm.

increasing

The normative influ-

The

ence

of the

promise
mo ility.

seminary rule '

are

Advantages of the

and the

condescending

residual elements of Methodism's

That the normative role of

elitism is

empirically

demonstrated

dents have within the church.

Course

of Study

School
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e ceptional
upward cultural

notion of

attempt

at

seminary education is a result of cultural
y the lack of power Course of Study stu

they are appeased is y allowing them to cele rate the sacraments.
allowing local pastors to cele rate the sacraments is to grant them
ordination. Remem er that our theology of ministry sets people aside for their
usefulness to the ministry of all Christians through ordering the church for min
istry in the world through Word and Sacrament. Thus, to grant people the
One way

In essence,

power to do this, is in effect to ordain them.
According to Methodist Church law, local pastors are authori ed to cele rate
the sacraments. But a distinction must e made here etween what we legally

allow, and what

our
theology asserts. Legally, we say that they operate as an
ishop's power, and in fact they operate at the re uest of district
superintendents, yet theologically neither ishops nor district superintendents

e tension of the

have the power to ordain on their own without the church's presence.
Ordination elongs to the whole church the church alone can estow that

power. Thus to allow individuals to estow the power of ordination dissociates
the ond etween the representative ministry and the general ministry. This

analogous

en oying the intimacies of married life without
fidelity. We tell local pastors to do what the ordained
can do,
ut we deny them the calling to ordained ministry. The church is uncom
mitted to them, even when they are committed to the church.
If local preachers have the re uisite gifts and graces, then the church should
practice

is

to

someone

the commitment of marital

validate their call and ordain them. Academic education should not
uisite for ordination.

ministry.

not make

Refusing

We make ordination

theologians

to ordain local
a

preachers destroys

our

e

a

prere

theology

function of academic education. Education

of

can

the church must form them.

PRESCRIPTIONS
a
group of lower class ministers who are denied ecclesial
the
reason that
for
sole
power
they were unfortunate enough to e orn into a
lower socio-economic class which denied them access to educational opportuni

The creation of

ministry late in life within a church constantly speak
ing for the poor and oppressed is more than ironic it is tragic. This situation
needs urgent and immediate attention. ollowing are five prescriptions to egin
ties,

or

that

they

entered

to address this situation.

1.

The

We,

as a

church,

seminary rule

2. The Course of

theological

must disassociate ordination and academic accreditation.

should

e a olished.

Study School should

education of

pastors,

and the

accepta le alternative route for the
e ceptional promise clause a olished.
e

an

1

Long

3. Alternative forms of

the pastor

as

apprenticeship
to

theologian

theological
should

model that refuses to

formation which take

e created and

accept

distance themselves from the church to
4. The role of the church

a

seriously

implemented

rationality

e educated.

which

the role of

ased

re uires

on an

students

only official ordaining agency must e recap
illing pulpits
supply-side economics must give way to a
of
theological understanding ordering the faithful through Word and Sacrament.
The role of the district superintendent will move away from ureaucrat manager
tured.

as a

as

the

matter of

to the preserver of the sacramental life of the church.
5. Seminary education must e reconnected to the church

so

that it under

stands its purpose as one component in pastoral formation. It must not
upon as the primary means y which pastors are formed.

e relied
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Transfiguration of Scripture:
Charles Wesley's Poetic
Hermeneutic

John

R. Tyson

INTRODUCTION
Charles

Wesley 1707-1788 ,

one

of the

was, as

patriarchs

of Methodism and

poet-lau

at O ford. He
movement, was also a founder of the Holy Clu
his classmate John Gam old remem ered, a man made for friendship

reate of the

who, y his cheerfulness and vivacity, would refresh his friend's heart. George
Whitefield, future fiery evangelist, then student at Pem roke College, was one of
the young
around the

men

drawn into the circle of

Wesleys,

and Charles

sion. This triumvirate of

men

would later

English
George Whitefield

spiritual

formation which

gathered

ecame the instrument of Whitefield' s
ecome the focal

figures

in

a

conver

revival

Isles and American Colonies. Charles followed his older

that shook the

open-air evangelism.
propriety,
Charles
roke down the ridge and ecame desperate on June 24, 1739,
preaching to near ten thousand helpless sinners waiting for the Word, in
rother and

Although

it

was an

in the innovation of

affront to his frail health and

sense

of ecclesiastical

Moorfields.

The younger Wesley ecame an effective evangelist, and the crowds that
flocked to hear him soon found that a musician's voice and the poet's way with

preacher to e preferred even over his more
Sleepest, and The Cause and Cure of
Earth uakes, carried in John Wesley's pu lished works, were Charles's compo
sitions. ' A collection of his early shorthand sermons have een recently discov
ered and pu lished. But Charles Wesley's homiletical corpus is dwarfed y that
of his rother this is due in part, to Charles's facility at preaching e tempore.
words made Charles

famous

John

R.

rother.

Tyson

is

a

Wesley

a

Awake Thou That
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In most cases, after 1739, there
simply were
the delivery of his many homilies. Thus,

lasting contri

ution.

no

written

hymns

sermons or

have

notes to mark

ecome Charles's most

While he wrote a few hymns
during the Georgia e periment, Charles did not
egin writing hymns in earnest until after his own version of an Aldersgate
E perience, which preceded John Wesley's conversion y two days in the water
shed month of May, 1738.'
In his ournal entry for Tuesday, May 23, Charles
reported that: At nine I egan an hymn upon my conversion, ut was persuaded
to reak off, for fear of
pride. Later that same day he finished the hymn, and
when John Wesley visited Charles on his sick ed, Wednesday, May 24, they
sang
the hymn together in an impromptu cele ration: Towards ten, my rother was
rought in triumph y a troop of our friends, and declared, T elieve ' We sang
the hymn with great oy, and parted with prayer. '
rom that inauspicious egin
would
follow
an
level
of
ning
unprecedented
literary productivity.
Initially, Charles's hymn writing went hand in hand with the Wesley an evan
gelism. His ournal locates his hymns in the larger conte t of daily ministerial
duties. They were written to e sung with his preaching services, in fellowship
with Christian friends, or as a portion of his own devotional life. Many of his
most famous hymns were written in the midst of a ministry that often included
four or five sermons a day in as many towns.' After his marriage to the lovely
Sarah Gwynne 1749 the increase of family responsi ilities curtailed Charles's
incessant travel as his health also failed and roke repeatedly, he ceased to itin
erate, turning more and more directly to the task of writing verse.' Over the
course of his seventy-nine years, Charles Wesley composed more than 9,000
hymns and sacred poems nearly 4,000 of which were pu lished in his lifetime,
although more than 2,000 of them remain unpu lished today. Well over half of
his compositions pu lished and unpu lished were called Short Hymns on
Select Passages of Scripture.
They were poetic e positions of Scripture pas

sages, as much a i lical commentary and reflection of their writer's i lical
hermeneutic as John Wesley's more famous Notes Upon the Old and New
Testaments. Their role, however, was confined to the realm of religious verse,
since few, if any, of the Short

Hymns

were

sung in

CHARLES'S POETIC DICTION
Charles Wesley's poetry was written during
of

English

literature. The

great

a

Wesley's lifetime.'

very torrid time in the

luminaries of

English

verse,

history
including

and Milton, though physically a sent from the scene, were still
influential through their successors a host of e ually popular neo-classicists
Nor is it surprising that the phraseology of these
or

Shakespeare

Augustans. ''

literary

their way into Charles Wesley's hymns Dryden, Prior,
Cowley,
and Milton, are echoed in
Wesley's verse. His
Young, as well as Shakespeare
for many of the same poets identified
letters voice his admiration
y echo or

giants found

Transfiguration of Scripture

allusion in Charles's

hymns. Cowley, Spencer, Milton,

Prior and
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Young

are

among the contemporary poets Wesley mentioned as eing of interest to him. '
Charles and his rother, John, oth received the O ford A.M. in Classics,
which was considered the appropriate degree for ministerial preparation. He
was

educated and wrote his poetry during a literary renaissance which looked to
style and mode of e pression. James Johnson, who has written

the classics for its

of the standard treatments of the

Augustan literature, identified the applica
philology as the unifying characteristic of the neoclassicism of mid-eighteenth-century English literature. There are numerous
reminiscences of classical forms and phrases in Charles Wesley's hymns. Henry
Bett has identified clear applications of
irgil's Aeneid, as well as echoes of
Horace, Homer and Plato. But John Ratten ury aptly drew attention to the rela
tively slight occurrence of classical allusions in Wesley's verse: One allusion in
every 2,000 lines does not give more than a pleasant literary flavour to the total
work. '' The same could also e said of Charles's use of Patristic and Anglican
i lical images and language overshadowed, y far, the
religious resources

one

tion of classical forms and

allusions which Charles drew from other

sources.

appropriate
Wesley among those eighteenth-cen
and
Swift,
Addison, in whom the classical and
Dryden,
Pope
Christian traditions happily merged. He was at home in the writings of irgil,
Augustine or Saint Paul, and in the original languages Not only did Charles
study the classics and allow their phrases to creep into his own verses, he also
As Donald
used classical etymology to refine the purity of his diction.
Davie pointed out, in Wesley, as in Johnson, the lunted meaning or lurred
Charles's
metaphor comes sharper and live again in a sort of latinate pun.
and
like
evidence
this
of
words
virtue, meek, gentle
almy,
application
etymological purity.
to count Charles

Thus it is

tury writers, like

CHARLES WESLEY'S HERMENEUTIC
It is hard to

imagine

anyone who has

een

as

saturated with

Scripture

as

the

Wesleys were
phrases seeped from them, not only in sermon and in
ut
in
of their casual speech and private writings. Hence,
also
the
course
song,
i lical

Ratten ury wryly o served, a skillful man, if the Bi le were lost, might e tract
it from Wesley's hymns. They contain the Bi le in solution. ' Henry Bett has
rightly called Charles's hymns mosaics of i lical allusions Wesley selected,
shaped and polished Bi le words, phrases and images and cemented them
together to form his own image laden works of art.
Charles's favorite description for the Bi le was the oracles, a designation
which emphasi ed the revelatory impact he felt in the Scriptures. ' It was his per
sistent ha it to use the Bi le as the foundation for his religious epistemology
Doctrine, creed and reli
hence, he also called the Scriptures his rule of faith.
i
lical standard:
to
the
were
all
evaluated
gious e periences
according
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Doctrines, e periences

to

We to the sacred standard

Assured the
Can

never

try.

fly.
Spirit of our Lord

contradict His Word:

Whate'er His

Spirit speaks

to me.

Must with the written Word agree
If not I cast it all aside.
As Satan's voice,

or

nature's

The test of truth and

pride.

righteousness,

O God, thy records we confess.
And who Thine oracles gainsay.

right celestial way
pardon sure they vainly oast.

Have missed the

Their

sunk, in darkness lost
they of perfection dream.

In nature

Or if

light of grace is

The

not in them.

Charles Wesley had an unam iguous confidence in the accuracy of the i li
cal record, and his doctrine of Scripture had its asis in the revelatory connection
etween the Word and Spirit of God. or Charles, the Bi le was the enlivened

Word of God

ecause of its

often than the Bi le itself

pro imity

were

said to

to Christ and the

Spirit and these more
revelatory event:

e infalli le in the

Let all who seek in

Jesu'

name.

To Him su mit their every word.
Implicit faith in them disclaim.

And send the hearers to their Lord
Who doth His ather's will reveal.
Our

only Guide

Infalli le.

thy mind impart.
own
interpreter.
the
Scriptures to my heart.
E plain
That when the Church thy servant hear.
Taught y the Oracles Divine,
They all may own, the Word is Thine.
Jesus

to

me

Be thou thine

It

precisely his emphasis upon the revelatory role of the Bi le, e pressed in
and Spirit, that gave Wesley's hymns a direction
dynamic relation of Word

was

the

essentially i lical, and yet also so fresh and lively. He had an acute
ut was unwilling to make the Bi le an end in itself
reverence for the Scriptures,
that

was so

Transfiguration of Scripture

rather, it

was a

fellowship

Matt. 9:20-21

to reach

means

with Christ

where

a

an

end

such

as

reconciliation, sanctification,

humanitarian service . The following hymn, ased on
woman was healed of a
hemorrhage y touching the hem
or

Jesus' garment , e pressed Charles's reverence for
trem le to draw near. , as well as his willingness
of

ment with which
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Scriptures

the
to

use

l

the Bi le

lush and

as

to touch my Lord:

a gar

Unclean of life and heart unclean.
How shall I in His sight appear
I

Conscious of my invertinate sin
lush and trem le to draw near

through the garment of His Word
hum ly seek to touch my Lord.

Yet I
I

The

goal

of Charles

Wesley's

hermeneutic

the actuali ation of the

was

i lical

Blessed is he that readeth, and they that
hear... , Charles reminds the reader that the mystic words, illuminated for us
y the Holy Spirit Divine Interpreter , ecome the Words that endless liss
te t. In his comment

on

Rev. 1:3

impart when Kept in an o
ings of the Word are found
hearing and doing the Word
glory of Christ is revealed

edient heart.

His second stan a

implies

the

less

hearing
doing of it, since through our
the Kingdom of God comes upon the earth and the
in the

oth

now

and

and in the Lord's return:

Come, Divine Interpreter
Bring me eyes Thy ook to read.
Ears the mystic words to hear.

proceed.
impart

Words which did from Thee
Words that endless

Kept in an

liss

o edient heart.

All who read, or hear, are less' d.
If Thy plain commands we do.
Of

Thy kingdom here possess'd.
we shall in
glory view,

Thee

When Thou

comest

on

Reign triumphant
T. S.

Gregory,

in

an

article entitled

at

earth to a ide

Thy side.

Charles

Wesley's Hymns

urges the modern reader to consider Wesley's
te t. Alongside of Charles's easy conscience a out

characteristic he shared with

apply sophisticated

and Poems,

hermeneutic in its historical

i lical

con-

supernatural world-view, a
the Augustan poets, stand Wesley's attempts to
scholarship. He read and applied the leading
a
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resources
we

of his

imagine

that

day,

however

John Wesley's

anti uarian they may seem today Nor should
Notes Upon the Old and New Testaments escaped

Charles's attention, since he edited revised the entire pro ect.'
Charles Wesley was also a talented e egete. His study and application of the
Bi le was not limited to the renderings of the Authori ed ersion KJ , the Book

of

Common

Prayer or recent commentaries though he utili ed each of those
de terity in the Greek New Testament was e emplified in

His

resources.

Charles's treatment of the so-called kenosis passage in Phil. 2:7. The Greek heauton ekenose is, literally, he emptied himself
referring to the condescension of
Christ. The translators of the Authori ed
self of
Authori

Wesley

ersion avoided the

old

simplicity

phrasing,
reputation, and took upon him the form of a servant.
ed reading avoids the scandalous phrasing of the Greek te

the Pauline

and translated the kenosis with the words

The

no

would have

none

of this

of

he made him

t,

ut

type of evasion:

He left His throne a ove.
Emptied of all hut love,

Whom the heavens cannot contain,
God, vouchsafed a worm to appear.

Poor, and vile, and a ect here. '

rendering of emptied pushed eyond the transla
day
prefigured the reading carried in more modern ver
Revised
as
the
sions such
Standard . Having felt the force of Wesley's i licism,
also
one must
press through it to the hermeneutical processes Charles used to
e pound Scripture in his hymns and sacred poems.
Charles's

old and direct

tions of his

own

and

Approach
Wesley's approach

Christocentric
Charles

emphatically Christocentric. It
egan Jaco wrestling with the angel, the

to the Bi le

mattered not where the passage
assault on Jericho, a para le a out

was

Good Samaritan , Charles's e position of it
found a christological center and preached full salvation through almost any
i lical passage. Wesley's tendency was to evangeli e the Old Testament and
Charles treated it as if it were contemporary with the Church of Christ.
John
a

Wesley's christological approach to the Bi le in mind when he
wrote that Charles rarely deals with the primary meaning of Scripture.
Instead of paraphrasing or reporting the gist of a i hcal passage, he poetically
restructured it according to his own theological agenda. It was precisely this
hermeneutical process that distinguished and distanced Charles Wesley from his
hymnological precursors. He oldly wove Christology and commentary into
to paraphrase the
message of a particular
every poem instead of simply trying
Ratten ury

i lical te t.

had

Transfiguration of Scripture
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Bar ara Welch, e amining Charles Wesley's poetry from a literary perspec
tive, identified his Christocentricism as a characteristic that distinguished

Charles from the

Augustan poets who were his contemporaries, as well as from
hymnological precursors like George Her ert and Isaac Watts The
Augustan mood meditated upon the wonders of nature in order to contemplate
the greatness of God, ... ut in Wesley, that is only holy, it seems, which was
raised on the Cross Christ redeemed men, not creation. This ha it in Wesley of
envisaging the world almost e clusively from a supernatural as opposed to nat
ural viewpoint marks a central difference etween him and that group of fash
Bernard Manning, in his classic Hymns of Wesley and Watts, used
iona le poets.
Christocentricism to contrast the hermeneutics of those two poets of Scripture:
Watts, time and time again, set the faith of the incarnation, the passion and res
urrection against its cosmic ackground. He surveys the solar system, the planets,
the fi ed stars, the animal creation, from the eginning to the end of time.
Watts followed the traditional Augustan poetic form in his application of imagery
drawn from the natural world to e plain i lical revelation, Wesley refined
Augustan diction y structuring his poems around Christ and other leading i li
cal themes like redemption, atonement, sanctification and self-giving .
Dr. Watts was a pioneer in the art of paraphrasing the Psalms and other i lical
passages. His ideal was to follow the i lical te t as closely as possi le and restate
Charles
its message in the est Miltones ue poetic diction he could muster.
term
to
i
even the
that
is
use
if
weaving
appropriate
y
Wesley paraphrases
lical words and images from the passage and from aU across the Scripture, togeth
er with e tra- i lical words,
phrases and images to form a new interpretative fa
ric. Thus, Manning aptly noted that Charles ...not only paraphrased, ut also
oldness which he o served in Wesley's work
commented as he versified the
was found in the
poet's willingness to grapple with the i lical te t artistically in
order to form it along the lines of one of the Bi le's central themes.
Wesley was conscious of his penchant for looking eneath the primary meaning
of Scripture. His hymn ased on Luke 9:33 the Transfiguration account gave a clue
to its author's recognition of the method he used to transfigure i hcal passages:

his

Who tastes the Truth and Jesus sees
In all the Scripture mysteries
The Law and the

Prophets' End,

and many
Dehghts
on the mountain stay.
gladly
to meditate

Would

And

The first three lines

are

never more

descend. '

especially significant

for

our

in uiry

since

they point

Charles's willingness to find Jesus in all the Scripture-mysteries,
the Law and the Prophets. Commenting on Luke 1 :31
If they hear

as

well

as

to

in

not Moses
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and the

one rose

dead.

core

love

Prophets, neither will they e persuaded, though
Wesley looked to the New Testament's redemptive
alone as the sufficient proof of
reconciling grace :

from the

and identified

Taught y their incredulity
standing meaning vouchsafed y thee
We thankfully em race.
The Scriptures search to find our Lord
And listen to the oyful Word
Of reconciling grace.

The

The sinner poor Thy Word elieves.
As full sufficient proof perceives
What Thou

are

But love alone
But

only Gilead's

The
These statements

pleased to 'impart'
change the will.

can

alm

can

heal

lindness of my heart.

not antithetical to those introduced

a ove

standing
Scriptures to find our
ut Charles did not stop his commentary with Christology. He connected
Lord,
Christology with redemption and sanctification, and generally found the whole
gospel in any i lical passage that came under his consideration.
Charles Wesley was conscious of his penchant for looking eneath the literal
surface of the i lical te t to find the precious mine elow. In the following
verse he critici ed the
proud and no dou t superficial learning which is
meaning

are

of the te t still

una le to discern

even

prods

the

foundational

Proud

singer

to

the

search the

i lical themes: '

learning oasts,

its skill in vain

The sacred oracles to

e plain.

It may the literal surface show.
But not the precious mine elow

The

saving

sense

remains conceal' d.

The Book is still unread, unknown.
And open'd y the Lam alone.
The

verse

is full of

powerful images

shows his clear interest in

the

for

precious

descri ing Charles's hermeneutic.

mine

It

elow, the literal surface of

deposit is descri ed as the saving sense which is
revealed y the living Word Christocentricity emerges again, as the Lam opens
the Book poetically as its central theme and redemptively as the Spirit
opens
the saving sense for the reader.
Scripture.

The hidden
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Typology

is

hermeneutical tool which finds
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deeper meaning hidden
might e pect, it provided
Charles Wesley with one of his favorite devices for plum ing the depths of the
precious mine elow. His application of typology followed the general pattern
of finding a New Testament or christological type lurking ehind an Old
Testament person, event or institution. Hence, Jesus was found typified or
prefigured in the heroes of old. Charles's typologies were often very direct:
Moses the meek man of God, A type of Christ was seen....
Wesley's ournal
reports that types also emerged in his preaching, though his sermons now e tant
do not employ the device.
irtually any Old Testament hero could, in Charles's hands, ecome an instru
ment for teaching a out Christ, although Moses, Joshua, Samson and David were
his favorite figures for typological identification.
The ark of the covenant, to
which the Israelites fled for mercy, typified the wounds of Christ.
Jaco 's lad
der, upon which angels ascended and descended from heaven Gen. 28:12-13 ,
ecame a powerful image for descri ing the work of Christ's incarnation, death
as did Isaac
and resurrection,
carrying the wood of his own sacrificial death. ''
Since 1841 and the pu lication of Thomas Jackson's Life of Charles Wesley, stu
dents of Methodism have een ama ed y Charles's application of Matthew
ew people, mused Jackson, would think of going to
Henry's commentary.
At first
the ver ose Commentary of Matthew Henry for the elements of poetry.
ama
ement
seems
well
closer
e
amination
founded
glance Jackson's
yet
sug
gests that Charles Wesley and Matthew Henry shared a hermeneutical fondness
for christological typologies. This common interest also e plains why Charles
repeatedly followed Henry's comments and virtually ignored John Wesley's
Notes as he formed his Short Hymns on Select Passages of Scripture. '' Numerous
instances emerge where Charles's poems prefer Matthew Henry's comments
and even orrow his phraseology instead of following the pattern of John
Wesley' Notes. An e ample of this sort of preference is found in their respective
treatment of Josh. 20:7-8, where the seven cities of refuge were designated
Charles Wesley and Matthew Henry found typological meanings for each of the
seven cities,
ut John's Notes refused to venture eyond the oundary of
Palestinian geography.
Charles Wesley used typology e tensively. He understood it as a valid poeti
cal device for developing analogical or thematic connections across the road
e panse of Scripture. Often his typologies do not seem as grotes ue as others of
the age, since Charles took pains to make the element of connection
e it meek
ness, intercession or victory through death, etc. transparent in his e position.
Often he used the Sit -im-Le en of the te t to ridge the gap etween them
through identification with their pHght or with their emotions. Typology, while
eschewed y John Wesley's more modern type of commentary, formed an o via

eneath the literal surface of the

i lical te t. As

a

we

2
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ous

corollary

to

Charles's Christocentric

meshed well with the

practical

approach

situation of

evangelist who deemed it his task
and through any Bi le passage.

a

to the

poet who

to tell the whole

hermeneutical task. It

was

Allegory
Allegory is another deeper identification which
Wesley's hermeneutic arsenal. Like typology, allegory
etween two characters

also

gospel story

a

hymnologisthymn,

in every

appears in Charles

makes

a

connection

the surface of

things seem uite
separate. But where typology rests on a strong thematic or sym olic identifica
tion etween two seemingly separate elements, allegory speciali es in finding a
spiritual identification for virtually every aspect emerging in the passage under
consideration. Allegory, like typology, has a long history of application in the
Church yet, it has always had the inherent danger of the te t eing e tended at
the whim of the e positor. This danger ecomes especially acute in allegory as
opposed to typology since history is held in a eyance. But for this same rea
son, allegory ecomes a particularly versatile tool in the hands of a poetical com
eneath the literal sur
mentator, who wishes to mine the depths of meaning
face of the

or

incidents which

on

i lical te t.

Wesley generally used allegory to e pound and e pand New
pericopes. It was a prominent literary device in his poems and in his
preaching. An unpu lished letter preserves a recollection of how he preached
from the para le of the Good Samaritan:
Charles

Testament

I read prayers, and preached the pure Gospel from the Good Samaritan.
Surely He was in the midst of us, pouring in His oil. Some seemed ready

for Him and it cannot e long efore He inds up their wounds, and
rings them into His inn, and takes care of them. He gave money to me the

host, that I
their

too

recovery.

This sustained

attention,
an

applica le

take

imagery

care

is also

of His

patients.

preserved

I

was

greatly

in Charles's

concerned for

hymn

on

The Good

The Bi le passage Luke 15 had long een the focus of allegorical
ut where St. Augustine and other earlier e positors turned the para

Samaritan.
le into

might

epic

of Christ's life, Charles

to the inner life of

Wesley

saw

it

as a

reconciling

event

everyone.

Wesley's hymn the reader or singer is the wounded traveler, ro ed of true
rehgion y thieves. The mortal wound which has een inflicted is Adam's sin:
The traveler is stripped
Dead in Adam, dead, withui My soul is wholly dead.
God.
He
is
of
and his lood is his
loodied,
naked, Naked, helpless stripped
The priest who Comes down in vain sym oli ed the patriarchs and
own guilt.
prophets of old. The Levite of the i hcal account ecomes one of the contempo
In

who
rary false teachers

offers

no

rehef All my wounds e open

tears.

'

Jesus,
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the Good Samaritan in

Wesley's e position, is full of grace and compassion He
The recovery of the traveler is a recovery from
spirit's every wound.
sin, through the Wine and oil of grace, at the hand of the Good Physician. '
The result of that healing prescription is not only health, ut also cleansing and
wholeness
Wesleyan euphememisms for sanctification or Christian Perfection:
Perfect then the work egun, And make the sinner whole.
Similar allegorical
e position can e found in hymns which were ased on Charles's favorite sermon
The Pool of Bethesedia,' '' The Woman of
te ts, including Blind Bartimaeus,
and WrestHng Jaco .
Canaan
Bi lical events hke, The Taking of Jericho,
The Children in the iery urnace ' and Daniel in the Den of
Jonah's Gourd,
were also
Lions,
allegori ed into stories of redemption.
Seen against his literary conte t, once again Wesley roke with the style of his
important precursors. Unlike Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, and allegories of an
earlier generation, Charles Wesley never narrated the allegori ed account to the
reader. The reader or singer is never a spectator to the unfolding redemptive
heals my

events rather, we ecome one of the actors in the narrative. We are the
Wounded Traveler ro ed of vital piety or Jaco wrestling for the lessing
Blind Bartimaeus's affliction

ecomes

Adultery guilty,
Wesley's allegories are from those

our own

sinful

lindness and

we are

the

y grace
longer
Bunyan or Milton Where the Puritans
i lical
narrate the account, the Methodist makes the singer participate in the
drama where earlier allegorists used the device to communicate ideals or princi
ples, Charles Wesley used the same tool to take the reader or singer to the core of
the i lical passage y recreating the event afresh in the reader's imagination. It
with a very few e ceptions, the
was for this reason that John Ratten ury found
are
of
Charles
convincing, and rarely, as in the
Wesley
allegorical interpretations
case of so
many allegorists, grotes ue. ' Wesley took an old tool and reshaped it

Woman Taken in
ent

to fit the needs of

ut

a new

no

accused. How differ

of

age.

Drama

image- uilding process at work in Charles Wesley's
lended and allegori ed Scripture into a poetic form
that communicated the gospel in a dramatic and participatory fashion. His poet
ic reconstructions were full of the Bi le, and they communicated a sense of lifee perience which drew the singer into the te t. Wesley had a talent for taking a
famihar passage and changing its conte t, or lending it with another passage or
image to make it fresh and ahve in the imagination of the reader. or e ample,
There is

a

hermeneutic.

mythic

or

He wove,

the mournful call of Matt. 27:25, His lood e upon us, and upon our children,
which in its conte t was the shout of the crowd re ecting Christ efore Pilate's
udgment seat, ecame in Charles's poetic reconstruction, the est of prayers, if

rightly understood. The
redemption through the

shout of dereliction
lood

was

transformed into

saving significance

of Christ.

a

prayer for
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Charles's process of

recasting

allusions

or

imagery

into

something

new or

star-

thng, had as its goal recreating a sense of the drama or emotion which drew people
into the hymn, and
through it to Christian faith. Thus, the hymns, as with Charles's
sermons, were weapons of Wesleyan evangehsm they had the not-so-su tle agen
da of inviting people to come to vital faith. Charles often undertook this task
y
making the hearer or singer a contemporary of the crucifi ion of Christ:
It is finished

The love of Christ crucified

into tears, and felt

whole
This

congregation

same

preaching,

sympathy with

looked upon Him who

poetic device,

created

hinted at

so

constrained me, that I

urst

suffering. In like manner,
they had pierced and mourned.

Him in His

through the ournal's
hymns:

the

record of Charles's

dramatic effect in his

a

My stony heart Thy wrath defies.
against Thy udgments rise.
Self-hardened from Thy fear
What can'nst Thou with Thy re el do
Try me y love, and in my view
With all Thy wounds appear.

And dares

piteous sight can ear
hangs leeding there
there
On yonder tree
There,

Ah Who that

Behold the Lam
Pierced

are

His

feet. His hands. His side

My Lam , My love

is crucified

O God He dies for me

hymn, like the sermon descri ed in Charles's ournal, vi rates with emotion it
peppered with e clamation points, cast in imagery and tense that demands par
ticipation in a new religious event orchestrated y the poet. Time and space are
not oundaries to poetic imagination or to religious e perience Wesley's hymns
used poetic hermeneutics to ridge the distance etween the i lical past and the
contemporary reader y involving us in the events and e periences of the te t.
Wesley used many poetic devices to create this dramatic dialogue etween
The
is

the
to

past and present.

paint

the

picture

We shall mention

ut

of the crucified Christ

a

few of them. The first method was
the canvas of the reader's mind.

on

graphic language. His phrases are short and well cho
and they communicate in vivid word
sen
pictures the
The poems are typically set in the
emotion.
or
author's e citement
present tense
as opposed to the more traditional narrative past this reaks the onds of time,
Charles's

verses are

full of

full of color and action

contemporaries of the te t.
Second, occasionally, the sense of spiritual need

and makes the readers

or

culpa ility

on

the

part of
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the reader is

heightened y the spokesperson in Wesley's hymns accepting
guilt for the death of Christ: The covenant- lood Underfoot I have
trod And again I have murdered the meek Son of God. In this e ample,
formed on the pattern of He . : , Wesley personified the seriousness of re ect
ing the reconciliation pro-offered in Christ's death. The present re ection of
redemption is e uated with the guilt of those who murdered Him in the histori
cal past y mythopoeic interpretation those who re ect Christ now also crucify
The poetic transition from past to present placed a sense of responsi ility
Him.
and onus for decision upon the singer of the hymn. As we saw in his application
of allegory, Charles's spokespersons often transformed the reader into one of the
lame

or

actors in the

A third

raneity

i lical drama.

literary device which Wesley employed to create a sense of contempo
hymns was dialogue. In a few of his e positions of the atonement,
poetical spokespersons enter into dialogue with Jesus as He hangs

in his

Charles's
upon the

ever

present

cross:

Saviour, I with guilty shame.
Own that I, alas, am he
Weak, and wavering still I am.

Ready still to fly from Thee:
Stop me y Thy look, and say,
'Will you also go away '

You, whom I have

rought to God,

Will you turn from God again
You, for whom I spilt my lood.
You, who felt it once applied.

Can

yet leave my leeding side

No, my Lam , my Saviour, No

Every soul with me reply
rom Thy wounds we will not go.
Will not from our Master fly:
This is the life-giving word
Thou art

our

Eternal Lord.

dialogue reaches its clima in the thirteenth verse
poetic voice implores, Speak Thyself into our heart.
This

ment

and Christian Perfection

were

of this poem, where the

Reconcihation,

wedded in this dramatic

dialogue

atone

with the

crucified Christ.
Because of his
it in ways

we

for the Bi le, Charles Wesley reworked and applied
might term e istential. T. S. Gregory has put it well y

reverence

moderns
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saying

the

that Charles

Wesley

e perience they

ut to induce

wrote his

reveal.

' The

hymns not only to e press,
e periential e pression was oth

doctrinal and

didactic. It revolved around the central themes of the Christian faith, and sought
to e press those themes in
ways that made them live in the reader's frame of ref

Wesley drew the singer into the action and e perience of the i lical
te ts rather than narrate the accounts through poetic spokespersons, Wesley
made the reader into one of the actors in the drama he was directing. In
erence.

Charles's

hymns and poems the i lical te t and the singer stand in an e perien
dialogue that makes them contemporaneous. His affirmation of the theologi
cal connection of Word and Spirit lay at the foundation of Wesley's sometimes
daring hermeneutical reconstructions. It allowed him to find Christ at the center
of any passage, and yet gave Charles the freedom to allow the Spirit of God to
speak through the passage as he shaped the te t into a new conte t. Ironically,
Wesley's traditional conception of the nature of Scripture gave him a hermeneu
tic that was far from traditional his transfigurations of Scripture were fresh, live
ly and often a it daring.
tial

WESLEY'S HERMENEUTIC IN LITERARY CONTE T

Charles's hymns and sacred poems have an Augustan sense of propriety
a out them. James Dale and Bar ara Welch have made the literary connections
etween Wesley's work and the Augustan poets the foci of their Ph.D. disserta
tions.' Dale's summation of Wesley's participation in Augustan poetic form is

representative
Charles

of their conclusions:

Wesley

is

an

indu ita le

Augustan

in his controlled

e pression

of

emotion, his unashamed didacticism, his clear precision of statement, his

forceful
canon

compression

Dryden, Prior,
Wesley's

of

meaning,

his constant allusions to

a

hallowed

of reference familiar to his readers, his diction, cast in the mold of
and

Pope.

interaction with

contemporary poetic genre indicates that his hymns

popular piety's picture of a mystical little man who
wrote always
hymns possess oth spontaneity
were
tools in the hands of a poetical
those
ut
and overflowing emotion,
feelings
his sentiment, while genuine,
a
not
was
Charles
sentimentalist
craftsman.
merely
And
we
do
him a disservice if we think
diction.
his
of
instrument
was an
poetic
the
the
of
role of e perience played
read
we
when
emotionalism
importance
The
fusion
of
doctrine
and e perience was as
sacred
and
in his hymns
poems.
as
it
was
method
to
Charles's
to
foundational
Wesleyan theology it creat
poetic
doctrine
in
his
and e perience march in
Hence
ed a lived theology.
hymns
an indivisi le unit. ''
step, forming
Welding e perience and theology together in hymns with emotive references
asic to Charles's pattern in rehgious verse. His rother, John Wesley, recwas
were

studied

more

than

under the heat of emotion. His
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ogni ed it and his Preface appropriately descri ed their 1780 Hymn Book for the
Use of a People Called Methodists: a little ody of e perimental and practical
divinity. '
E perimental and practical are good synonymns for the
Wesleyan conception of the role of religious e perience. It had to do with the
interconnection of life and thought.' John's preface indicated that this fusion of
doctrine and vital e perience that was found in the makeup of the hymns even
e tended to the organi ation of the hymn ook: The hymns are not um led
together, ut carefully ranged under proper heads, according to the e perience
of real Christians. ' Thus, Charles's poetical use should not e confused with
the geysers of warm feelings found in the Romantic verse that came after him
yet, as Donald Davie suggests, eeling is there. We respect its integrity, and we
take its force. Just ecause it is not offered in isolation ut together with its occa
sion, an occasion grasped and presented with keen and sinewy intelligence. '
There was a Lockean sense of practicality a out the Wesleyan approach to reli
gious language hence, John's preface also assured the reader, We talk common
sense...

The

hymns
ing put

oth in prose and in verse. '
preface hinted at the

same

to

e

good poetry
patch up the rhyme,

Wesleys'

since in them

poetry. John found the
doggerel, no otches, noth

tastes in

there is

no

e plicatives. Here is nothing turgid
meaning. ' A champion of
e pression,
elieved
the
words
for
folks,
John
Wesleyan hymns possessed oth
plain
plain
the purity, and the strength and elegance of the English language, and at the
He
same time, the utmost simplicity and plainness, suited to every capacity.
also recogni ed the genuine creativity of Charles's muse, distinguishing etween
an artist and an imitator:
By la our, a man may ecome a tolera le imitator of
or Milton, and may heap together pretty compound epi
Spencer, Shakespeare
thets, as paleeyed, meekeyed, and the like ut unless he e orn a poet, he will
never attain the
genuine spirit of poetry. '
The similarities etween Charles Wesley's poetry and Augustan form are sus
tained and striking. But it is also clear that the literary evaluation of the
Augustan or Neo-Classical period is currently undergoing pervasive revision.' '
Donald Wesling's fine survey Augustan orm: Justification and Breakup of a
Poetic Style, concludes y suggesting that Augustan orm was actually a
poetic artifice created y the emergent Romantics who, wishing to straighten out
the logic, re ected or reversed or reinvented y distortion the entire hst of postu
lates. So doing, they involved themselves in new pro lematics of a premeditated
spontaneity which have not to this day een unraveled.' '
John Sitter o serves this same sort of revisionist tendency y suggesting that
the literature of the mid-eighteenth century is more intelHgi ly understood if one
avoids the temptation to consider it either Pre-Romantic or late PostAugustan.' Sitter argues that the mid-century poetry is characteri ed y a liter
the
ary loneliness which sought detachment from contemporary history through
or

in to

om astic... no cant

no

no

fee le

words without
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creation of

alternative

an

in the

history.

This recreation

or

conversion

of

history,

apparent
graveyard poets of the 1740s Thomas Gray, Thomas
Wharton and Edward Young marked an assimilation of romantic-type material
into Augustan orm.'
David Morris detects a similar sort of fusion of poetic styles
most

occurring

earlier c. 1700 in the

writings of the literary critic and poet, John
only
religious poetry, he also pu lished several impor
tant contri utions to
poetical theory. The significance of these ooks is found in
Dennis's growing appreciation for the role of personal e perience or passion in
poetry Poetry he elieved, is 'an Art, y which a poet e cites Passion'. '
The significance of this literary conte t for Charles Wesley's poetical
hermeneutic is clear: Wesley, like a few of his contemporaries, stood on the rink
of a literary revolution that erupted in the poetry of the middle of the eighteenth
century. He continued the poetic diction, inherited from Dryden, Pope and
Prior, that emphasi ed classical forms and pure meaning and yet, like his fellow
mid-century poets, Wesley sought to convert or transfigure history y creating
an alternative
history y the use of passion. In Charles's poems, i lical his
was
tory
transfigured into a contemporary e perience which drew the reader or
into
the core of the i lical event.'
singer
Dennis.'

even

Dennis not

wrote

CONCLUSION

Wesley's hymns and sacred poems are mosaics of i lical phrases
They are constructed with the care and attention of a man who
was
oth a gifted classicist and a Methodist evangelist. His poetic hermeneutic
was characteri ed
y a persistent christological focus. It utili ed typology and
allegory, along with less standard devices, to set the message of faith and com
fort in the life e perience of the singer or reader.
Wesley had a rather traditional conception of the nature of the Bi le, and yet
his penchant for turning i lical te ts into poetic dramas recreated those same
passages in startling ways. Charles's hermeneutic also showed that he stood on
the cutting edge of an important literary movement that shook the mid-eigh
teenth century. Using a diction that was i lical and yet uni uely his own,
Wesley sought to transfigure the Bi le and contemporary history y setting
them in an e periential dialogue. In his hymns, the i lical past and the
eighteenth-century present stood together in a sort of eucharistic timelessness
which set Christ efore the reader or singer, and which made the gospel past
into a contemporary e perience.
Charles

and allusions.
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A

BIBLICAL ALLUSIONS IN CHARLES WESLEY'S HYMN
O
1. O for

thousand

a

or A Thousand

tongues

to

Redeemer's

sing

My great
praise.
The glories of my God and King,
The triumphs of His grace.

Tongues
A.

B.

to

Sing ' '

Acts 2:11 Phil. 2:11
Luke 24:21 Isa.53:10f

C D. E od. 15:1-3 Luke 9:33
2 Cor. 2:14 Ps. 145:1

2.

My gracious Master and my God
me to proclaim
To spread through all the world

A.

Luke 4:22

Assist

B.

Isa.

C.

The honors of

D.

Mark 1:28 I Thess. 1:8 Matt. 9:31
Ps.
:2

A.

Greek for

B.

John

C.

Luke 15:25

D.

John 1:4

ALL:

Isa.

a road

3.

Jesus the
ids

And

Thy

name

name.

that charms

our sorrows

our

fears.

cease

Tis music in the sinner's ears,
Tis life and health and peace.
4. He

speaks

and

listening to

New life the dead

The mournful,

5. He

elieve.

prisoner free

His

lood

His

lood availed for

can

Ps.

42:11 Eph. 2:11

1:lf Matt.

Luke 4:18

re oice.

reaks the power of canceled sin

He sets the

grace.

1 :20

receive.

roken hearts

The hum le poor

His voice.

1:1-2

make the foulest clean
me.

A B. Rom. 7
C.
D.

He . 9:14
James 5:1

8 esp. Rom. 7:14 8:11
I Tim. 1:15

Gal. 2:20
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A HERMENEUTICAL COMPARISON'

Bi lical Te t

Josh.
Josh.
Josh.
Josh.
Josh.

Judg.
Judg.
Judg.
Jo
Jo
Jo

10:2

10:40
11:18
11:21
11:23

15:14

1 :29
1 :29

9:21
12:2
13:15

Jo 33:24
Jo 42:8
Psa. 42:2
Psa. 118:18

C.

Matthew Henry

Wesley'

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Anti-Arian

No

No

Chastening
Blessing

No

No

Jesus
Jesus
Jesus
Jesus
Jesus
Samson
Jesus

Suffering

of Saints

Suffering

of Saints

Jesus

Samson

Yes

No

Chrisf s Intercession

Yes

No

Calvary
Chastening

Yes

No

Ransom

-

Jesus

ont of

Psa. 119:9
Isa. 3 :7

Altar

2:13

ech. 12:8

Wesley'

Yes

Joshua
Joshua
Joshua
Joshua
Joshua

Christian Perfection

Jer.

I.

Christ

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

On dou le sin

No

No

Angel

Yes

Yes

The

Jesus

Mai. 1:8

Inward Sacrifices

Yes

No

Matt 2:11

Gifts

sym ols

No

No

lood

Yes

No

T5 es

No

No

John

5:2

Acts 7:8

Pool

are

Jesus'

OT heroes

Transfiguration of Scripture
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1. Woe is me what

My

tongue

can
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C: THE GOOD SAMARITAN

tell

sad afflicted state

5. Lo the LE ITE

me

espies.

Who my anguish can reveal.
Or all my woe relate

my grief.
Looks on me, and ids me rise.
But offers no relief.

And

All my wounds he open tears.
And searches them, alas in vain

And

allen among thieves I am.
they have ro 'd me of my God,
Turn'd my glory into shame.
And left
2. God

me

in my

lood.

my

was once

Satan of His

Hath

spoil'd

glorious dress.

righteousness

this soul of mine

the mortal wound of sin,
'Twi t God and me the parting made:

By

Dead in ADAM, dead within.
My soul is wholly dead.
3. 1 have lost the life Divine,

And when this outward
To the Giver I

reath

resign.

Must die the second

death.

Naked, helpless, stripped of God,
And at the latest gasp I lie:
Who eholds me in my lood.
And

save me ere

4. Lo the PRIEST

And

I die

comes

down in vain.

my sad distress
Sees the state of fallen man
sees

But cannot

give
prophets

me ease:

Patriarchs nd

old

O serve my wretched, desperate case
Me e piring they ehold.
But leave

me as

I

was.

stops

anguish, griefs,
in my pain.

ill'd with
He leaves

And I like Him did shine,

to view

and fears.

me

. O Thou GOOD SAMARITAN,
In Thee is all my hope
Only Thou cans't succour man.

And raise the fallen up.
Hearken to my dying cry.

My wounds compassionately
Me a sinner pass not y.
Who gasp for help to Thee.

ourney' St where I
Thy owels move

7. Still thou

And still

Pity is

see.

am

with Thee the same.
Thy heart is love.

And all

Stoop

to

And let

a

poor sinner, stoop.

Thy healing

Heal my

grace a ound
ind up

ruises, and

My spirit's

every wound.

8. Saviour of my soul draw
In mercy haste to me
At the

point

And cannot
Now

nigh.

of death I lie.
to Thee.

come

Thy kind relief afford.

The wine and oil of grace pour in
Good Physician, speak the word.

And heal my soul of sin.
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9.

Pity

to my

dying cries

Hath drawn Thee from

11. Perfect then the work

a ove.

Hovering over me with eyes

Thy will on me
My ody, spirit, soul.

All

Of tenderness and love:

Now, e'en

now

I

see

Thy face.

alm of GILEAD I receive
Thou has saved me y Thy grace.
The

And
10.

ade the sinner live.

Surely now the

egun.

whole
e done.

And make the sinner

Still preserve me safe from harms
And kindly for Thy patient care

Take me, Jesu to Thine arms.
And keep me ever there.

itterness

Of second death is past:
O my Life, my Righteousness,

On Thee my soul is cast.
Thou has rought me to Thine inn.
And I am of thy promise sure
Thou shall cleanse

me

And all my sickness

from all sin.

cure.

NOTES
1 This article had its
.

inception

as a

presentation

to the

Society

of

John Wesley ellows,

at

their annual conference, Shakertown, Kentucky, Christmas, 1985. 1 am grateful to the soci
for their support and encouragement in my research.
ety and to Dr. Ed Ro

Ordinations, where Charles's unpu lished letter To Dr. Chandler headed,
London, April, 28th., 1785, descri ed the eginnings of the Holy Clu in this way:

2. Cf. Ms.

College I lost in diversions. The ne t I set myself to study. Diligence
thinking. I went to the weekly sacrament, and persuaded two or
three young scholars to accompany me, and to o serve the method of study pre
scri ed y the statutes of the University. This gained me the harmless nickname of
My
led

a

first year at

me

to serious

'Methodist.'

some de ate as to whether Charles was literally the first Methodist.
rederick
elieves he was
Charles Wesley the irst Methodist London: Epworth Press, 19 4
Richard Heit enrater The Elusive Mr. Wesley Nashville: A ingdon, 1984 , 2:20
dou ts
that was the case. It is clear that Charles's recollection, at a distance of nearly si ty years,
locates himself at the head of the Holy Clu at its inception cf. Letter to William
Chandler . Perhaps more important than determining who was the first Methodist, is
the task of e amining and replicating the piety and function of the Holy Clu . or the full
te t of Charles's Letter to William Chandler cf. John R. Tyson, Charles Wesley: A Reader
London: O ford University Press, 1989 , pp. 58- 1.

There is

Gill

Transfiguration of Scripture

37

3. Gill The

irst Methodist, p. 3 .
Journal, 1:155.
5. rank Baker, Charles Wesley as Revealed y His Letters London:
Epworth Press, 1948 , p.
35, reports that Charles's sermon Awake, Thou That Sleepest, headed the est-seller list

4. C. W.

among Methodist pu lications during the Wesleys' life time.
. The te t of Charles's sermon Awake, Thou That
Sleepest is carried in J. W. Works,
5:25-37 the sermon The Cause and Cure of Earth uakes,
129 located in J. W. Works,
7:38 -400, shows such strong similarity to Charles's Hymns Occasioned
the
2

y

Earth uake

collections, 1750 that it should pro a ly e traced to his pen.
7. Thomas Al in, Charles Wesley's Earliest
Evangelical Sermons, Methodist History, 21
Octo er 1982 : 0- 3, gives an account of the discovery of these sermons-a process in
which Al in and the present writer played a part. These sermons have
recently een pu
lished y Thomas Al in and Oliver Beckerlegge, Charles Wesley's Earliest Evangelical
Sermons

8. C. W.

Wesley Historical Society, 1987 .

Journal,

9. One of these

1:132.

While Midnight Shades the Earth O'erspread, which was su se uent
ly pu lished in the Wesleys' Hymns and Sacred Poems 1739 . Cf. Tyson, Reader, pp. 4- .
lO.C.W. ournfl , 1:90-98.
was

I id., p. 94.
I id., p. 95.
13. John R. Tyson and Douglas Lister, Charles Wesley Pastor: A Glimpse Inside His
Shorthand Journal,
uarterly Review, 4 Spring 1984 :9-22.
14. C. W. Journal, 1:131 134 138 139 140 141 142 145 14
2:214.
150 154 1
15. Thomas Jackson, A Life of Charles Wesley, London: John Mason, 1892 ,1:332.
1 . Cf. Charles's Preface to the 17 2 Short Hymns on Select Passages of Scripture, Poetical
Works, 9:vii- and C. W. Journal, 2:91.
17. rank Baker, Representative erse of Charles Wesley London: Epworth Press, 19 2 , p.
i. The estimate of the num er of Charles's compositions could run as low as ,000 if one
e cludes the lyric poems which were rarely if ever sung. Baker's estimate of 9,000 com
positions is slightly higher than the traditional ascription compare J. E. Ratten ury, The
Evangelical Doctrines of Charles Wesley's Hymns London: Epworth, 1948 , p. 19-20, which
suggests 7,300 as an apt count . But recent documentary evidence supports Baker's larger
estimate, and in fact suggests that 9,000 may e a rather conservative figure. Other critical
11.

12.

Wesley from those of his roth
given the matter of identifica
tion thorough treatment in my Ph.D. dissertation, Charles Wesley's Theology of the
Cross: An E amination of the Theology and Method of Charles Wesley as seen in his
Doctrine of the Atonement
Drew University, Madison, NJ, 1983 . Cf. Baker
Representative erse, pp. Iviii-l i. These hymns are eing pu lished y Oliver Beckerlegge
and S.T. Kim rough under the title The Unpu lished Poetry of Charles Wesley A ingdon:
issues like the
er,

distinguishing the compositions

John also have rather direct earing

Kings wood

on

of Charles

this count. I have

Books .

9-13 carry the te t of 3,491 of these Short Hymns.
Nearly two
of them remain in manuscript form.
19. The
English Augustan period came to flower during the reign of ueen Anne. It
received that
ecause of its literary similarity to the golden age of Latin verse.
18. Poetical

thousand

Works, vols.

more

designation
period

The parameters of the

are

often set with the work of

John Dryden 1

0 and
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Samuel Johnson 1780 . Cf. Emilie
Legouis and Louis Ca amain, A History of English
Literature New York: MacMillian, revised 1957 ,
pp. 90-870 Hugh Holman, Hand ook of
Literature IndianapoHs: Bo s-Merrill, 1980 ,
pp. 83-84. Yet, as we shall see elow, these
oundaries are a matter of convenience and recent literature has
reopened the whole dis
cussion of Augustan form.

Henry Bett, The Hymns of Methodism London: Epworth Press, 1913 remains the stan
pu Hshed source on these literary allusions in Charles Wesley's verse. James Dale,
in his unpu lished Ph.D. dissertation, The
Theological and Literary ualities of the
Poetry of Charles Wesley in Relation to the Standards of His Age Cam ridge, 19 0 ,
treats this matter well. Bar ara Welch's
unpu lished Ph.D. dissertation, Charles Wesley
and the Cele rations of Evangelical E perience, locates Wesley's poetry s uarely within
the Augustan literary milieu University of Michigan, 1971 . Donald Davie, The Purity of
English Diction London: Chatto and Windrus, 1952 , pp. 70-82, also offers a helpful dis
cussion of the same topic.
21. Baker, Charles Wesley Letters, pp. 129-142 Cf. Dale, Literary uaHties, p. 127ff.
22. James William Johnson, The ormation of English Neo-Classical Thought Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 19 7 , p. 87. Johnson gives an e cellent survey of the various
segments of classical literature applied in the Augustan period: Greek Anti uity, pp. 990 Roman Anti uity, pp. 91-105 and Christian Anti uity, pp. 10 -121.
23. Bett, Hymns of Methodism, pp. 124-127.
24. John E. Ratten ury, Evangelical Doctrines, p. 47.
25. Johnson, Neo-Classical Thought, pp. 107-115 Bett, Hymns of Methodism, pp. 98-107. The
most o vious Anglican resource which appears in Charles's hymns is the Book of Common
Prayer cf. Poetical Works, 9:284-293 where many of his Short Hymns are ased on the
Prayer Book ersion.
2 . Davie, Purity of English Diction, pp. 70-81, see chap. 5, The Classicism of Charles
Wesley, where Davie demolishes the wall etween lyrical or secular and didactic
religious poetry and sets Wesley's verse in its larger literary conte t.
27. I id., p. 77. Davie pointed to Charles's application of words like seer,
signify,
canceled and meritorious, as e amples of Wesley's remaking collo uial words with
20.

dard

their classical root in mind.

Tyson, Charles Wesley's Theology of the Cross, pp. 94-10 17 -180.
Ratten ury, Evangelical Doctrines, p. 48.
30. Cf. Appendi A, for an e ample of this mosaic-making process as e emplified
i lical allusions ehind Charles's O or a Thousand Tongues to Sing.
28.

29.

31. Poetical

in the

Works, 12:411, 2934, 9:380, 1074.

32. I id.
33.

I id., 9:380, 1074 cf. 10:24-25, 1314.

34. I id., 13:183,

3372.

35. I id., 10:224-225,
3 .

I id., 13:219.

21 .

37. T. S. Gregory, Charles Wesley's Hymns and Poems, London
uarterly and Hol orn
Review, 182 1957 :255.
38. Poetical Works, 7:204, 9:vii C. W. Journal, 1:285.
39. Nehemiah Curnock, ed. The Journal of John Wesley London: Epworth Press, 1938 ,
4:3 1, discusses Charles's editorial role in the preparation of John's Notes E planatory

Transfiguration of Scripture

Notes

Upon

the New Testament

commentary
The

poetical

San

ransico: E. Thomas, n.d. . A few echoes of John's
Short Hymns on Select Passages of

e heard in Charles's

can

39

treatment of Gal. 5:21 is

Scripture.

good e ample

compare Poetical Works, 13:7 ,
31 3, with Notes, p. 485. In Charles's poem and John's Notes the phrase weaker and
weaker predominates the commentary. Cf. Poetical Works, 13: 0 and Notes,
p. 471.
a

Hymns of Methodism, p. 81.
Works, 1:148, a hymn which Charles called Hymn
recent hymnals have shortened it and name it y the first line,
42. Ratten ury, Evangelical Doctrines, p. 92.

40. Bett,

41. Poetical

on

the Titles of Christ. More

Arise

My Soul, Arise.

43. I id.

44. Bar ara

113-114.

Welch, Charles Wesley and the Cele rations of EvangeHcal E perience, pp.

45. I id.

4 . Bemard

Maiming, The Hymns of Wesley and Watts London: Epworth Press, 1943 , pp. 42-43.
lew, The Hymns of Charles Wesley: A Study in Their Structure
London: Epworth Press, 1953 , p. 0.
48. Manning, Hymns of Wesley and Watts, pp. 42-43.
47. I id. Cf. R. Newton

49. Poetical

Works, 11:184, 1330.

50. I id., 11:248, 14 3.
51. I id., 9:395-39 .
52. I id., 12:1 5, 2441 cf...
53. C. W. Journal, . 71, 77.

Works, 9:35, 42, 43, 4 , 50, 51, 75-7 , 119, 121, 12 , 139,
I id., :412, 7.
5 . I id., 9:27, 8 cf...
57. I id., 11:299, 1570.
58. lackson. Life of Charles Wesley, 2:199f.
54. Poetical

142.

55.

59. A. Kingsley Lloyd, Charles Wesley's De t to Matthew Henry, London
uarterly and
Hol orn Review, 171 194 :334-335 and Erik Routley, Charles Wesley and Matthew
Henry, The Congregational uarterly, 33 1955 :345-351. Both authors identify Charles's
hermeneutical posture as the asis of his appreciation for Matthew Henry's comments.

Appendi B offers a comparison of twentyfour i lical te ts e pounded y the Wesleys
and Henry. At least seventeen of those
passages received typological interpretation from
Charles Wesley Henry used typology in eleven of the same passages whereas lohn
Wesley gave only two comments that ear any resem lance to typological interpretation.
0. Compare Poetical Works, 9:128-129, with Matthew Henry's Concise Commentary
Chicago: Moody Press, n.d. , p. 193, and contrast with lohn Wesley's Notes, 1:744.
1. Dale,
Literary uaHties, pp. 70-74.
2. Baker, Charles
Wesley Letters, p. 39.
3. Poetical Works, 2:15 -158. This
hymn is given in its entirety in Appendi C.
4.

I id., 2:15 ,
I id., . 2.
. I id., . 3.

v.

1.

5.

7. I id.
8.
9.

I id., pp. 15 -157,
I id., p. 157, v. 5.

v.

4.
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70.

I id., . .
I id., p. 158,

71.

.

8.

72. I id.

73.
74.

75.
7 .

Compare Poetical
Compare Poetical
Compare Poetical
Compare Poetical

77. Poetical

Works,
Works,
Works,
Works,

Works, 5:44f.

4:378f with C. W.

Journal, 1:208.
lournal, 1:294.
2:150 and C. W. lournal, 2:185.
2:173ff and C. W. Journal, 2:278.
2:153ff with C. W.

78. I id., 5:190f.
79.

80.
81.
82.

I id., 2:2 7f.
I id., 2:2 f.

Ratten ury, Evangelical Doctrines, p.
Dale, Literary ualities, p. 185.

Journal, AIO.
I id., p. 271.
85. Poetical Works, 5:2-3 Cf. 7:335, 3
8 . I id., 4: 3 7 cf. :422, 1357 12:8 .
87. I id., 5:13-14.

93.

83. C.W.

84.

8:143, 9 10: 3 , 1342 9:388, 1095.

88. I id.

Gregory, Wesley's Hymns and Poems, p. 2 1.
lames Dale, The Theological and Literary ualities of the Poetry of Charles Wesley in
Relation to the Standards of His Age, impu lished Ph.D. dissertation Cam ridge University,
England, 19 0 . Bar ara Ann Welch, Charles Wesley and the Cele rations of Evangelical
E perience, an impu lished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, Ann Ar or, 1971 .
91. Dale, Literary uaHties, p. 149.
92. A. S. Gregory, Praises With Understanding London: Epworth Press, 193 , p. 7 cf.
Ratten ury, Evangelical Doctrines, pp. 10 -107.
89.

90.

93.

L

W.

Works, 14:340.

E perience in the Thought of lohn Wesley, The American
e . 1983 :12-30, points to a Lockian sort of empiricism at work in
lohn Wesley's understanding of religious e perience. Donald Green, Augustinianism and
Empiricism: A Note on Eighteenth Century English Intellectual History, Eighteenth
Century Studies, 1 19 7 :33- 8, sees a similar synthesis of practical e perience and intellec
tual in uiry at work in many of Charles Wesley's poetical contemporaries.
94.

rederick

Dreyer,

aith and

Historical Review, 88

Works, 14:340.
Purity of Diction, p.
97. L W. Works, 14:341.
95.

1.

W.

9 . Davie,

79.

98. I id.

99. I id.
100. I id.

101. lames Sutherland, A Preface to Eighteenth Century Poetry London: O ford University
Press, 1948 , and Josephine Miles, Eras and Modes in English Poetry Berkley: University of
CaHfornia Press, 19 4 , represent the older scholarly consensus a out the e istence of a
rather standard Augustan orm. John Butt, The Augustan Age London: Hutchinson

University Press, 19 5 Ralph Cohen, The Augustan Mode, Eighteenth Century Studies,
1 19 7-1 9 8 :3-32 Northrop rye, Towards Defining an Age of Sensi ility, English Literary
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History, 23 195 :144-152 Donald Green, Augustanism and Empiricism, Eighteenth
Century Studies, 1 19 7-19 8 :33-38 David Morris, The Religious Su lime, Le ington:
University of Kentucky Press, 1972 C. J. Rawson, Order and Misrule: Eighteenth Century
Literature in the 1770's, English Literary History, 42 1975 :471-505 John Sitter
Literary
loneliness in Mid-Eighteenth Century England Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press,
1982 and Donald Wesling, Augustan orm: Justification and Breakup of a Period orm,
Te as Studies in Literature and Language, 22
all 1980 :394-428, each urge a ree amination of
the Augustan period and offer suggestions for rethinking Augustan form.
102. Donald Wesling, Augustan orm, p. 422.
103. John Sitter, Literary Loneliness, p. 79f.
104. I id.

105. David

Morris, The

10 . Remarks

Modern

John

Religious Su lime, p.

Poetry

Dennis.

Religious Su lime,
ulgar passion and

107. Morris, The

Ordinary

47f.

Book Entitled Prince Author 1 9 , The Advancement and Refutation of
1701 , and The Grounds of Criticism in Poetry, 1704 were all written y

on a

or

p. 48. Dennis goes on to distinguish etween
Enthusiastic Passion. The former was direct and

immediate sensation, whereas the latter resulted from ideas which matured and were
complicated through meditation. Morris suggests that Dennis' distinction may have een
orrowed from

John Locke's discrimination etween

sensation and reflection

as resources

knowledge
108. Thus it is not so surprising that Charles Wesley had almost un ounded admiration
for the Night Thoughts of Edward Young: No more writings ut the inspired are most
useful to me, he wrote of them. Young and Wesley were contemporaneous religious
poets who oth used passion melancholy and religious e perience to defend and revi
tali e classical Christianity. Cf. John R. Tyson, Charles Wesley and Edward Young,
Methodist History, 27 January 1989 :110-119.
109. Adapted from John W. Waterhouse, The Bi le in Charles Wesley's Hymns London:
Epworth Press, 1957 . ive of Charles's original eighteen verses are given here as an e ample
of the way he wove i hcal phrases and allusions into a poetical fa ric of his own design110. In this schemata, Charles Wesley's poetic e position of the i hcal passage was used
as the standard of
comparison. In the ad oining columns the uestion was asked whether
or not Matthew
Henry and lohn Wesley, in their respective commentaries, conformed to
cf. pp. 49-50 .

for human

the hermeneutical

sideration
Short
111.

were

Hymns

pattern found

selected

on

9-13.

112 Matthew

verse.

Passages of Scripture.
Wesley's Short Hymns on

Select

rom Charles

Works, vols.

in Charles's

Henry,

An

The

ecause of the rather curious

E position of

e

Select

i lical passages chosen for con
position Charles gave them in his

Passages

of

Scripture,

Poetical

the Old and New Testaments New York: Towar and

Hogan, n.d., first edition pu Ushed in 1710, in England .
113 lohn
Wesley, E planatory Notes on the Old and New Testaments New York: Carlton
Lanahan, n.d., repr. Salem, Ohio: Schmul, 197 .

The Miracle of Atheism

Laurence W. Wood

Contemporary forms of atheism among analytic philosophers are rooted
largely in the skeptical writings of David Hume and his empiricism.
During the Scottish Enlightenment in the eighteenth century, Hume recom
mended that any claims to knowledge a out the world, God and the self
which

were

not

ased

flames ' This attack
foundation for the

on

on
sensory e perience should e committed to the
traditional metaphysics was intended to destroy the

proofs for God's e istence.
empiricism formed the asis for the rise of a new philosophy
known first as logical positivism and later called logical empiricism. It first
emerged during the years following World War I from a group of e -scien
tists turned philosophers who were located in ienna, Austria. The influ
ence of these e -scientists
philosophers uickly spread throughout Britain
and America, primarily through the writings of A. . Ayer and Rudolf
Carnap.'
Their methods limited the scope of philosophy to logical analysis. More
specifically, philosophy was defined strictly as the logic of science. Only
empirical statements supported y the scientific method could form the
asis for meaningful, factual statements. This meant the re ection of tradi
tional theism in particular ecause it could not e confirmed or disconfirmed y appealing directly to sensory e perience. Ayer called this sensory
test of truth the verification
principle.
Hume's
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It is now well known that
logical en piricism self-destructed. or it ecame
o vious that the verification
principle itself was self-contradictory ecause it
could neither e confirmed nor disconfirmed as a
theory it was not su ect to

e perience. To e sure, the logical empiricists recogni ed this difficulty
y inconsistently allowing for an e ception to their own premise.' It also
destroyed the asis for ethical theory, reducing all moral udgements to mere
sentiment. The logical empiricist's claim that all ethics is a matter of mere emo
tion is an a solute ethical udgment itself and can for that very reason e dis
missed as mere emotion according to its own principle.
These two difficulties in themselves were enough to make the logical empiri
cist's criterion of truth pro lematic, ut the fatal flaw to logical empiricism was
e posed when it was reali ed that oth science and history were also under
mined, since oth disciplines made statements a out things which could not e
directly e perienced. After all, the mission of logical empiricism was to free the
world of pretentious metaphysics, superstition, and religious eliefs. Its simulta
neous and unintended destruction of scientific and historical
knowledge was too
much. Australian philosopher John Passmore notes: Throw metaphysics into
sensory

the fire, and science goes with it, preserve science from the flames and meta
physics comes creeping ack.

Empiricist J. L. Mackie re ected logical positivism ecause, this theory of
meaning is itself highly implausi le. It is well known that the adoption of it
would similarly create serious difficulties for the meaning of many ordinary
statements, including all those a out past, historical events, or a out the minds,
thoughts and feelings of persons other than oneself.
Though philosophically logical empiricism self-destructed, it continues in a
modified form today among many Anglo-American philosophers as a asis for
refuting traditional theism. The atheism of I. L. Mackie is typical. He was a read
er in Philosophy at O ford University and fellow of University College, O ford,
prior to his death in 1981. Our purpose here will e to e amine some of the criti
cal points raised against traditional theism. Special attention will e given to
Mackie. A careful consideration of his atheistic perspective is deserving for at
least three

reasons.

y many as representative of the most persua
Anglo-American philosophy. Toward the end of
life, Mackie developed his most complete statement on religious atheism in
ook. The Miracle of Theism, which was pu lished posthumously. Kai Nielsen,
irst, J. L. Mackie is considered

sive form of atheism found in

his
his

who is also
is

one

point

of view

century, says that this ook
the most, distinguished articulation of an atheistic
in the twentieth century.

of the most articulate atheists in this

one of the most,

given

pro a ly

Second, his thinking is mainly rooted in the arguments of David Hume, who is the
patron saint of most contemporary Anglo-American atheists. We will thus engage the

thinking of

oth Hume and Mackie in assessuig the evidence for ehef in God.
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Third, Mackie e tends the thinking of the skeptical David Hume into

lown atheism. David Hume nowhere
his attack

largely

directly

em raced atheism. The

a

full

runt of

upon the dogmatic proofs for God's e istence widely
assumed in the deistic thinking of his time. He also attacked the foundation of
Christian faith in miracles. Hume at least allowed for the possi le e istence of
was

ased upon the design argument, and he was outraged with the dogmatic
atheism of the rench materialists.' Mackie transforms the skepticism of Hume
into a dogmatic form of atheism. Whereas Hume said that the claims for

God

Christian faith cannot

e

reasona ly supported in matters of fact, Mackie says
supported. Whereas Hume said
sense
that no right-thinking per

any concept of God cannot e reasona ly
Christian faith is a miracle in the pe orative
son

should

e a le to em race it

ecause of insufficient evidence, Mackie

e tends this argument to include any claim for elief in God. Hence the title of
Mackie' s ook. The Miracle of Theism. I shall argue, in contrast, that atheism is a
miracle in Hume's sense of eing irrational ecause the evidence for elief in
God is there for anyone who wills to know it.
One further comment a out the importance of
of atheism. Michael Novak o serves that the

considering Mackie' s defense
ma ority of intellectual people,

especially scientists, artists, and professors in the United States, are atheists.'
are
morally o ligated to consider and understand the reasons
why thoughtful people em race atheism if they are to engage in meaningful dia
logue with current thinking.
Christian theists

IS GOD-TALK INTELLIGIBLE

Unlike

some

contemporary atheists,

Mackie affirms the

intelligi ility

of the

traditional concept of God as a personal eing who is transcendent, creator of
all things, free to act with intention, omnipotent omniscient, perfect in goodness
and

worthy

of

worship.

He thinks that the

contemporary theistic philosopher,

Richard Swin urne, has shown that the logic of traditional religious language is
une uivocal, unam iguous and perfectly clear. Nonetheless, Mackie rightly

convincing evidence.
not God really e ists is
of
the
not determined simply
the
religious language. Of
logic
y
course, if religious language is incoherent then it hardly could e affirmed that
God actually e ists. But the coherence of theistic language and the actuahty of
God's e istence are logically distinct uestions.'
Mackie understanda ly e cludes any discussion of non-traditional theists.
This neglect is not appreciated especially y process theologians. Daniel Day
Williams complains that philosophical critics of theism snu process theology.
He writes: The entire discussion a out rehgious language has gone on as if the
only conception of God which can e offered is that of traditional Christian the
ism especially in the form it takes in Anglican orthodo y.'
points

out that

logical

coherence is not in itself

Swin urne likewise affirms the

point.
uestion of

same

Whether

or

4
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Mackie clearly e plains the reason for this omission in his reference to
process
theologian, Paul Tillich. If the concept of God e cludes the notion of personality
and

not

self-consciousness,

only indisputa le

most

a out, then

not

then such talk a out God is
ut uninteresting. If God is

even

so watered down

as

to

e

simply whatever you care
St. Anselm's fool will deny that God e ists. But so

easy a victory is not worth winning.
idea of self-consciousness is it worth

'' Only if
de ating.

a

definition of God includes the

IS GOD-TALK SENSIBLE

Granted that the main affirmations of theism
that

only arguments

traditional theism.'

are

coherent, Mackie

eheved

rooted in sensory e perience will decide the truthfulness of
He re ected the earlier logical positivism and em raced a

weak verificationist view, that all our terms have to e given meaning y their
is some statements that are verifia le or confirma le in our e perience. '

use

This weakened form of

logical empiricism still assumes that all knowledge is
ordinary sensory e perience. or e ample, even if we cannot verify the
statement, It was raining an hour ago, Mackie says we still can accept it as a
meaningful statement since it is grounded in ordinary sensory e perience.'
Mackie's weakened version of the verificationist theory of meaning still
e cludes the possi ility that God e ists unless God is known to us directly
through our sensory e perience. Unless one can physically see, hear, smell,
touch, or taste directly for oneself the evidence for the reality of God, then we
have no rational asis for elieving. This is why one contemporary atheisL Kai
Nielsen, frankly says only an anthropomorphic theism is rationally coherent,
while the developed concept of God in Judeo-Christian tradition is incoherent.''
Why Because the God of Christian theology transcends the world and is not lit
erally another finite eing alongside other eings in the world. Because of this,
God cannot e literally sensed God is Spirit John 4:24 , not an o ect capa le of
eing put inside a scientific la oratory. Since he cannot thus e verified in our
sensory or sensi le e perience, not even a weak verificationist theory of mean
ing will allow that he could possi ly e ist. It is apparent that Mackie and
Nielsen is still shackled y the earlier logical empiricism which assumed that all
statements of fact must e verified through our own five senses. It is thus diffi
cult, if not unintelligi le, to take Mackie seriously when he concedes that tra
ditional religious language is coherent.
rooted in

It is understanda le that Mackie e cludes historical
ases for

elief

considering

revelations, tradition and

his Humean

empiricism.' He
philosophical
gives
arguments for
God's e istence the ontological, cosmological, teleological and moral argu
ments. The focus of our attention, however, will not e upon his criti ue of these
arguments. As insightful and convincing as the philosophical theistic arguments
are, as numerous contemporary philosophers of religion have demonstrated
common

thus

certainties

as

considera le attention to the traditional
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iMascall, Hick, S sin ume, Kiing, Plantinga, Pannen erg , and despite Mackie's
evaluation of them, we will not focus upon them ecause
they are not

negative

the fundamental

reasons

weak verificationist

of

ehe ang

meaning

in the God of Christian faith. Besides, his
has already e cluded the success of these

efore he e amines them. His

argrunents

even

possi ility
has egun

of pro Jlg
or God is

makes the e tensive

five

for

theory

epistemic presupposition really
altogether unnecessary-. The
God has een eliminated even efore the argumentation
not a sensi le fact, i.e., not an o ser 'a le fact
through our

argumentation

in his treatise

senses.

Mackie's verificationist

weakened version of

theory desery es at least two other criticisms. irst, his
logical empiricism is self-refuting. Like the logical empiri

cists, he insists that factual

e perience. -'
has

ever

Yet the

ing

This

sensed it

statements must

e

verifia le

or

confirma le in

our

theory

may e logically coherent as an a stract idea, ut vho
That is, you can't touch, feel, taste, hear or smell this theor

theor ' re uires

that any claim to truth must e sensed What is surpris
even consider this self-contradiction which often was

is that Mackie does not

logical empiricists.
philosopher, Bertrand Russell, also em raced Humean
He
this dilemma. He recogni ed that this theory of
acknowledged
empiricism.
asis for all claims to knowledge could not e rational
sensory- e perience as the
ly resolved, ut nonetheless said that it was a ustifia le h -pothesis since it vas
foundational to knowing Russell thus interpreted this sensory, inductive
approach to all kno ving as a logically independent principle vhich cannot e
derived from sensory e perience itself.- This is a fancy vay of sa -ing that since
every ody reUes on their own sense e periences and we all come up wdth essentiall - the same opinions, then it is okay to take it on faith that it is a true theory
In terms of scientific discovery and ordinary- kno-yvledge of physical things, we
do re uire sensory- e perience. But this is hardly ustification for restricting aU
possi le knowledge to what can e sensed. Even contemporary- philosophy of
science shows that natural science is as dependent on intuiti -e thinking as it is
erificationist theory is self-refuting and ought
upon empirical e perience. This
to e committed to the flames, as Hume unwittingly encouraged others to do
with traditional metaph -sics without reali ing that his udgment apphed to his
own theory- as well. Only if there is a
personal, infinite Reason -yvhich accounts
for the e istence of our finite reason is it philosophically ustifia le to trust our
sensory e periences. To depend upon finite reason is impHdtly to depend upon
a
larger, more universal, self-e istent Reason vhich is the reason why anything
e ists. The alternative is nihihsm, which oth Hume and Mackie re ect. Hence, if
ve
finally have to admit, as RusseU did, that a Humean theory- of knowledge is
ased on a con -iction which is not su ect to its o sti rational demands, then we
ine ata ly mo 'e ack to Hume's skepticism. Mackie re ected skepticism, ut to
adopt Hume's empiricism without his skepticism is sheer dogmatism.
made

against

the

The famous British
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A second issue which must

faith in God

e

roached

immediately

is this

uestion:

Does

depend upon
argumentation
upon God's self-revelation
This uestion will e addressed later on, ut for now it should e
acknowledged
that the traditional elief in the i lical God did not come a out
our

or

originally
through rational, philosophical reflection. If God e ists, his reality is determined
for us y his own initiative. Mackie assumes that human
rationality alone must
decide the issue of God's e istence. Christian
in
contrast, has devel
theology,
its
rational
of
God's
e
istence
in
the
oped
understanding
light of his self-disclo
sure in
Paul
that
God
showed
himself
in
the fullness of time
history.
argues
Galatians 4:4
which
he
means
that
when
the
human
race had reached a
y
mature

point

when it could

God introduced himself

appreciate

and understand God's true nature, then
fully. Out of God's self-introduction.

personally
theology was then a le to construct a rational theological understand
ing through reflecting on the meaning of this divine disclosure. To take seriously
and

Christian

Christian

why

elief in God should

re uire

Christians

that

one

e amine in detail the main

rea

elieve in God, namely the history of revelation. Mackie's
almost e clusive focus on rational argumentation ased on his verificationist
son

theory of truth ignores the original reason why Christians

elieve.

IS GOD-TALK RATIONAL

elieves deductive and non-deductive arguments will determine the
He points out there is an a priori, deductive ele

Mackie

uestion

of God's e istence.'

thinking, ut he gives priority to the a posteriori, non-deductive ele
pointedly, there must e clear evidence of an empirical kind to con
vince the thoughtful person today that God e ists.
Many of Mackie's epistemic considerations are surely on target. It is insuffi
cient for faith to e grounded simply on itself. Otherwise faith degenerates into
superstition. Theistic claims thus cannot e e empted from a critical e amination
ment in

all

ment. More

of the evidence. In fact, the modern demand for critical reflection on the nature
of truth is the product of Christian theology itselL Christian faith would not e
true to

itself if it

Mackie's too

re ected

critical

God in Jesus may e in part
a out causal reasoning. It is

contradictory,

thinking.

rief dismissal of the rational claims of

that Hume's

a

historical revelation of

already
adopted Hume's attitude
not
to
highly interesting,
say parado ical or even
of
divine
action in history is
primary re ection
ecause he

had

a miracle, and a miracle would
e a contradiction of
the causal laws of nature. Hume says such a violation of the law of causality can
not e allowed.' Yet, and here is the curious turn in his thinking, his so-called
skepticism a out the cosmological proof of God is ased on his denial that we

ecause it would constitute

know whether there is any such thing as causality.'' The only things
know, he says, are things which are immediately sensuous i.e., what we
can

physically

see,

touch, hear, smell, and

taste.

Incidentally,

Hume's

we

can

skepticism

The Miracle

causality

a out

matic slum er '
ence

thing

is the very

ecause Hume's

itself.

that Kant said

theory destroyed

At any rate, Hume wanted to have it

theistic arguments,

awakened

ut then

the
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of out my dog
philosophical asis of sci
me

oth ways. He uses the law of
causahty
it in a self-serving way to
support his

against
rehgious skepticism. Interestingly enough, Mackie em races Hume's argument
to support his reasons for not elieving in the Christian revelation of God in his
tory, ut nowhere does he note this logical inconsistency in Hume's thinking.
In fact, Mackie falls victim to the same contradiction. He
argues against the
ecause
Lei
ini
's
we
version
cosmological argument
allegedly cannot know
that everything must have a sufficient reason.' Yet his argument
against mira
uses

cles is that it contradicts the natural law of
must have

reason

which

assumes

that every

rational, causal e planation.' He insists on the rational princi
thing
of
to
disallow miracle and ustify his atheism, ut he dis ualifies
causality
ple
the theist's

a

of causal

reasoning which would re uire that God is the ultimate
everything.
dogmatically asserts that causal reasoning ustifies
atheism, and at the same time dogmatically disallows causal reasoning to e
used y theists for e plaining the origin of the world. Like Hume, it is okay
when the principle of causality serves his purposes, ut not okay when it
doesn't. He says that we might well wish the universe conformed to our intellec
tual preference for some ultimate cause,
ut we have no right to assume that
the universe will comply with our intellectual preferences.
In the same vein,
Mackie should also allow that he might wish that the universe was not open to a
divine miracle, ut he has no right to assume that the universe will comply with
his intellectual preference.
In the final analysis, whether or not a miracle has occurred such as the incar
nation of an infinite God is a historical uestion, not merely a philosophical one.
urther, if Mackie as he must do allows that causal reasoning is valid and nec
essary for understanding the se uence of individual occurrences in nature and
in history, then it is even more compelling to see that the larger whole of reality
also e e plained according to causal reasoning. To say the whole of reality is an
irrational given is to undermine reason itself. or that would e to say that there
is no reason why reasoning e ists, and if there is no reason why reasoning e ists,
then reason cannot e ist
or it is the very nature of reasoning to find an e pla
nation why everything and anything e ists. Even if there were an infinite regress
in the past so that the world was eternal, causal reasoning still re uires us to ask
the larger uestion of the whole and why there is anything rather than sheer
use

Cause of

Mackie

nothing.

IS GOD-TALK MERELY EMOTIONAL

The

reasons

for faith

or

dence. The critical factor is

simply ased on the empirical
personal udgment. Why do some people elieve
unfaith

are never

evi

and
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others do not
ased

e sure,

To

a

scholarly udgment to eheve
ody of evidence,

consideration of the whole
personal and intuitive. There are

on a

largely
itive udgment.
Certainly
Emotional factors

or

not to

elieve is

udgment is
many factors which influence this intu
cultural and traditional elements are important.
ut this

fairly decisive. The attitudes which we developed
throughout
important. Damaged emotions and hurt feelings,
with
along
severely disappointing religious e pectations, contri ute to our atti
tudes of skepticism and despair. On the other hand,
many do not eheve
ecause they fail to see the practical or personal relevance of faith. Others would
like to elieve, ut think the empirical evidence is insufficient. Yet
many eheve
ecause they see its practical and personal relevance, and are convinced of its
rational empirical evidence. Even in Jesus' day, some eheved in him as the Son
our

as

life

well

are

of God, ut most did not.
To illustrate further the

logic

are

most

personal

element of

having

to

udge

the evidence and

of faith, one can o serve the difference in opinion etween Mackie and Kai
Nielsen, oth of whom are self-avowed atheists. Mackie thinks the logic of

theological language is entirely intelligi le and coherent, ut Nielsen
God-language of Christian thought incoherent and confused. As
we have
pointed out, Richard Swin urne has devoted much of his scholarly
efforts to demonstrating the coherence of Christian talk a out God. Mackie
Christian

frankly

calls the

agrees with Swin urne, ut Nielsen does not. Yet
against Swin urne's view of theism.
How does

The

answer

one

is in

know whether Mackie

part

that there is

a

or

oth Mackie and Nielsen agree

Nielsen is correct

Or Swin urne

personal intuitive element in all knowing.

only are the empirical facts of our e perience characteri ed y epistemic
pro a ility, ut even our understanding of what is logical is su ect to dispute.
This is not a case for skepticism, ut a frank acknowledgement of our finite, lim
ited understanding of the nature of truth.
Mackie is certainly correct in saying that a persuasive factor is our under
What Mackie minimi es is the larger role
standing of the evidence as a whole.
which intuitive udgments play in the decision-making process. More specifical
ly, Mackie fails to show the larger role that our presuppositions e ercise in the
attitudes we develop concerning the larger ody of evidence.
Of course, Mackie is right to point out that the psychological dimension is not
an
ade uate foundation for a thoughtful person to ase their faith on. ' But,
Mackie fails to give the feeling dimension due consideration as part of the larger
ody of evidence. Aristotle De Anima and Rhetoric , and the long history of phi
losophy, recogni e the epistemic value of feeling and emotion. ' Mackie appar
ently would simply reduce religion to mere feeling and then dismiss it.
eeling is intrinsic to a rational understanding of the meaning of life. While
feeling is not always to e trusted in informing us a out the o ective truth of
our world, we certainly could not know in the fullest sense of the term without
Not
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capacity for feeling. Our capacity to know truly can go no deeper than our
capacity to feel, ut our feehngs can certainly e deeper than our capacity to
know. The larger ody of people in the history of the world have generally
relied more upon their feelings than upon their capacity to reason in deciding
the fundamental issues of life. That does not mean feelings are inherently anti
thetical to reason, ut our capacity for feeling is more spontaneous and provides
us with a more immediate perception of things, whereas our
capacity to reason
is more deli erate and provides us with a mediated interpretation of reality.
The fact that rehgion is so deeply part and parcel of the human situation, as is
evidenced y what most people in the history of the world have felt, cannot e
easily discarded as irrational. To conclude that God does not e ist ecause feel
ing is an integral part of religious elief is un ustifia le. While the tendency of
modern theology has often een to put faith on the side of feeling as
Schleiermacher did , Mackie puts atheism on the side of reason and re ects the
cognitive significance of feeling. Yet reason devoid of feeling is no longer true
or reason cannot dispense with the asic feeling of trust, meaningfulreason.
ness, purpose, and unity and still do the task of developing a well-reasoned per
spective on life.
Interestingly enough, the successor of A. J. Ayer as professor of logic at the
University of O ford is Michael Dummett, a devout Roman Catholic Christian.
In contrast to Ayer who was the leading logical empiricist in Britain, his view is

our

that if he did not

elieve in God, there would

e little motivation for him to

study philosophy and logic. He ecame a Christian ecause he thought it was
the reasona le thing to do. He says, 'T think it's only to do with the eitgeist that
religious elief is intellectually e tremely unfashiona le.
In regard to the impasse of the role of logic in deciding the uestion of God's
e istence, Hein W. Cassirer's reason for ecoming a Christian are revealing. His
father

the eminent Kantian scholar, Ernst Cassirer. Hein Cassirer went to
taught at Glasgow University. At the age of thirty, even
efore going to Britain, he was recogni ed as an authority on Aristotle. When he
was

Britain in 1934 and

ecame

Glasgow University in 194 , he ecame
philosophy. At the age of 50, he says he
right
authority
had no knowledge whatever of religious pro lems nor any interest in them. My
sole preoccupation was with philosophical uestions.
or some ine plica le
the Apostle Paul. He
to
read
when
old
Cassirer
he
was
reason,
egan
fifty years
was
and
moral
with
Paul's
understanding of the
insights
immediately impressed
in his

a

permanent faculty mem er

own

relationship

an

on

at

Kant's

etween law and grace. Cassirer also admits that he had grown dis
pretensions of reason which he thinks typically characteri e

satisfied with the
the writings of

philosophers.

philosophy is supposed on all sides to e a purely rational activity,
relying upon the intellect and the intellect alone, without ever allowing
While
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itself to

e

swayed y any personal or emotional ias, there remains this
fact: Utterly different conclusions are reached
y various
thinkers, each philosopher arguing with great vehemence and ingenuity in
favor of the position he wishes to
uphold, while yet the possi ility is whol
ly e cluded that agreement might e reached etween him and his oppo
nents. This, of course, raises the crucial
pro lem whether any such thing as
a reha le criterion of truth is availa le within the
compass of philosophical
thinking at all. So far as I could see, no satisfactory solution had ever een

distur ing

offered. '

In the

light

of the

whether the intellect
damental

pro lems

impasse which reason was locked into, he wondered
really a suita le instrument for dealing with the fun

was

of e istence.

At the age of 5 , Cassirer

the He rew

prophets,

was
apti ed and wrote a treatise on Paul, Kant and
which he called Grace and Law. At the conclusion of his

ook, he e plains his reasons for coming to accept the Christian faith. It was
ecause of the moral, life-changing message of the grace of God of which Paul
was a
powerful witness. As for myself, I may e plain here that, if I have come
to em race the Christian

religion,

this has

een almost

wholly due

to the

impres

sion made upon me not only y St. Paul's teaching ut y his personality as it
reveals itself in his epistles.
He goes on to say there is only one way a human
can
ecome
his
or her true self, and that is
eing
y making a complete surren

der to Christ. 3
Is it

really possi le

to

Cassirer writes:

conclusively

prove that the Christian faith is true

fully aware that nothing that has een said may serve to
esta lish either that Jesus Christ is the Son of God or that he appeared to St.
Paul on the road to Damascus. Yet, as I have remarked efore, I myself
have no dou t that St. Paul is right on oth counts. This is largely ecause
I am, of course,

impression I have formed of St. Paul is that he was the very last man to
self-deception and ecause, in conse uence, I find it impossi
le to entertain seriously the idea that his spiritual pilgrimage had a hallu
cinatory e perience for its starting point.
the

fall victim to

I

suspect that

Hein

Cassirer's

testimony

would smack of sheer

su ectivity

for Mackie. But at least Cassirer gave the i lical documents a serious study and
the overall ody of evidence persuaded him that faith in Christ is reasona ly

professes atheism and the asis of
willing to admit. Our choices a out
the meaning of life, or its lack of meaning, are never purely rationalistic and
intellectualistic, as Cassirer accurately points out.
The foundational issues of life are not decided y reasoning deductively or
ased in

o ective

truth. The

his decision involves

more

point is,

Mackie

factors than he is
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non-deductively, as important as oth types of reasoning are. The decision of
truth is finally arrived at through dialectic dialogical thinking. Out of the con
versations of oth private and pu lic life, of oth practical and academic life, do
the attitudes we develop a out trust, unity, meaning and purpose take shape.
The decisive issue is not simply having a grasp of the larger ody of evidence,
ut the attitudes which we ring to that larger ody of evidence. Mackie fails to
consider this larger epistemic dimension of reason which includes values, feel
ings, emotions and attitudes.
Mackie presumes too much when he thinks he proves that God does not e ist.
Hence he calls it a miracle that any should elieve. T. H. Hu ley, the father of
modern

agnosticism, very much disliked theologians who thought they could
prove God's e istence, ut even more distasteful to Hu ley were the philoso
phers who were atheists: Of all the senseless a le I have ever had occasion to
read, the demonstrations of these philosophers who undertake

to tell

us

all

a out the nature of God would

e the worst, if they were not surpassed y the
still greater a surdities of the philosophers who try to prove that there is no
God.

Though Hume did not try to prove atheism, he did reduce knowledge to feel
ing or sentiment. The guide to life, he says, is custom esta lished y our natural
instincts and feelings, not reason. ' Rational reflection would immo ili e us com
pletely in the clutches of skepticism were not nature too strong for us, Hume
o serves. ' Hume inconsistently uses reason to show that reason is not our guide
in life

Bertrand Russell, a religious agnostic, says that Hume's skepticism was
ecause having undermined reason he then appealed to reason for

insincere,

interpretation of the world. Hume was prepared to say that
really
anything not even the real physical world eyond our
senses. It is difficult to
argue with a skeptic ecause they make no real claims to
The
knowledge.
only way that Mackie can e consistent on this point is to e a

developing his
we

own

do not

skeptic,

know

ut instead he is

an

avowed atheist.

Mackie does not follow Hume's

reasoning

to this final conclusion.

Nowhere

does Mackie propose that our guide to life is a custom which is grounded in pas
sion and feeling as opposed to reason. Nor does he suggest that he em races a

knowledge. or Hume, reason e poses the
understanding of life which would propel
am iguities
us into the
of
a yss
Pyrrhonianism if our natural instincts and feehngs did not
override our rational reflection. But Mackie assumes that reason is our guide to
life which frees us from skepticism and ena les us to re ect a religious perspec
tive on life altogether.
I suspect that Hume, despite Mackie's attempt to e a modern restatement of
Hume's epistemic sensationahsm, would not take too kindly to this misappro
priation of his thought. I say this ecause on one occasion when Hume was din-

skeptical

attitude a out

uncertainties and

our

claims to

of

our
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ing

with the philosophes of Paris, he
caustically remarked that he didr 't elieve in
the e istence of atheists. Baron d'Hol ach
replied to Hume that he had een
most unfortunate and that now he was surrounded
y seventeen atheists. ' The

point

of Hume's comment

was that
any alleged atheist is claiming to know more
for
the
human
mind to reasona ly conclude. Both the athe
possi le
ism of his Paris friends and their commitment to a mechanistic
e planation of

than what is

the universe

were more

Apparently

than Hume

Mackie thinks he has

cal sensationalism

the whole

ody

elieved could

developed

the

rationally proved.
logic of Hume's philosophi

e

more
consistently than his mentor, ut it is far from clear that
of evidence which Mackie em races for himself proves his athe

right when he accuses Hume of eing insin
ility to demonstrate the truth of anything, ut
Mackie is virtually uncritical and deadly serious a out reason's a ility to prove
his atheistic perspective. There is hardly a tinge of even a mild form of skepti
cism in Mackie's philosophical point of view It is apparent that theists aren't the
only ones who sometimes surrender to dogmatism
Mackie also riefly alludes to three other sources for e plaining the nature of
euer ach, Mar and reud. These three sources are perhaps more
religion
widely used as a asis for em racing the atheistic position than Hume, perhaps
ecause they are more clearly atheistic in their thinking than was Hume, as well
as the fact that their
writings are more widely known. euer ach's idea of God
human
ideals was a significant landmark in the history of athe
as a
of
pro ection
ism ecause he was the first to offer a genuinely philosophical ustification for
modern atheism. To e sure, modern atheism originated in the development of
modern natural science and its mechanistic interpretation of the world provided
y the eighteenth century rench materialists. Mar 's socio-economic interpre
tation of religion has also een widely influential. But reud's psychological
analysis of religion as compensation for repressed comple es and unconscious
wishes has given atheism a road asis of acceptance, even though euer ach's
analysis is generally recogni ed to e more philosophically persuasive. Each of
these interpretations has een riefly incorporated into Mackie's thought with
little critical e amination, and he limits the possi le sources of religion to these
social, economic and psychological factors as they have een o served in the socalled natural history of religion, as Hume termed it in his writings, as opposed
to a supernatural history of revelation.
istic conclusion. Russell may e
cere in his attack on reason's a

IS GOD-TALK NEUROTIC
Mackie thinks it strange that so many rehgious people draw from psychology
insights into human emotion as support for theism. It surely seems fair

and its
to

with the role which emotion and
feeling
say that Mackie is uncomforta le
in our perception of truth. This is illustrated in his assessment of

play

Niet sche's

style

of atheism. He thinks that Niet sche's

terminology,

God is
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silly concept.' Mackie apparently
feeling concerning the reality of God. Niet

dead ' is
human

God dead

a

Where has God

gone

atheism em races. Mackie's rather
tion of God's e istence
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fails to reali e the

of

sche's dramatic

Is

depth
uestion,

reflects the emotional loss which modern

emotionally

portrays that, for him,

casual and nonchalant e amina

not much of a positive value is
really at stake if God doesn't e ist.
Though he is uite sure that psychological factors are the ultimate source of
religions, the ta les can e turned and it could e argued that atheistic theories
are faith-systems as well and are also
merely a psychological compensation for
reducing neurotic stress. At least Karl Jung so interpreted reud's atheism and
his concept of the Oedipus Comple as a rationali ation for reud's own neurot
ic fears.'' Certainly Mackie's need to refute theism and defend atheism could e
open to such a psychological analysis, even as he has accused religious people of
the need to mask their own fears. Harvard psychologist, Gordon Allport, cau
tioned that those who find the religious principle of life illusory would do well
not to scrutini e their own working principles too closely.
It certainly seems
e tremely strange, that if religion is merely ased on fantasy and is so irrational,
that it would generate such a lifelong o session and re uire such a serious,
scholarly refutation as Mackie provides. Gordon Allport has shown that religion
can
e an important aspect of developing a mature personality. He writes: A
man's religion is the audacious id he makes to ind himself to creation and to
the Creator. It is his ultimate attempt to enlarge and to complete his own person
ality y finding the supreme conte t in which he rightly elongs. ' In this
respect, it can e argued that Mackie's atheism is his own personal religious
attempt to provide a sense of meaning and purpose to his own life. It is
inevita le that one will attempt to locate his her own individuality within the
larger conte t of reality. Whether or not one can e perience a sense of peace and
security with the denial of any larger meaningful conte t is e actly the uestion
which every ody must decide for oneself. Mackie may e perfectly content with
out a larger meaningful conte t, ut this lack of unity and meaning is the essence
of nihilism. Mackie simply asserts that goodness and value are inherently
human.' He has no further need to ask why this is so. He also refuses to feel the
nihilistic implications of his atheism.
What is also a glaring omission in Mackie's use of Hume's philosophy, as
noted a ove, is that he completely ignores Hume's claim to e a skeptic. There is
not a
large difference etween Hume's skepticism and Niet sche's nihilism
e cept that the latter e presses a depth of feeling a out the loss of certainty and
meaning of the world which is suppressed in skepticism. Hume writes of his own
philosophy: By all that has een said the reader will easily perceive that the phi
losophy contained in this ook is very skeptical and tends to give us a notion of
the imperfections and narrow limits of human understanding. Almost all reason
ing is there reduced to e perience, and the elief which attends e perience is
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e plained to e nothing ut a peculiar sentiment or lively conception produced
y ha it. '' Mackie's appropriation of Hume's philosophy stops short of em rac
ing his skepticism, ut he has simply e changed it for a narrow dogmatism.
Mackie denies he is a nihilist, ut without a
larger conte t of meaning to
which he can relate his life, it would
seem that he is a nihilist whether
certainly
he recogni es it or not. Toward the end of his life, Niet sche wrote: That I have
een asically a nihilist is something that I have only recently come to admit. '
Niet sche's slow admission of his nihilism leads him to say that it seems impos
si le that 'aimlessness in itself should
seems

of

to admit here that

our

faith.

'

Niet sche

pure nihilism is really impossi le from the standpoint
the logician that Mackie is, he certainly could not em race

consistency. Being
feeling

nihilism without

a

the contradiction. Yet, if atheism is the final word that
larger reason for the meaning of the universe can e

God is a sent and that

no

had

effective

there

asis of

e the

e

philosophical

defense

against nihilism Hans
Kung,
recogni ing
necessarily nihilists, made this
in
his
Does
God
E
ist
and
Mackie
was
ook.
point
particularly annoyed y it.'
Niet sche's atheism at least catches the depth of human feeling and thinking
can

no

while

that all atheists

are

not

in contrast to Mackie's too comforta le refutation of

elief in God. This is not to

say that Mackie should not e taken seriously. Indeed, his considerations are
worthy and respecta le. But his conclusions are too hasty and too sweeping to

religious e perience.
why Mackie's atheism is not convincing is that he
shows little awareness of the e istential feeling which Tillich calls the a ysmal
depth of reality. The feeling that we are strung out over the a yss is not neces
sarily a pathological, psychological state of mind. It defines our ontological situ
e considered

Among

a

final

other

ation. Neurotic fears

the real
tic

source

ideologies

of

low to

reasons

our

are

meaningless

and

our

attention from

and doctrines, even if they are atheis
e rationali ations to hide our neurotic insecuri

Ideologies

and doctrines, can
e relieved

ties. These an ieties may

of

irrational diversions which distract

an ieties.

nothingness

through therapy, ut the e istential an iety
e cured though it may e covered up

cannot

and denied in neurotic rationali ations.

developing the nihilism of Niet sche, the continental e istentialists
certainly insightful in pinpointing the conse uence of a world without God.
Can atheism e taken seriously without the depth of feeling which nihilism
entails Any atheism which denies the implications of nihilism as its conse
uence is emotionally shallow. or it fails to come to terms with the an iety of
meaninglessness. If the history of religions proves anything, it proves that the
feeling of aloneness and emptiness is a universal feeling which pushes one to try
to come to terms with the ultimate meaning and purpose of the universe. This
emotional need for a satisfying relationship with the larger meaning of the uni
verse is essentially a rehgious need. To acknowledge this
psychological need is
not to e plain away rehgious e perience. It is to recogni e, as did
Augustine,
In further

are
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that

we were

peace and
There

intended to have

a

rest in the world until

can

e

no

relationship
we
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with God and that

we

find peace and rest in God.
and human

emotionally fulfilling relationships

of the term in

apart from this religious
this religious perception which universally stamps the pages of

the truest
is

sense

our

world
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cannot find

happiness

in

dimension. It
human histo

ry. It does not seem reasona le to conclude that this universal cry of the human
heart for the warmth of divine love and protection can e e plained away as

merely infantile and
a

denial of

our

and truth. To

mere

wishful

thinking. Such a conclusion resem les more of
a
genuine openness to our need for reality

e istential needs than

e sure, this e istential need in itself does not prove the e istence
e used to ustify any particular religious elief.
can it

personal
a rationally significant factor
dimension in reality.

of

God. Nor

a

But it is

Creatures

C. S. Lewis writes:

are

for

not

recogni ing

the

validity

of the

religious

orn with desires unless satisfaction for

cold, there is warmth which we seek. If we are
to
is
water
there
satisfy our thirst. If we are tired, there is rest for our
thirsty,
odies. If we desire fellowship and unity eyond what this world can offer, the
those desires e ists.

If

we are

pro a le e planation is that I was made for another world. If none of my
earthly pleasures satisfy iL that does not prove that the universe is a fraud.
Pro a ly earthly pleasures were never meant to satisfy iL ut only to arouse iL
to suggest the real thing.
Mackie gives considera le attention to William James's arieties of Religious
E perience. James elieves his studies of first-hand reports, oth pu hshed and
unpu lished, show that the origin of rehgious e perience is more than self-sug
gestion. Mackie re ects this conclusion. Instead he offers a psychological e plana
tion which draws upon Hume's idea that fear is the origin of rehgion. '
It may well e that fear is a motivation for people ecoming religious. But
what is fear Since the rise of psychoanalysis, we have een made aware of the

most

more

precise

distinction

etween fear and

an iety dread .

ear is

an

emotional

is an emotional response
response to a specific danger, whereas an iety dread
to a more diffused and uncertain danger. The classic treatise on an iety is found

and
Kierkegaard's writings, ut Tilhch's The Courage to Be provides a helpful
e
istential
etween
he
which
in
an iety and
distinguished
insightful discussion
finite e is
our
of
condition
universal
the
is
neurotic an iety. E istential an iety
and
finally death.
tence as we feel threatened
y guilt, meaninglessness
and the var
fear
etween
distinction
this
Unfortunately, Mackie does not pursue
in

ious kinds of an ieties.

in reaction
Presuma ly Hume thought fear was a universal emotion
a
mind
in
need for safety and security. He apparently had
pathological defini
human
tion of fear which is inhi iting and destructive of
personality. Hume's
life was apparently free of these neurotic tendencies according to his own
an open.
account. He descri ed himself as a man of mild disposition and
to

our
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social, cheerful humor.

Did Hume feel

a sense

of e istential

an iety

as

he

con

larger meaning of life in general Apparently not. Shortly efore his
death, he composed a funeral oration of himself. ' The ruling passion of his
life was literary fame, though he says his disappointment of not
achieving it
sidered the

never soured my temper.
It is apparent that Mackie likewise did not feel the e istential an ieties associ

ated with

finitude.

Certainly that he re ected nihilism would seem to indicate
feelings. In fact, many intellectual people dis
claim any awareness of e istential an iety and feelings of estrangement. Many
well-educated people simply en oy a comforta le kind of pragmatism without
the slightest hint of eing plagued with the kind of e istential an iety and
despair which Kierkegaard, Niet sche, Heidegger, Jaspers, Sartre, Camus and
our

that he felt free of these an ious

Tillich wrote a out.

though many
despair as opposed to
Even

does not in itself

American and British
a

neurotic

despair

ness

our

finiteness, this

that it isn't there. In fact, it could e thought that the
of e istential an iety may e symptomatic of an undiag

developed
an iety. In their

e istentialists

of e istential

do not feel the e istential

mean

denial of any feeling
nosed neurotic fear. But, of course, even when
iety, they will not necessarily ecome theists.

European

people

which arises out of

atheism

people

admit their e istential

uite the

directly

case, atheism

contrary,

in response to their

was

intentionally developed

follow the

tion of fear

If

invalidated

ecause it

we

ought

we

out of

an

thinking

arose as an

attempt

to

of Mackie

attempt

to conclude that atheism can also

come

so

in

ecause it

to terms with the

emo

who concluded that theism is

to resolve the emotion

e

aware

consciously developed

response to the emotion of fear dread .
Are we to conclude, then, that e istentialist atheism is discredited
was

an

the continental

of fear

then

discredited

theory y incorporating reud's interpretation of reh
Religion e presses and seems to fulfill very strong and

Mackie refines Hume's
Mackie writes:

gion.
persistent wishes, oth conscious and unconscious, and that the eliever's sup
posed relation to God or the gods is significantly like that of a child to its par
ents, and is pro a ly influenced y the adult's memory of that relation, will
Mackie's uncritical acceptance of reud's view of religion
hardly e disputed.
as a universal o sessional neurosis is surprising, to say the least.
or, despite the
reud in the modern world and the significant amount of
enormous influence of
pioneering work which he did in psychology, his views, and especially his reli
gious views, have not een followed uncritically even y his own students.
Karl Jung was reud's most distinguished student, and reud had wanted
him to e his successor. ' They en oyed a close friendship for a time until reud
a ruptly roke with Jung over the issue of religion. Jung frankly says that
reud himself had a neurosis, no dou t diagnosea le and one with highly trou
lesome symptoms. ' He in particular eheved that at the core of reud's neuro-
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sis

was

his denial of the

religious aspects of his own personal e
iographer of Karl Jung reports that

dence of his neurosis, one
son himself Jung . This

Jung

to

accept his

reud

with

over

the

Among

As evi

reud wanted

a

in the way that reud had a strong need for
reud fainted twice when Jung e pressed disagreement

death wish.

reud.''

o vious to

istence.
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was seen

views.

etween his

tionship
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theory

the hundreds of

of the

patients

This iographer also o serves that the rela
Oedipus Comple and his own life was not
that

sought

Jung, he o served that a key
religious e perience. He
also o served that their recovery was directly related to their a ility to once
again e perience the meaning of their lost religious faith. '
Paul it , a psychologist from New York University, recently has argued that
atheism is an unconscious Oedipal wish-fulfillment.... that comes from the very
reudian theory.
center of
Unlike reud's interpretation of the Oedipus
Comple , it suggested that atheism can e the result of those who re ect God
factor in their

as

their

ather

an iety

disorders

was a

out

loss of faith and

ecause of their desire to kill their

reud's dislike of his

own

fathers. In fact,

it

shows

earthly father was highly influential in the devel
opment of reud's atheism. Not religion, ut atheism is an o sessional neuro
sis
reud's attack on religion was thus a pro ection of his own neurosis.
One widely known and respected Neo- reudian was Karen Horney. While
retaining what she considered the fundamentals of reud's teachings, she dis
agreed with reud's view that neurosis can e e plained as a compulsive,
instinctive drive aimed at satisfaction. Rather, distur ed human relationships are
the cause of an iety disorders.
Horney descri es one of the symptoms of dis
tur ed human relationships as the need to move away from people. This is the
need to e e cessively self-sufficient, detached, and totally ade uate in oneself.
One of its primary symptoms is the ina ility to involve oneself in commitment
that

own

and trust. '

A British

psychoanalyst,

rank Lake, has also written

e tensively

on

this an i

ety disorder. He calls it the schi oid position. The schi oid position is distrust
ful of feeling and emotion in general. It suppresses all feelings hate, love, oy,
sadness. ' Scorn also characteri es schi oid ehavior. ' Lake notes that reud was
una le to

e istential

on

outside the self

recogni e
personal sources

an iety
as

ecause

the

regard dependence
truly human eing.

he did not

prere uisite

of the schi oid

of

a

type.
away from others reflected in the schi oid
opposite of the need
position in what Horney calls the need of moving toward people. This is typ
ical of the hysterical compliant person who clings to others ecause of a com
Lake elieves

reud's

The

pulsory

own

neurosis
to

need to

was

move

e hked and receive affection in

These two attitudes reflect the

an

indiscriminate fashion. '

of those who suffer from neurotic

asic positions
schi
oid
self-sufficient
private person distrusts feeling ecause
an iety.
In contrast to
in
one
a
upon others.
relationship
feelings put
dependent
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Oriental

philosophy, which pri es detachment as a means of spiritual achieve
ment, neurotic detachment is not a choice, ut is an inner compulsion. '
Horney
further points out that the most
striking need for the neurotic detached person is
for self-sufficiency and its most positive
is resourcefulness.
Blaise Pascal

to defend

recogni ed this
themselves against

e pression

resourcefulness of

some
philosophers who seek
the commitment of faith. Their intellectuahst
their minds from the inner truth a out themselves. The philoso

defenses protect
phers, he says, have turned away from the lust of sensory pleasure and the lust
of power for the lust of knowledge they are una le to have faith in what hes
eyond them and so they su stitute faith in their own reason. Pascal says the

philosopher encourages us to find rest in ourselves. But Pascal says this cannot
produce inner rest. It only comes from a commitment to God who is the source
of reason and truth.
In light of Pascal's emphasis on the warmth of divine fel
lowship, it is not surprising that Mackie is so predisposed against him.
Kierkegaard also knew the inade uacy of finite reason and our ina ility to
meaning from within ourselves apart from commitment to a per
own
writings grew out of the la oratory of his life. He knew
from e perience the commitment an iety of the schi oid position. As Lake
o serves, apart from Kierkegaard's commitment to the God revealed in Jesus
Christ who sustained him, he could not have een so open and so forthright in
the insights of mental suffering. Lake writes: A primary characteristic of afflic
tion and despair is its attempt to remain hidden. Precisely those who suffer most
e perience

true

sonal God. His

from it most wish to hide it.. ..even from oneself.

'

position According to psychoana
catastrophic splitting of the person in the earliest
weeks and months of one's life. It is usually associated with the loss of a signifi
cant person's face as mother. It egins where the union with mother is lost. The
ecause they have no early
schi oid is one who can't trust in the out there
afflicted with the schi oid

Why
people
lytic theory, it is the
are

result of

a

memory of a secure world centered in a source person who came to answer
them in their time of need. They also tend to e contemptuous of those who do
elieve in the out there.

Psychoanalytic

'

studies show that this neurotic dread is driven

underground

feeling of
hysterical-emo

ecause it is intolera le to the conscious mind. Dread is the insecure

isolated world where you are the
living
tional person, this fear causes the person to
in

an

only o ect.
cling to others

In the

in the

retreating-

intellectual person, this fear causes people to detach themselves from dependen
cy on others and they develop a sense of self-sufficiency and are uite resource

ful in

constructing

a

meaningful world

all of their

own.

or many years medical science assumed that the nervous system of a a y
irth and of the earliest months of life to
was too undeveloped for memories of
e recorded in the

drug therapy

rain. But since the 1950s, the psychiatric use of a reactive
ust how vividly the earliest events of life are imprinted

has shown
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on

the mind. Patients

hterally

were
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a le to relive the trauma of

of suffocation

1

irth and the

damaging e perience
they
pushed through the irth
canal. Other patients have een a le to relive, through a reactive drug therapy,
the earliest hours immediately following their irth, and memories of a andon
ment, isolation, and human coldness often have een the e perience of those
infants who later ecame afflicted with commitment-an iety.'
as

were

Lake, who has done e tensive clinical work with schi oid persons,

that the

unloving

elieves

faces and stern voices at the time of

irth
of man's distortion of the truth a out the ultimate personal
God Himself. With rare insight. Lake shows that this is where the lie is

are the

reality,

itter memories of

eginnings

first told a out God, the lie which
darity with the race in ignorance,

edevils humanity, which determines our soli
pride, fear, an iety, despair, idolatry and lust,

un elief and murderous hatred of God Himself.'
If

relationships

home have

een developed in an appropriate fashion, the
development of one's own ideas and eliefs has een laid. But
when this foundation has een cracked y poor relationships, the child learns to
relate to the outside world either y clinging to others or y detaching oneself
from others. Undou tedly many people have a clinging and panic-driven rela
tionship to God. They often speak of their relationship to God in highly emotion
al and affective terms. They may even give the appearance of eing super-spiri
tual, which is usually compensation for feelings of insecurity.
Detaching oneself from others is a commitment-an iety disorder which also
may have religious implications it is the attempt to protect ourselves from eing
hurt y creating distance from others. The affliction of dread is seen particularly
in intellectual people who are especially resourceful in creating a world of conceptuality which promises protection from e perience and re uires no o liga
tions to others.'' The special difficulty of someone suffering from an iety-com
mitment is the failure to feel the presence and love of God as a caring heavenly
ather. This person finds it difficult to feel ecause he or she is locked into a
world of protective reason.
This is the neurotic position most typical of intellectual people, as Lake has
shown. The hysterical clinging person desires a person-centered universe which
will guarantee security and safety. But the schi oid position has no need for such
a
personal universe. As Lake puts iL The craving is for an order ased on any
thing ut dependence on others. Since all that has een offered y availa le per
sons amounts, not to an ordered world,
ut to chaos, the ego takes refuge in a
order ased on its own cogitations. ' Lake identifies the e istentialist theolo
gians, Rudolf Bultmann and Paul Tillich, as representative of the schi oid posi
at

foundation for the

tion ecause of their attitude of distrust toward the historical foundation of
Christian faith and their impersonal view of God.''' Lake shows that St. Paul's

warnings against

inflated intellectuahsm and

ter to the Corinthians and the Colossian

gnostic speculation,

letters,

are

in the first let

directed at the kinds of
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defenses
The

typical of the

gnostic's

schi oid

position.

Lake writes:

ordinary Christians and indeed of the Bi lical record
superior person. He assumes he knows etter than the
record of the witnesses ecause he always feels his own
independent men
tal aristocracy as an endowment which must take precedence over mere
evidence in the o ective world. Gnostics show disdain, and not a little it
terness, towards them. This reveals something of the secret scorn of them
selves in which they were driven. It conceals and denies their deep envy of
warm human ties,
against the acceptance of which their life is in recoil.'
view of

itself is that of the

e ample of scorn and distrust is reflected in a de ate on theism atheism
place on the campus of the University of Mississippi in 1988 in
which two of the several participants were J. P. Moreland and Antony lew.
lew is an analytical philosopher whose sympathies are with the logical empiri
cist and their verification theory of truth. J. P. Moreland is a Christian theist who
One

which took

ases his faith

on

the historical revelation of God in Jesus of Na areth

as

record

ed in the New Testament. Moreland, having already argued a careful and rea
soned defense of theism, gave personal testimony to his faith in Christ in a warm

loving manner. lew's response was: Moreland's appeal to his 'personal
e periences' strikes me as a solutely grotes ue. This ina ility to respect the
witness of someone else, along with the scornful e pression of a superior atti
tude, ear all the marks of the schi oid position which psychoanalysts descri e.
It is one thing not to e persuaded y someone's testimony, ut it is uite anoth
er matter to
rush aside someone's personal e perience with an air of arrogance
and condescension. The suppression of warm feelings is typical of the schi oid
position.
Her ert Butterfield, the internationally respected Cam ridge historian,
descri es the e cessive skepticism of some scholars toward i lical history as
reflecting a kind of intellectual arrogance which in any field of research
One cannot generali e and say that anyone who
reduces clarity of the mind. '
re ects the witness of the apostles concerning their faith in Jesus Christ is
and

schi oid,

ut the e cessive and

history may

iased attitude of

e accounted for in such

This o servation may not

some

scholars toward

i lical

a manner.

e taken well

Hume and atheists like Mackie who first

y

usually skeptics like
e planation.
e rationally
most holy religion.... is founded on
he insists, along with Hume and

some,

ut it is

ring

up this neurotic
Mackie thus concludes that the central doctrines of theism cannot

defended. ' ' He agrees with Hume that our

And
irrational fear faith, not on reason.
reud, that this irrational faith is the product of fear and

an

irrational wish-ful

fillment.
Now I

going

am

not

saying

that all atheists

to use the Humean and

are neurotics.
My point is that if one is
reudian argument that faith is the
product of
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neurosis, then the argument also can e made against atheism. I agree with Kai
Nielsen, who says he knows oth atheists and Christians who are neurotics, and
he knows

the final

oth atheists and Christians who

analysis,
psychoanalytic interpretations.
the truth of theism

other than

or

are

perfectly

atheism must

normal and sane.
e decided

on

In

grounds

IS GOD-TALK ETHICAL

surprisingly negative attitude toward lesus of Na areth is remark
iased. He particularly takes e ception to the widely sup
a ly
notion
that
Christian
morality is particularly admira le. ' He inter
posed
the
Old
Testament
morality without ualifications as ar aric and savage.
prets
He accuses Jesus of engaging in harsh and unloving ehavior in contradiction to
his own preaching on love.
He portrays lesus' own ethic as eing irrational
to
and opposed
knowledge.
He re ects Jesus' ethic to love our neigh or as ourselves ecause this is only a
fantasy. The neurotic connotation of this term, widely used in psychoanalyt
ic writings, can hardly e overlooked. Of course there are neurotic religious fan
tasies associated with perfectionistic symptoms among some Christian people.
But what Mackie fails to understand is the transforming grace of God which
Jesus reveals. Of course we can't love the way Jesus taught us to do so without
his help. It's impossi le. But through a relationship with Jesus, whose will is one
with God, we can come to love like Jesus loved and taught us to love. And this is
no
fantasy, ut the healthy-minded lifestyle of a mature person reflected in 1
Corinthians 13, as the psychoanalysL Karen Horney, also o served.'
Patrick Sherry wrote a philosophical treatise on elief in God. His ook was
called. Spirit, Saints, and Immortality. His main point is that the decisive o ective
proof for God's e istence revealed through Jesus of Na areth is the lives of the
saints, that is, anyone who is a genuine follower of Jesus Christ and has een
transformed y his Spirit. What he argues is that if there is a God like Jesus pro
claimed, the rationally convincing element is the witness of persons transformed
y faith in Christ.' ' Unfortunately, Mackie's focus is almost e clusively upon the
evidence of miracles as a asis for confirming or disconfirming faith in God
rather than on the personal character and moral integrity of the lives of Christian
people.
It is certainly true that many ehevers have not e emplified the moral ideal of
love, as Mackie so rightly accuses. But for those elievers who consistently
practice the presence of God through daily devotional ha its and corporate acts
of pu hc worship, the grace-filled life of Jesus Christ will daily transform them
into his own moral image.
Mackie is right to this e tent if there is no transforming power in the teach
ing and life of Jesus with whom elievers claim to have a personal relationship,
then the God of Jesus does not e ist. That's the ottom line. Unfortunately
Mackie's

uninformed and

Wood
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Mackie's
visions is

rief survey of some who claim to know God
through miracles and
on the
kind
of
evidence.
Even
wrong
Jesus discredited those

focusing

who would

elieve

The final

simply

ecause of

alleged

miracles and

signs Matt. 12:39 .
Spirit love, oy, peace,

proof
genuine
patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control Gal. 5:2223 . Jesus said others will know who are his disciples y their fruit John 13:35 .
of

Nowhere in the Bi le

an

faith is the fruit of the

are we

led to think that faith trust in God arises from

a stract, scholarly, academic, and ironclad proof of

a

miracle. Nowhere in the

New Testament documents is their any sensational display of miracles like a
magician would perform on stage. Bi lical miracles are intended to ring

redemption to the world, not to entertain. C. S. Lewis rightly limits the function
of physical miracles to e tremely restricted situations which serve the larger
cause of the
missionary situation of the Church. ' Not physical miracles, ut the
holiness of elievers is the final proof of God's e istence. And holiness means
essentially loving God with all your heart and your neigh or as yourself.
Without this transforming power of the grace of God mediated through Jesus,
claims to know God would e meaningless and groundless. Holiness is primary
miracles are secondary
If Karen Horney has shown from the standpoint of psychoanalytic studies
that neurotic fear is rooted in the failure of human relationships, ' the Bi le
shows that the first

fellowship

negative

human emotion to surface after

fear

our

first

parents

afraid and hid themselves Gen.

they
3:10 . The purpose of the grace of God throughout the history of salvation which
culminated in Jesus Christ was to produce within human eings the love of God
which would ring harmony and understanding among all people. This is why
the apostle John says that perfect love casts out fear. He says specifically that
roke

there is

no

each other

with God

fear in love

as

God loves

was

were

ecause the love of Christ indwells

us

us

and

we can

love

1 John 4:17-18 .
admira le, as enno

ling, as e cellent, if there is any
le in its lofty, person-affirming ethic, if there
change the character and life of any person into a

If there is any ethic as
of literature that is compara

piece

is any availa le

resource

to

truly fulfilled individual, if there is any ond of love which will unite a
fragmented world into a ust and holy people esides the gospel of grace offered
in Jesus Christ, it has not een o served anywhere else in the history of the
world. This is why Rudolf Bultmann, who is certainly no friend to traditional
theism or orthodo Christianity, says frankly that there can e no true human
fulfillment and personal authenticity apart from faith in Christ. Why He says
the uestion is not if this kind of authentic e istence can e discovered some
where else in point of facL he says, this type of ualitative e istence has never
een discovered apart from faith in Christ. He particularly notes that
Heidegger's philosophy of e istence is entirely dependent on the Christian faith
Even the neo-Mar ist philosopher, Ernst Bloch,
of Kierkegaard and Paul.
new,
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admits that atheists

a le to survive with
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degree of meaning in life ecause
they
religious faith. The contri ution of
the Christian view of personhood to the modern world is widely
acknowledged
also among secular psychologist and moral development theorists. ' I eheve it
could e argued that atheism without the enefit of Christian faith would
relapse us into the paganism of nature religions. In this respect, modern atheism
is really a Christian heresy and cannot survive on its own.
live off the

are

orrowed credit credit

a

of

IS GOD-TALK IMMORAL

Mackie

and all

a ly
into
son

reasons

good

that it is

logically

since evil e ists.

e immoral himself. Here

incoherent to affirm that God is

Such

a

again

all-powerful
permitted evil would presum
attitudinal feeling dimension comes

God who
the

eliever, while recogni ing the dilemma, trusts that there is a rea
play.
God
allows
evil. aith acknowledges that we do not have a completely
why
The

satisfactory
of this life

reason

yet,

ut in the future of God's

will know.

kingdom eyond the o scurity
only take us so far in pointing out

logic
compati ility of divine sovereignty and evil in the world. The est of the
arguments to e plain the connection etween God and evil is the free-will
defense. It maintains that God chose to limit his sovereignty when he created
human eings in his image. The possi ility of evil is corollary to the fact of finite
freedom. This helps us to understand something of the logical pro lem. or
there is no possi ility of finite freedom and the development of personal respon
si ility without the possi ility of evil.
Yet what is distur ing from the Christian point of view is the e istential feel
ing that there is too much evil rampant in the world for a good, almighty God to
permit. This is not a logical argument as such. It is strictly an intuitive perception
that pointless and irredeema le evil locks one's a ility to elieve in God. Who
hasn't felt this sense of distaste a out God permitting the e cessive, gratuitous
evil which allows the suffering and killing of innocent infants and children.
Today I listened to the confession of a 15-year-old girl who had een raped
repeatedly y her father efore she ran away from home. Outrage Anger Why
God
If God is so good and so powerful, what is the point of permitting inno
cent children to e a used se ually
Several years ago I was a chaplain's assistant in a medical center. I was on call
with my eeper when I was summoned to the emergency room. When I arrived,
several doctors and a num er of nurses were surrounding the ody of an auto
we

or now,

can

the

mo ile accident victim. One of the doctors

physically massage his heart in
avail. I had the responsi ihty of

a

shced

him open, reached inside to
all to no
to save his life

lasL frantic attempt

informing

the

family

in the

waiting

room

of his

death. He was 29 years of age and had two small children. I soon learned that his
wife had een killed in an automo ile wreck the previous year. What could I tell
the grieving sisters, rother, father, mother and two small children What sense

Wood

would it make to tell them that God loved and cared for them None Would a
free-will theodicy comfort them Hardly Incomprehensi le suffering calls into
uestion the concept of a caring God.

Someone

financial

told me a out an answered prayer that God had provided the
for them to afford medical insurance. Why would God provide

once

means

for the medical insurance of
father

in ured

in

a car

person and yet not intervene to save the life of a
Also ironically, this same person who o tained

one

wreck

medical insurance later

Supposedly God provided
incurring astronomical
costs to him and his family. This terminally ill patient apparently never felt the
contradiction of his situation. I did. Perhaps I felt the irony of the situation
ecause I wasn't the one involved in the suffering. Perhaps the intense suffering
of the human soul creates a kind of spiritual perception which is not normally
apparent. I could have scoffed inwardly at the naivete of this patient, ut then
perhaps the oke was on me and my spiritual lindness. Who was I to pass udg
ment on the providence or lack of it of God
Wolfhart Pannen erg was asked in a forum at As ury Theological Seminary
a out his resolution of the pro lem of suffering and the Christian concept of a
caring God, especially in the light of the holocaust.
Pannen erg replied y uoting from a Jewish author who said that after
Auschwit no one can talk a out God any longer. Pannen erg then remarked: 1
always felt that you can say that only if you are in a position of watching a
tragedy in theater. You cannot say that, if you think of yourself in the place of
medical insurance

so

developed

terminal

he could die from

cancer.

cancer

without

those who had to go into the gas ovens, ecause those who had to walk that way
had their only hope in singing psalms. ...The power to deal with e periences like
that is not in

simply o serving

them in others,

ut if

one

The

pro lem

There is

no

of

suffering,

through them
only power that

has to go

oneself.... The moment you elieve in God you get hold of the
ena les you face e periences of terror like that. '

Moltmann says, is theodicy's open uestion.
pro lem either for the theist or atheist. There is

final solution to the

uestion why evil
eschatological uestion. Pannen erg points out that this
until
the last day. He maintains this issue will e defini
will
persist
pro lem
ut only y the action of God
not
our theoretical arguments,
solved,
y
tively
Himself in the future of His Kingdom. '
The uestion, as E. L. Mascall has pointed out, is not whether God created the
est of all possi le worlds. Lei ni made a strong logical case for this position in
the eighteenth century in his Theodicy. The issue simply is that this is the world
God freely chose to create. God is infinite and his ways and reasons for doing
things are not entirely comprehensi le to us. God is ultimately a mystery
ecause he is infinite wisdom and he transcends our finite, limited capacity for
knowing.'' Shall the clay say to the potter, why did you make me like this
no

final

or the

answer

to

it, yet

eliever it is

an

one

cannot

get rid of this nagging
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Rom. 9:20 . This does

not at all

that

mean

one can

hide
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e cuse

of

mystery and duck the hard intellectual

uestions. Indeed they are to e faced
with honesty and candor. But finite reason can only take us so far in developing
a thoughtful understanding of our faith. Reason
re uires us to admit that the
incomprehensive suffering of the world does call into uestion, from an e isten
tial emotional standpoint, the e istence of God.
In Dostoevsky's The Brothers Karama ov, Ivan challenges his
Tell me,

rother

Alyosha:

earnestly, challenge you
Imagine
creating a fa ric of human destiny with the o ect of making men
happy in the end, giving them peace and rest at last, ut that it was essen
tial and inevita le to torture to death only one tiny creature
a
would
consent
to
e
the
architect
on
those
conditions
Tell
me,
you
a y....
and tell the truth.
No, I wouldn't consent, said Alyosha softly.'''
said Ivan

I

that you

answer.

are

In the final

against

analysis,

faith in God

the

e cept

pro lem
for

one

of evil poses insurmounta le evidence
history which disarms the attack of

fact of

emotional and rational arguments. Taylor Caldwell has descri ed this fact
with therapeutic and theological insight in a ook. The Listener, where she
our

num er of persons who pour out their souls to a
Eventually these people come to a point of honesty in

descri es
tain.

a

grief and pro lems

and

complain itterly against

man

ehind

talking

a cur

a out their

the universe. At that

curtain opens and they see the Author of the universe, not
complacency, ut crucified upon the Cross.

point, the
standing idly y in

IS GOD-TALK HISTORICALLY DERI ED

development of historical criti
Although Christianity is said to e a his
torical religion, the 'historical' claims especially a out the life of Christ are not
treated as historical, ecause elievers do not apply to them the sort of dou t
which would ordinarily apply to historical statements a out any fairly remote
epoch. ' What is also apparent is that Mackie does not know that the develop
ment of modern critical history took its rise from within Christian theology and
critical i hcal studies.
And the cutting edge in contemporary theology and
i lical studies has een an in-depth and pro ing analysis of the reha ility of
It is

cism in

apparent that Mackie did

not know of the

i lical studies when he wrote:

the historical events in the Bi le.

development of the critical historical method, the histori
cal elements of the Bi le have een su ected to the most sever and painstaking
analysis of any document ever I am reminded of a statement y C. S. Lewis who
reported that, during his struggles to defend his atheism, it came as a shock when

Through

the modern

the hardest

oiled of all the atheists I

that the evidence for the

good.

historicity

Of course, C. S. Lewis

was

ever

knew sat in my

led to

a

room.... and

remarked

really surprisingly
Gospels
thoughtful analysis of the historical

of the

was
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claims in the New Testament and

ecame a Christian. His classic treatment of the
miraculous foundation of Christian faith is contained in his ook. Miracles. Here
he deals with all the philosophical issues and concludes that the
issue

primary

a out the truth of Christian faith is historical, not merely philosophical.
The central New Testament declaration is that Jesus of Na areth is the histori
cal appearance and personal em odiment of God's true eing. This self-revela
tion of God

was

of this historical

y Jesus'

made known

occurrence

Christian faith would not e ist.
stands in

particularity

meaning of Christian faith. Without it.
The decisive significance of this historical event
other religions. urther, the Christian attitude

sharp contrast to all
importance of historical

toward the

religions
religions.

death and resurrection. The

is the decisive

events

separates itself from all non- i lical

which are, in essence, nature religions rather than historically- ased
Bi lical scholarship has shown that there is a central core of inter-con

nected events

eginning

with A raham and

continuing down through the for
culminating in the history of Jesus. This series
of events is called the history of salvation. This history contains a progressive
unfolding, developing, and enlightening view of God which reaches its highest
point in the declaration, ased on his resurrection from the dead, that Jesus is the
mation of the nation of Israel and

Son of God.

Of
other

course

there

religions.

are

parallels and similarities etween Christianity and
early centuries of the Christian faith, oth Christians

many

rom the

and non-Christians have noted these similarities. But there

are

radical difference

well, and often the similarities are primarily superficial and shallow. ' The
really significant difference is the Christian attitude toward history. The
as

Christian faith cannot survive for
to
on

e false

or even

pro a ly

a

moment if its historical claims

false.

or

i lical

religion places

a

can

e shown

high premium

rational evidence and relia le witnesses see 1 Corinthians 15 . If the histori
apostolic claims a out Jesus of Na areth were shaky, then intel

cal nature of the
lectual

integrity

honesty would not allow us to elieve. This stands in radi
religions for whom historical evidence is irrelevant. That is
them as having a mythological asis as opposed to the historical
and

cal contrast to other

why we

refer to

asis of Christian faith.

What a out the historical evidence

Is it credi le

.

.

Bruce,

now

retired pro

University of Manchester, points out that the
evidence of our New Testament writings is ever so much greater than the evi
dence for many writings of classical authors, the authenticity of which no-one
dreams of uestioning. He goes on to point out that if the New Testament
were a collection of secular writings, their authenticity would
generally e
the
New
Because
all
dou
t.
Testament
as
is
a
eyond
regarded
religious docu
ment, people are naturally suspicious of its claims and demand much more cor
ro orative evidence for such a work than they would for an ordinary secular or
pagan writing. However, Bruce points out, It is a curious fact that historians
fessor of

i lical criticism at the
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een much readier to trust the New Testament records than have

theologians. Why Because of its reports a out miracles. It is perhaps
only appropriate then that the most severe test of critical analysis ought to e
applied to the i lical record. Bruce writes:

many

But

we

do not

uarrel

with those who want

Testament than for other

writings firstly,

more

evidence for the New

ecause the universal claims

which the New Testament makes upon mankind are so a solute, and the
character and works of its chief igure so unparalleled, that we want to e
as sure

of its truth

fact there is much
ancient
To

writings

of

e sure, there

scholars

concerning

as we
more

possi ly

can

and

secondly,

ecause in

point

of

evidence for the New Testament than for other

compara le

date.

are
differing assessments among contemporary i lical
the various historical elements in the Bi le. Many claims

and reports in the Bi le cannot e historically confirmed or disconfirmed. But
the main series of events which form the asis of the history of salvation are

open to critical evaluation. It is true that some New Testament scholars do not
accept many of these central events as historically relia le accounts. Most
nota le is Rudolf Bultmann. But at least Bultmann

Corinthians
which go

was

written

y

acknowledges

that 1

Paul around 55 A.D. and that it contains materials

ack much further. He

acknowledges that Paul really elieves that
Jesus
acknowledged that the physical res
urrection of Jesus was really elieved to have happened y the earliest Christian
followers. ' Bultmann's re ection of the resurrection is ased on his e istentialist
presupposition that assumes a fact-value dichotomy, as if empirical facts have
no
earing on the ultimate meaning of life.
It is easily understanda le, in the light of his espousal of the e istentialist phi
losophy of Heidegger, that he would downgrade the importance of this histori
cal miracle. And it is unmistaka ly clear that Bultmann's historical udgment
was
iased against the empirical, historical evidence in favor of his philosophy
of e istence. In this respect, Her ert Butterfield, the late professor of modern his
tory in the University of Cam ridge, noted that the historical critical method
has often overstepped the ounds of common sense as applied to i lical
studies. The e cessive skepticism as applied to the New Testament documents
y Bultmann led him to declare that the central events, though intended to e
historical reports y the earliest Christians, are really mythological ecause of
the supernaturalism in which they are enmeshed. ' C. S. Lewis, one of the
world's foremost scholars in mythology, comments that to him it is o vious that
Bultmann does not understand the nature of myth. If the Gospels are myth, then
they are the most unimaginative and poorest kinds of myths which he has ever
was

read.

raised from the dead. He further

Lewis writes:

Wood
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myself, who first seriously read the New Testament when I was, imagina
tively and poetically, all agog for the Death and Re- irth patterns tof myth
ical religions and an ious to meet a corn-king, was chilled and p u led
y the almost total a sence of such ideas in the Christian documents. One
moment particularly stood out. A dying God
the only dying God who
e
historical
holds
that
read,
is,
corn, in His hand says,
might possi ly
'This is my ody. '

I

Lewis shows that the

with God

as

mythologically-e pressed desire to en oy fellowship
primitive religions of the world ecomes a reality

evidenced in all

history

of Jesus Christ. The decisive difference is that the God of Jesus is
the God of nature and the God of history, and not a nature-god.
in the

This historical

uality permeates

the

i lical documents. Her ert Butterfield

argues likewise for the inherently historical nature of the New Testament docu
ments. He writes: Of course there are some writings so clear in their integrity,

respects, that within their proper realm they could
carrying their own self-ratification with them and 1 think
that the Gospels. ...must e regarded as elongs to this class. ' ' Of course, in
spite of the way that these i lical writings authenticate themselves instanta
neously in our minds, Butterfield points out that this is not in itself a sufficient
reason for
accepting their accuracy from the standpoint of critical history.' Yet,
the continuing developments in a critical interpretation of i lical history in the
modern world further confirm its general relia ility. In fact, the core events of
the history of salvation are so clearly discerni le historically that it is usually
philosophical assumptions which produce a negative conclusion rather than the
empirical evidence.
Apparently Mackie was uninformed of the intensely critical scholarship
which has pro ed the depth of this historical uestion. The fact that he can speak
of Jesus so unhistorically as eing in the same category as Osiris, Ashtaroth,
Dionysus, Baldur, ishnu and Amida reflects how uninformed he is of critical
and

so

almost

transparent

in certain

e descri ed

historical matters.'

as

But this failure to understand the nature of the historical

common
among atheists. Kail Nielsen also reflects this
uality
of
the
historical uality of Christian faith when he
understanding
superficial
writes: Why the Bi le rather than the Koran Why the Bi le rather than the
canonical Buddhist te ts Why the Bi le rather than the Hindu te ts Why the
Bi le rather than the religious revelations of other people If you look at religion
anthropologically, you will see that there are thousands of religions all claiming
'The truth.' ' ' In facL Nielsen says plainly that he cares nothing a out the his

of the Bi le is

of Jesus. No matter what the historical evidence is, there is
nothing that would change his mind a out the deity of Jesus.'

toricity

One of the most

apparently

pro ing, critical, thorough and informing analysis of the evi
as
reported in the New Testament documents was

dence for Jesus' resurrection
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y

made

one-time

atheist, Wolfhart Pannen erg. In his

of Atheism

ook, Jesus
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God and

Man, he argues with fairness and rational o ectivity for the historicity of Jesus'
resurrection. In a painstaking analysis of the evidence and in dialogue with the
est of

higher

i lical criticism which has left no stone unturned in its compre
critical
hensive,
analysis of the evidence Pannen erg shows that the evidence
of Jesus' resurrection from the dead is ased on good historical foundations and
e understood in

can

continuity

with the view of God

as

developed

in the histo

ry of the nation of Israel. He e amined the intelligi ility of the concept of the
urrection itself as it was understood in poste ilic Judaism. '

res

Unfortunately, the most respected atheists in the English-speaking world
apparently have not critically e amined the historical claims of the New
Testament. Pannen erg noted, in his discussions with Antony lew's atheism,
that there is a lack of sophistication in his way of dealing with the i lical
lew had argued that in the case of something so unusual as a resur
reports.
rection from the dead that it re uired evidence considera ly stronger than ordi
nary events which we can e perience through normal means. Pannen erg agreed
with his premise, and insisted that a critical e amination of the evidence should
e persuasive. There are good and even superior reasons for claiming that the
Resurrection of Jesus was a historical event, and conse uently the risen Lord him
self is a living reality. ' Pannen erg at the same time notes that lew has a good
point that our e perience reveals that dead men do not rise again. And so there is
natural resistance to

a

consider the evidence for Jesus' resurrection.

even

Conse uently, the de ate will continue no matter what the evidence is.'
It is generally assumed, especially in the European Continental discussion,
that the uestion of critical history and its relation to Christian faith was given
its classic formulation in the nineteenth

Actually,

century writings of Ernst Troeltsch.

uestion also goes
eighteenth century. In An In uiry

the modern formulation of the critical historical

ack to David Hume in Scotland in the

Concerning

Human

Understanding, Hume
impossi le for

which will forever make it
miracles. '

claims he discovered

any

thoughtful

an

person to

argument
elieve in

develops and Mackie follows up on, articulates
personal e perience is our only guide in
important points.
what
is
a true happening in the world. What is normal and custom
determining
ary according to our own e periences is the foundation for making udgments
concerning past events. Second, a thoughtful person will proportion their faith
to the evidence. There are degrees of pro a ility concerning what is to e
elieved, and we must critically assess all the known facts in esta hshing what is
This

argument which

some

to

us

e

elieved.

In

applying

to

these

accept what

Hume

irsL

our own

principles,

someone

Hume

else tells

nature inclined to tell the truth and

e plains

us

that it is

a out their

our

capacity

common

and natural for

past e periences.

We

are

y

to remem er is tenacious. Of

Wood
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course, a person who is dehrious or noted for telhng falsehoods is easily discred
ited. But, generally speaking, we assume that people speak the truth, Hume
notes. ' What would cause us not to accept the testimony of someone Only if

e perience and o servation, that the per
testimony which would cause us to
uestion
uestions a out the character of the
their
not
e
person
sufficiently corro orated y other witnesses
testimony may
the manner of their testimony may raise uestions they may not e hi it suffi
cient confidence in what they are reporting as a genuine happening they may
give the appearance of eing too confident in what they report. More specifical
ly, if their report contains e traordinary or marvelous occurrences which are
counter to our own personal e periences, then we rightly are suspicious of their
testimony. In these cases, we re uire a more stringent proof and are inclined not
to elieve the report, since it would e contrary to customary e periences.

we were
son was

convinced, ased

on our own

mistaken. There may e contrary
their report there may e serious

A miracle is a violation of the laws of nature,
Hume
definition,
By
argues, a miracle is contrary to the uniform
of
all
it would not e called a miracle. It is no
Otherwise,
e perience
people.
But what a out miracles

Hume writes.
miracle that

should

a

come

eing rought
To

more

answer

person should die

this

pro a le.
eing

false

In other

mistaken,

testimony

would

then,

a

miracle that

a

dead

man

a

dead

man

uestion, Hume says we must consider which alternative is the
testimony given y someone with such compelling integrity
of the testimony eing true is greater than the likelihood of the

witness is
not till

ut it is

Is the

that the likelihood
event

suddenly,

ack to life, if he really had died. Can such a report of
ack to life e accepted as a relia le testimony

can

or

words, which would e the greater miracle

that the event

really happened

that the

If the falsehood of his

miraculous than the event which he relates, then, and
he pretend to command my elief or opinion. '
e

This is the main

more

argument against miracles and against the pro a ility that a
argument which Hume

historical revelation of God could have occurred. It is this

says he flatters himself to have discovered. ' The laws of nature are ased on
the principle of cause and effect. This principle is uniformly esta lished according

e perience and o servation. It would e a miracle if this law were inter
suspended. At the same time, if the report of a highly credi le wit
e false so that if the witness were mistaken it would con
ness is most unlikely to
stitute a miracle, then we have reached an impasse. At est there e ists a mutual
destruction of arguments, so that one miracle cancels out the other.' Still, then,
there is no asis for elieving that a dead man can come ack to life. To e sure,
Hume did allow that one could e e pected to elieve in miracles if the falsehood
of a witness would e a greater miracle than the actual physical miracle itself ut
he offers other supportive reasons why miracles are impossi le which together
create an accumulative effect which makes it fairly certain that no witness could
e called forth to convince one of a miracle really happening. '
to our
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Mackie thinks Hume's reasoning is conclusive. There is no way then to accept
the resurrection of Jesus there is no need to consider the pro a ilities of the
event since the most that could e e pected to e derived out of a painstaking

critical

analysis

of the historical evidence would

e

an

impasse.

What Mackie failed to reckon with is that, in spite of the numerous attempts
which have een made to e plain the miracle of the resurrection away, each

attempt has een unconvincing. All critical scholarship accepts the fact that the
earliest disciples elieved that Jesus was physically raised from the dead, and no

e planation esides the one given in the New Testament has een successful in
determining why the disciples came to their conclusion.
In the nineteenth century, David Strauss pointed out that all attempts y theo
logically li eral scholars to write a life of Jesus were failures ecause their pre
sentations of Jesus were even less credi le than the miraculous e planation
given in the gospel. His own e planation that the mythical thinking of the firstcentury elievers

is the est way to account for Jesus' resurrection has also een
discredited and makes the New Testament witness even more credi le. or as

Jaspers has pointed out in discussions with Rudolf Bultmann, it is histori
cally inaccurate to udge the first-century as possessing a mythical mentality any
more than the modern world.
They, too, knew that dead men did not rise
again. '
Mackie fails to provide any further solution to this dilemma. It is perfectly in
order to try to e plain the resurrection in a natural way, if that is what the evi
dence re uires. To date, any e planation for the elief of the earliest disciples in
Jesus' resurrection has not een forthcoming which carries any degree of crediihty other than the miraculous one provided y the witnesses of lesus.' That
Karl

and the appearances of the risen Lord to the
most severe test which can e given y the
to
the
stand
disciples
up historically
critical historical method, and elievers have sufficient and highly pro a le rea

is, the tradition of the empty tom

affirming with intellectual integrity the historical foundation of their
self-revealing action of God in Jesus was not performed secretly in
a corner,
ut was done so pu licly that Paul was sure King Agrippa could have
e amined the evidence for himself Acts 2 :2 . Likewise, we today have that
same
opportunity.
We can say Yes to Hume, that ased on the empirical evidence, along with the
credi ility of the original witnesses, it would e a greater miracle that the New
Testament witnesses were wrong than that the resurrection event itself actually
sons

faith.

for

or the

happened.

CONCLUSION
have noted, Mackie pursues Hume's skepticism into a full- lown athe
ism. The cumulative effect of all the non-deductive evidence, Mackie thinks, is
in favor of an atheistic position. The conclusion here is ust the
As

we

heavily weighted

Wood
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perception that the nature of Christian theism is rationally
coherent, ethically e emplary, psychologically healthy-minded and historically
opposite.

It is my

relia le and true. Each of us, of course, must make a decision for ourselves ased
on the
larger ody of evidence. The finally convincing proof for a Christian

eliever, however,

is to e perience the life-transforming grace of God as mediat
through a personal relationship with the risen Lord 1 lohn 5:20 . This is not a
mere
pietistic platitude, ut a frank acknowledgement that one must e perience
the reality for oneself to know for sure.
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Reflections On Some

Theologico-Ethical Norms
Prison Ministry

or

Rufus Burrow

SOME GENERAL RE LECTIONS
Inasmuch

as
my reflections are informed y the asic tenets of personalism,
the
e.g.,
principle of the inherenL intrinsic worth of persons, it might e said that
this essay is a personalistic reflection on some theological and ethical norms for

prison ministry. Or, ecause I am also influenced y the asic principles of li er
ation theology, e.g., the total li eration and empowerment of people forced to
the margins of society, it might also e said that this is a ird's-eye view of how
one African American li eration ethicist thinks a out the
tragedy that is the
American penal system and the general failure of professedly Christian peoples
and their institutions to respond with a sense of moral outrage and urgency oth
ver ally and su stantively. Either way, this essay intends to address two ues
tions: What are some of the fundamental norms that ought to inform the theo
logical social ethicist' s and prison minister's thinking a out prison ministry
What are some implications of these norms Before e plicitly addressing these
uestions I want to make several preliminary comments.
Many churches already engage in what they too confidently fancy to e
prison ministry. Generally this tends to mean little more than a weekly or
monthly visit to the local ail or prison facility to hold a service and pass out
tracts. My intention is not to e unduly critical of such efforts, since they may
produce some good, however minuscule. Indeed, the Bi le commands that we
visit those in prison, ut does not give us a recipe to follow once we get there. It
does not tell us what to do and how est to do it. However, a asic point that we
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often

forget is
gospel

of the

prison
or

that

we are

as we

and to those

e ample,

if

to

use some common sense

est

consider

prisoners

we

and

e

guided y

possi le

who have

remem er that

the

spirit

ways of ministering with those in
een returned to the community.

regardless

we are

of race,

gender, class,

age and health one people united y the will and love of the One God who has
im ued us with the divine image, it should not e difficult to see that a weekly

study at the local ail or prison is only the are mini
prison ministry should e. However, if we conclude from our
of
the
reading
Scriptures that a asic insight therein is that of the interrelatedness and
interdependence of all persons in Love God , then it must occur to us
that what is happening to our sister or rother at any given time is also happen
ing to us. But even more, it is happening to the God who creates and sustains us.

or

monthly

mum

sermon or

Bi le

of what

Therefore, when

I think a out

much a out

and God

prison ministry,

those who

I know that such

ministry

is

as

ars and those who

ehind

prison
society.
What I am suggesting is that any efforts at prison ministry or any ministry,
for that matter
are
ased on spoken or unspoken theological and ethical
or norms. That is,
assumptions
prison ministry is very much linked to our idea

have

me

as

een released into the wider

prison

are

of this

of God, God's relation to human persons and the world, and our relation to God
and each other in God's world. The serious Christian, Jew, Muslim, etc., must e

theologico-ethical assumptions and consider the imphcaprison ministry that are relevant to the magnitude of the tragedy that
confronts us today this offers a radical and creative vision of new ways of think
ing a out prison ministry that are consistent with Jesus' proclamation that the
Kingdom of God is at hand right now.
If one of our assumptions is that God created the world and us, set all things
clear a out her

or

his

tions for

motion, and then

in

plate
not really

went off into

thoughts

divine

care

a out

some

that God is little
us

and the world

distant

more

part of the

than

a

universe to contem

distant

this will have

a

spectator

profound

who does

effect

on

the

think a out and engage in prison ministry. If we cannot see how we are
way
connected with God, each other and the world, we may well conclude that an
we

ethic of individualism is the most

is

distant

a

spectator implies

we can

achieve. Since the

that God does not

care

assumption

a out

us

that God

and the world,

Why not consistently do whatever is necessary to promote our
own individual good at the e pense of whoever and whatever
gets in our way
Or, if one of our asic assumptions is that God, although the creator of all per
sons, estows une ual portions of God's image, it would e easy to conclude

why

should we

a
respecter of persons that God loves and values some persons or
groups more than others. And if this is so with God, why not with us Indeed,
this seems to e one of the asic assumptions that informs the way many pro

that God is

fessed Christians think a out
for

e ample,

do not appear

prison ministry. Many Euro- American Christians,
particularly alarmed that nearly fifty percent of the
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total

prison population in this country are African American men. This is an
e or itant percentage in hght of the fact that lacks comprise ut twelve percent
of the nation's population. In addition, the middle, managerial and corporate
classes of all

races

in this

those in the

society

are

not

especially

distur ed that the

ma ority

of

the poor. Indeed, as Clarence Darrow said in his
penal system
classic Address to the Prisoners in the Cook County Jail 1902 ,
irst and last,
are

people are sent to ail ecause they are poor. ' Historically there have een
e ceptions to this claim, ut they have een few indeed when we consider the
num er of poor people incarcerated.
If

that God is somehow

a
respecter of persons and thinks more of
than
will
this
affect oth the way we think a out
another,
person
group
and do prison ministry, as well as who we think should e imprisoned. It is
we assume
or

one

imperative that all who claim to e called to ministry make a concerted, decided
effort to identify the operative assumptions or norms in their thinking a out
prison and other types of ministry.
I

now

want to propose, in outline

form, several of the fundamental

norms

that

inform my

thinking a out prison ministry. But in order for these to receive the
ma imum radicali ing effect, it is important to o serve that they must e guided
y ideal conceptions which condition their application. ' These are three: the
highest conceiva le estimate of the worth and destiny of persons the highest possi le
conception of the value of the plant and animal kingdom and a general theory of reality
and conception of God which ade uately grounds the intrinsic worth of persons
first and foremost.

ACTORS WHICH CONDITION AND MORALI E ETHICAL PRINCIPLES
What

we

think a out the worth of persons, nature and the animal kingdom
we treat them. If our estimate of their worth

will have much to do with the way
is low, we will generally treat them

accordingly. We cannot, in all honesty, claim
life
forms
and the environment, for e ample, while
other
respect persons,
and
maliciously
selfishly demeaning or destroying them for economic or other
to

gain.

That the environment is

eing decimated,

that various mem ers of the ani

threatened with e tinction, is evidence enough that many per
kingdom
sons
of their worth.
low
estimates
possess
e lovers of humanity and respecters of
we cannot honestly claim to
Similarly,
mal

are

the inherent sacredness and inviola le worth of all persons when we imply
through our actions that the worth of women is less than that of men. That lack,

rown and red

a

peoples

and the poor in this

conception

of their

it is we, human

country

continue to

e

rutali ed

on

privileged
very low
to think, al eit mistakenly, that

and

powerful
dignity and worth. We seem
eings, who have the power to determine

massive scale is indicative that the

have

a

the essential worth of

particular groups of persons and other forms of e istence. We fail to understand
that the most we can do in this regard is to pass value udgments on the worth of
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particular persons and groups. This is why we need that other conditioning fac
tor: namely, a theory of reality and God that ade uately grounds the ideals of
the dignity and worth of persons as such. At any rate, it should e pointed out
that a high conception of the value and worth of persons and the animal and
plant kingdoms will generally result in corresponding ehavior toward them.
The personalist, Borden P. Bowne 1847-1910 , saw clearly that if one possess
es a

low estimate of the worth of persons it is conceiva le that she or he may ver
espouse the highest ethical principles e.g., love, ustice and righteousness ,

ally

simultaneously e hi iting disrespect for others. This, he elieved, was the
ma or pro lem with oth Plato and Aristotle. After praising their ethical sys
tems, Bowne concluded that oth men held a low conception of the essential
while

value of persons as such. Plato, for e ample, saw no contradiction etween his
ethical system and his support of infanticide and the killing of the elderly and

helpless. Aristotle,

on

the other hand,

saw

nothing

wrong with human

slavery.

The trou le in these cases, Bowne wrote, was not in their ethical insight, ut
in their philosophy of man, or in their conception of the worth and destiny of the

human

person.

tice if she

or

one
espouses principles of love and us
highest possi le ideal of the dignity of the
to condition ethical principles in order to

It does not matter that

he does not adhere to the

person. Such a conception is needed
insure the est possi le treatment of persons.
In addition, our theory of reality or conception of God is

e tremely important
conditioning factor. Through an ade uate doctrine of God we can effectively
ground the norms of good will and respect toward persons e ual rights for all
persons preferential option for the least or marginated and the interdependence
and interrelatedness of persons in community. In other words, an ade uate con
ception of God gives us grounds for possessing the highest possi le estimate of
the worth of persons and other aspects of creation. Such a conception of God
allows us to see the unity of all persons in God, ut in such a way that no created
person loses her or his individuality which is necessary to guarantee their sense
of freedom. We find plenty of support for this view in the Scriptures. Cain Hope
elder points to this in his discussion of the law of love in the New Testament in
reference to the neigh or.
elder shows that the nine references to love with respect to the neigh or in
the New Testament refer to another human eing, irrespective of the person's
race or class, and, in some instances, of
gender. He finds this to e particularly
the case in the Gospel of Luke. Luke's hermeneutic is noteworthy, ecause the
clear implication is that one's neigh or is not necessarily one's fellow Christian. The
neigh or may e one who is outside the Christian community. This implies a
kind of unity or interrelatedness of all persons, with God at the center. And of
course there is that profound passage in Galatians where Paul reminds us that in
as a

Christ there is neither Jew, Greek, slave, free, male
Christ Jesus 3:28 .

or

female, for all

are one

in
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as
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of all persons in God to new
conception of God, whatever is done
oneness

not done to any mem er is not only done or not done to all others, ut to God
well. This is similar to Jesus' criterion for the last udgment in Matt. 25:31-4

where he esta lishes that what

rethren he will take

chief criterion for

as

done

we
or

do

or

fail to do to the least of the sisters and

not done to Him.

the

This, He proclaimed, is the
implies Jesus' total commit

entering
Kingdom.
solidarity with those counted among the least.
Hartshorne contends that God's love is much deeper than enevolence or
well-wishing. At ottom it is sympathy, taking into itself our every grief. It is
God in solidarity with the sufferings and oys of persons through a feeling of
sympathetic identity. When the homeless are seeking shelter, it is not merely
they who seek shelter. When those imprisoned in the penal system and others in
the society are crying out for ustice and the right and opportunity to live fully
human lives, it is not they alone who cry out. When African Americans,
Hispanics and Native Americans demand total li eration and empowerment, it
is not merely they who do so. Rather, in every case it is the very God of the uni
verse who cries for
ustice and comprehensive empowerment. As if writing a
on the
Gospels, Hartshorne says:
commentary
All of this

ment and

sonship to God we may
a stractly admit, is not ust a product of divine power, or ust an o ect of
divine well-wishing, ut a very fragment of the life of God which is made allinclusive through sympathy. We ourselves are valua le only ecause we, too,
are
caught in the same unity of love. Men seem outside each other, and they
imagine they are all outside God.. ..All is within the divine sympathy. We
are mem ers
of one another ecause we are mem ers of the living whole, ound
together y solidarity of feeling, a solidarity imperfect in us ut perfect and
we even inconvenience our fellows, we inconvenience God if
a solute in God.
we torture our
fellows, we torture God as used to e said, we re-crucify
Jesus....' emphasis added
That other fellow of whatever social class whose

All persons are so related and connected through God's sympathy that any
in ustice done to any one of us is an in ustice done to each other and to God. Such
a
of God provides ade uate warrant for the four norms that shape

conception
thinking a

my

out

prison ministry.

SOME THEOLOGICAL-ETHICAL NORMS
The

that

guide

OR PRISON MINISTRY

my thinking a out ministry with pris
rooted deeply in African American and

assumptions
e -prisoners in this society are
Jewish-Christian thoughL and undergirded y the long-neglected philosophy
and ethics of personahsm. Although strands of personahsm date ack to ancient
African, Oriental and Greek thought, this particular world-view, way of life, and
oners

and

or norms
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living together in
formulation y a

the world

was

given

its most

mem er of the Methodist

systematic and methodological
Episcopal Church, Borden Parker

egan formulating this philosophy efore he was called to
University in 187 as professor of philosophy and the first dean of the
Graduate School. By 1907 he was a confessed personalist. Indeed, in a letter to
his wife on May 31, 1909, he said: I am a Personalist, the first of the clan in any
thoroughgoing sense.
Personalism is any philosophy for which the person is the dominant reality
and the only intrinsic value. In other words, personalism holds that reality is
personal and persons have infinite dignity and worth. Although there are at
least eleven types of personalism, and not all personalists have een theists,' the
type that informs my thinking most is profoundly theistic, freedomistic and
empirical its method is synoptic and analytic its criterion of truth is growing
empirical coherence, and its theory of knowledge is activistic and dualistic. This
is personalism in its most typical and theistic form. Were I to continue this hne of
thought we would see that there are numerous affinities etween personahsm
Bowne. Bowne
Boston

and the

eliefs of the Christian faith.

asic

a

ma or

ook

on

third-generation personalist theologian, wrote
ustice
attempt to develop ethical norms

1905-198 ,

L. Harold DeWolf

crime and

a

in 1975. In his

ustice, DeWolf considered the asic ethical truths of lewish. Christian
philosophical traditions to determine whether a useful consensus
e
reached.
After considering each tradition, he suggests the following as
may
norms to
e used as criteria for determining the ethical accepta ility of a given
philosophy of criminal ustice: 1 Consistency in the su stance and procedures of
the law 2 Benevolent good will and respect toward all persons 3 E ual rights
for all persons 4 Presumption of innocence 5 Special care to protect the least,
the poor, the weak and the unpopular from unfair treatment
Restoration of
when
and
individuals
for the com
of
all
7 Responsi ility
community
disrupted
I
think
it
reasona
le
to
several
for
of
these
norms
munity.
any ade
appropriate
a
out
I
will
not
with
concern
uate thinking
prison ministry.
myself
policy and
of
I
think
will
e evident
some
of
these
these, although
practical implications
from the discussion of the norms or assumptions to e considered.
of criminal

and secular

or my purpose at least four norms must inform our thinking a out and
engagement in prison ministry whether with those imprisoned or with those

released to continue
will and

struggling

1 Good
2 E ual Rights for all persons 3

to find wholeness in life. These include:

respect toward all persons

Preferential

option for the well- eing and protection of the systematically, mas
sively oppressed and 4 The interdependence and interrelatedness of persons,
and conse uently the primacy of persons in community.
Good Will And
There have

Respect
een

Toward All Persons

periods

in American

history

when African Americans and
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Native Americans
were
a

thought

to

on

were

e

Some

not

considered

su persons

view is inconsistent with

in the

Theologico-Ethical

with

oth the

y
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est

they

ackward, inferior cuhures. Ahhough such

asic

Jewish-Christian tradition, there

principles

have

een

of

personalism

and the

est

proponents of these who have

held such truncated views. At any rate, I underscore all in this first norm ecause
it is important that we recogni e that those who truly elieve that there is one
Creator who im ues
sons

not

a

us

select few

with the divine

have infinite

image,

dignity

can

only

and worth

conclude that all per
they are created

ecause

y God. God is therefore no respecter of persons. God loves us all,
although God, like our earthly parents, knows that we have different needs. As

and loved

God is not selective a out who to love, we are not to e selective.
To the e tent that Christians claim to e recipients of God's grace and love,
we have no choice in who we will love. If we have truly surrendered ourselves
to

re uires of us, namely to love and respect one
are no
e ceptions. By virtue of their humanity
unconditionally.
in
we owe the
of
God
them,
imprisoned unconditional love and
image

God,

we

and the

respect

will do what God

There

another

as

well.

insightful
an rwhere

One of Bowne's most

statements

was

that whenever and wherever

in the universe, they owe each other good will
any two persons meet
and respect as a matter of course. It does not matter what is their race,

class, age, health

or

prison

record. This

principle

of

gender,

respect for the inherent dig

sacredness of persons is ased on elief in God as Creator and Sustainer
of all persons. Into the nostrils of every person God reathes the fragrance of the
divine.

nity and

Ec ual Rights or All Persons
Here again I underscore all. As elievers of whatever religious persuasion, we
cannot pick and choose those for whom we will work to ensure e ual rights. The
highest conceiva le estimate of the worth of persons, and our faith in the God in
whom we live and move and have our eing, re uires that we appropriate and
apply the norm of e ual rights on ehalf of all persons.
Preferential Option or The Least
This is the point where traditional conservative and many li eral elievers feel
they must part company with li eration ethicists. It is difficult for them to under
stand how a God who has created all persons in God's image and loves all can
have a preferential option for the poor and the oppressed, and conse uently that
we are
re uired to do the same. If Jesus did not have what amounts to a prefer
ential option for the poor, imprisoned, the widow and the orphan, it is difficult
to understand why He went to such great lengths to make it clear that the mis
treatment of these will e taken as mistreatment of Himself. Indeed, why would
Jesus Christ focus in His inaugural address on preaching the gospel to the poor.

8
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healing
sight to

the

rokenhearted, preaching deliverance
them that

to the

captives, recovering of
oppressed, if these did not

li erty
setting
special endearment to Him Luke 4:18-19
That the gospel proclaims a preferential option for the poor and oppressed
is loved any
does not mean that the rest of humanity including oppressors
less y God. Peruvian priest and li eration theologian, Gustavo Gutierre , tells
us that Preference for the poor is written into the gospel message itself, and that
it is precisely this preference that makes the gospel so hard and demanding for
the privileged mem ers of an un ust social order.
Reflecting on the Pue la
Conference held in 1979, Gutierre points out ust as uickly that -preference does
not imply e clusivity, i.e., that God loves the poor and oppressed e clusively.
Rather, the emphasis is on the special place the poor have in the message of the
Bi le and in the life and teaching of Jesus and the position they ought, therefore,
to occupy among those who consider themselves His disciples.
Although St.
Irenaeus was right when he said, The glory of God is the living person, the
late Arch ishop Oscar Romero added a special emphasis that makes the point of
this third norm: The glory of God is the living poor person ' emphasis added .
Indeed, when empirical o servation reveals that certain groups are systematical
ly mistreated and eaten to the ground, this would seem to further legitimi e
Romero's emphasis. DeWolf admonishes that the only way to conform to the
norm of e ual rights for all persons is to take special measures to give such
groups a fighting chance to live fully human lives and all that that re uires.
Otherwise the norm of e ual rights for all persons is a mockery.

have

the

lind and

at

are

some

Primacy Of Persons-In-Community
een
norm is more important than at first appears. It has already
will
and
in
norms one and two, i.e.,
toward
all
e ual
good
persons,
implied
rights for all persons. In addition, the conception of God referred to earlier has
o vious relational and communal overtones. According to the conception of God
discussed earlier, there is an ine trica le interdependence etween God, created
persons and the rest of creation. Nels erre a third-generation personalist, held
that the very stuff of reality is social. According to erre, the origin, content
The

This final

and function of consciousness
must

never

e treated

as

are

social in nature.

Therefore, the individual

he e ists in isolation, ut in the conte t of her
Edgar S. Brightman held that reality is a society of

if she

or

community.'' Similarly,
interacting and communicating
or

his

these instances

we see a

In each of
persons united y the will of God.'
focus
on
the
communal
or relational nature of
strong

reality and the person.
Although the eighth-century prophets made the nation rather than the indi
vidual the asic moral unit, implicit in many of their proclamations was a fun
damental respect for the individual. Surely we can see this in Amo's denuncia
tion of social in ustice. In any event, we can surely say that Jesus went eyond
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Ministry

in the

emphasis he placed on the individual and human values.''
community without persons. But conversely, we may not hope
for full- lown persons without
community. Personahsm at its est stresses the
idea of persons-in-community, a term populari ed in the work of Walter G.

There

e

can

no

Muelder.'

asic

A

theologico-philosophical concept

this idea of the

of the African world-view captures

primacy of persons-in-community, relationality or community
very well. Re ecting Descarte's statement, Cogito ergo sum I think, therefore I
am , with its focus on the individual, Africans prefer to say, Cognatus ergo
I am related y lood, therefore I e ist, or I e ist ecause I
sum
elong to a
family.' Or, stated differently, I am, ecause we are. The emphasis in African
thought is unmistaka ly on community rather than isolated individuals. Indeed,
Ga riel Setiloane contends that in African tradition community is the very
essence of
eing
emphasis added . The entirety of the African world-view
stands on the principle that 'You cannot e human alone.' Motho ke motho ka
atho: Our humanity finds fulfillment only in community with others. '
Arch ishop Desmond Tutu contends that this same principle is pervasive in the
Scriptures. According to the Bi le, he said, a human eing can e a human
eing only ecause he elongs to a community. A person is a person through
other persons....
If we take this norm seriously we must see that not only are all persons
responsi le for the community, ut the community is responsi le for each indi
vidual. I am ecause we are we are ecause I am. This norm is right in line with
the conception of God noted earlier. The emphasis on community and interde
pendence means that whatever happens to one mem er happens to all. If one is
imprisoned un ustly or ecause of e traneous socio-economic circumstances not
under one's control, we are all imprisoned. Do we not see this idea e pressed in
He . 13:3 Here the original Greek reads: Remem er those in prison, for you are
prisoners with them yourselves
emphasis added . This is so ecause of God's
radical love, sympathy and solidarity with us. Therefore, any denial of our sis
terhood and rotherhood our relatedness with prisoners is a denial of self,
other selves and God.

Reflecting

ciple

on

the

tragic

case

of Bradford Brown,

an

African American accused

murder he did not commit, Carolyn McCrary underscored the prin
of interdependence and the significance of the responsi ility of all persons

in 1975 of

for the

a

community. She said: T am
only am I Bradford Brown,

am.' Not

of us, and

fied in

we are

ut I

we

am

are,

and since

we

are, therefore I

all of the incarcerated.

am

They

e sure, those of strong theistic faith
ecause God is
indeed, we are

And to

them.

proclaiming that I

ecause

are

are

all

usti
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and those in

transposition

from

prison
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needs to take on an entirely new look. This
pew and service to God and world
if
we take seriously and apply the
ecome
a
conditioning factors and
reality
may

really called for is a totally new order
Jesus' proclamation that the Kingdom of God
significant
things,
is at hand, not tomorrow or after a while, ut right now So there is really no
time for us to trip over ourselves trying to form a committee or commission to
consider the matter of what prison ministry would look like in a new order. The
Kingdom of God is at hand, right now
David Buttrick tells us that Jesus was much, much more than the therapeutic
carer that so many have grown to love and worship. or, if that is all or even
primarily what Jesus was is a out. His crucifi ion makes no sense. Writes
the

norms

of

discussed in this article. What is
than

not less

Buttrick:

Ultimately the fact of the cross udges all our preaching. If we declare Jesus
a
therapist for a hurt humanity, and a living revelation of God-love, how
on earth can we account for the mounting hatred that hustled him off to
Golgotha '
It

was

not

Jesus' peacekeeping, healing and caring that got

demise had

more

Calvary. ' According
the people of his day

preaching that the Kingdom is
new order of
things, right now Today
had
that
Jesus not preached this message with a

and now.

new

Him crucified.

lesus'

the powers and principalities converging on
to Buttrick, two words got Jesus into serious trou le with

to do with

when He

came

at hand:

A

We may surmise
urgency His would have

een

a

different fate. Indeed, that

so

sense

of

many pastors,

popular today suggests that they skillfully
avoid doing what lesus did. There is nothing urgent a out the gospel they
preach nothing urgent a out the message of li eration for the imprisoned and
what professed Christians and other elievers ought to e doing to effect that
lay

denominations and

leaders

are so

li eration. This is the case, in part, ecause so many sell their souls to the powers
that e, there y forfeiting their autonomy and freedom to preach thus saith the
Too many pastors and laypersons work hard at gaining the
of the mayor, the governor, corporate e ecutives and

Lord.
and

approval

many want to cele rate and e recipient of honors and awards
reason to cele rate and
e decorated.
The real
most

challenge

to

of their efforts will
for

Bush's
That
ish the

we

a new

those involved in
e futile if

order of

may not

now

things.

know the

they
est

prison ministry

is to

means

of

achieving

so on.

Too

efore there is

recogni e

do not catch God's vision

significance

acceptance

not

that

George

this does not dimin

of the vision itself. In every generation persons have known
how difficult it is to esta lish a new order. Indeed, even Niccolo Machiavelli

pointed

to this

difficulty in

the si teenth

century:
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e considered that there is
nothing more difficult to carry out, nor
dou tful of success, nor more dangerous to handle, than to initiate a
new order of
things. or the reformer has enemies in all those who profit
the
old
order, and only lukewarm defenders in all those who would
y

It must
more

profit y

the

new

order, this lukewarmness arising partly from fear of their

adversaries, who have the laws in their favor and partly from the
incredulity of mankind, who do not truly elieve in anything new until

they have had actual e perience of it. Thus it arises that on every opportu
nity for attacking the reformer, his opponents do so with the eal of parti
sans, the others only defend him half-heartedly, so that etween them he
runs great danger.
eliever

The

ent

on

taking seriously

popular
difficulty of esta lishing
e

to

new

and
the

nor

to receive

an

the

order for the world that
any desires
order.

inspire
new

we

God's vision for the world may not e pect
outpouring of support and encouragement. The

new
we

order

must

notwithstanding,

capture

it is God's vision of

a

and internali e. This should fuel

have to take concrete

steps toward the reali ation of
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Methodist

Beginnings in
Kentucky, 1783-1845
Kenneth Cain Kinghorn

Many

of the

early English

Colonists in North America

elieved that the

Pacific Ocean washed up against the western side of the Allegheny
Mountains. The first ventures of e plorers over the mountains into

Kentucky
In 1

were

finding a way to the Pacific Ocean.
egan to e plore Kentucky, in search of a

often for the purpose of

9 Ro ert La SaUe and others

passage to the western waters.
or the ne t half-century after La Salle's

e plorations along the Ohio
only a few rare e peditions ventured into the area. But eventually
other e plorers egan voyages down the Ohio River to peek into the
Western territory. The author of an article in the Methodist Maga ine for 1820
River,

vol. 3 tells that

m

1754,

....One James M'Bride... .passing down the Ohio, with some others, in
canoes, landed at the mouth of the Kentucky river, and marked the

initials of his

very recent

name

and date upon a tree, which
yet, for aught I know,

date, and may

was

to

e

seen

until

a

e visi le.'

KENTUCKY SETTLEMENT BEGINS

Then, in 1750, e plorers

Cum erland

Gap,

a

egan pro ing

into

Kentucky through the
egan lead-

natural land passage. In 17 9 Daniel Boone
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ing settlers into that territory, and he earned the reputation of eing Kentucky's
pioneer settler, although he was not the first to come y land into Kentucky. Boone
rought ack to the east tales of great hardwood forests, lue grass prairies, fertile
meadows and vast herds of uffalo and deer.' Soon hunters were returning
reports of the wonders of eautiful Kentuckie. The first permanent English set
tlement was esta hshed in 1774 at Harrods urg y James Harrod. A year later, in
1775, Boones orough was founded on the Kentucky River not far from Le ington.
The Earl of Dunmore, British governor of irginia, egan issuing Kentucky
land grants to war veterans. At the same time, independent land speculators
ac uired land from the Indians. In 1775, the Transylvania Company, under the
direction of Richard Henderson of North Carolina, purchased a large amount of
Kentucky territory from the Cherokee Indians. Those holding grants of crown
land, independent pioneers, pelt hunters and private land speculators, conflict
ed with each other and with Indians who had long occupied the territory.
In the eighteenth century Kentucky was known as the dark and loody
ground, in reference to the incessant wars etween the Iro uois and the
Cherokees. And, as stated, in the early days of the territory, the conflicts etween
the Indians and the white settlers was slow to cease. A. H. Redford reported in
his The History of Methodism in Kentucky,
The settlement of

Kentucky y the Anglo-American pioneer was no easy
task. The fierce and merciless savage stu
ornly disputed the right an
to
the
soil.
The
to
locate
interesting word
attempt
upon these rich and fer
tile lands was a proclamation of war.... On his captive the Indian inflicted
the most relentless torture.

Methodist historian A le Stevens told of the death of

a

Methodist local

named Tucker in 1784:
While

descending

the Ohio in

a

oat with

a

preacher

num er of his kindred, men,

women, and children, the
oat was fired upon y Indians a attle
the
was
ensued
preacher
mortally wounded uL falling upon his knees,
and
his
prayed
fought till, y
self-possession and courage, the oat was res

cued. He then

immediately e pired, shouting the praise of the

In 1779 less than two hundred white

men

hved in

Kentucky,

Lord.

ut within

a

few

years thousands of new settlers arrived in the territory. And among these settlers
were Methodist
lay people. When Methodism came into Kentucky, almost no ca
ins e isted in the vast untamed wilderness outside of walled

forts, called stations.

Typical
parts of North America, Kentucky Methodism
with
who
relocated
and carried their rehgion with them.
egan
lay persons
Two of the early Methodist settlers in Kentucky were John Durham and rancis
of Methodism in other

Clark. Clark
near

was a

Methodist local

PenyvHle, Kentucky,

in the

preacher, who moved from irginia to a spot
early 1780s. The first Methodist society in Kentucky

Methodist

was

organi ed

in the home of
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layman John
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Diu-ham in 1783, with

rancis Clark

preacher and John Durham as class leader. Dr. Hemy Clay Morrison, founder
As ury Theological Seminary, was a great, great grandson of John Durham.

as

of

LI E IN KENTUCKY

eighteenth century, the only roads in Kentucky were dirt trails. It was
ship goods down the Ohio River to New Orleans than to take them
across the mountains. The people made or
grew almost everything they used.
The spinning wheel, loom, knitting needle, co
ler's ench, tannery, ca inet
shop and lacksmith's shop were crucial to the times. Louisville and Cincinnati
were, at the time, little more than villages.
rancis Clark's preaching helped ring a out the conversion of Mrs. James
Harrod, wife of the founder of Harrods urg. Other lay persons moved into
Kentucky and opened their homes to Methodist preaching and class meetings.
Methodist work prospered in the territory.
Easterners claimed that life in the Kentucky wilderness was of a different
character from that in the cities along the eastern seacoast. A well red South
Carolinian, who completed a three-thousand-mile tour of the frontier, noted
that in Kentucky even aristocrats had lost a portion of
irginia caste and
assumed something of Kentucky esteem, an a sence of reticence and a presence
of presumptuousness.
The Methodist preachers sought to communicate the
in the language and after the manners of the peo
to
the
frontier
gospel
Kentucky
Matthew
ple. Bishop
Simpson 1811-1884 , himself orn on the frontier, later
in
favor
of
spoke
Americani ing Methodism:
In the

easier to

It is somewhat

singular

nearly all the trou les and secessions in
trying to introduce English ideas and plans
Church.... Every agitation has egun y e tolling British
that

Methodism have arisen from
into

our

American

usages and

depreciating American.'

Nowhere did American Methodism

speak to

the

people more

than in

Kentucky.

ASBURY ESTABLISHES THE KENTUCKY CIRCUIT
In 178

rancis

Methodism held its conference in Baltimore. At this conference

As ury officially assigned

the church's first

missionaries

Bishop
to the

Kentucky Circuit. These circuit riders were James Haw and Ben amin Ogden.
Concerning James Haw, Methodist historian A el Stevens reports:
were

the

the standard of the
with

life
work

sufferings

and

hardships

that he underwent in

planting
region, surrounded
savages, and traveling from fort to forL and every day e posing his
ut notwithstanding every difficulty and em arrassment, the good

Numerous

progressed.

cross

in that wild and uncultivated

Kinghorn
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Haw later wrote to

Kentucky territory
to this

Bishop

country who

Haw wrote to

regarding the difficult and untamed
assigned: No man must e appointed

Thomas Coke

to which he had

is afraid to die.

Bishop As ury:

een

Yet, Methodism grew. In another letter.

ion: the work of God is

going on rapidly in the new
gained, and he is still going on
glorious victory
and
heaven re oices daily over
Hell
trem
les
and
to
con uer....
con uering
in Bour on
held
sinners that repent. At a
uarterly meeting
county,
the
Lord
out
his
19
and
20,
1788,
Spirit in a wonderful
poured
Kentucky, luly
manner, first on the Christians, and sanctified several of them powerfully
and gloriously, and, as I charita ly hope, wholly.... As I went from that,
through the circuiL to another uarterly meeting, the Lord converted two or
three more. The Saturday and Sunday following, the Lord poured out his
Spirit again.... Indeed, the wilderness and solitary places are glad, and the
desert re oices and lossoms as the rose.... What shall I more say Time would
fail to tell you all the Lord's doings among us. It is marvelous in our eyes.

Good

news

world

from

the Son of God has

a

Ben amin Ogden' s

life

typified

those of the

One historian wrote of him:

early

circuit riders in

Kentucky.

Ben amin Ogden was the synonym of courage and of suffering.
preceded him in the West. He had alone traversed its wilds,
had swum its rivers, and encountered difficulty and danger, and had met
and con uered many a foe and then on the green-carpeted earth had laid
him down to rest and sleep, with no covering save the deep lue sky.
The

name

of

No cavalier had

By

the end of 178 , lames Haw and

Ben amin Ogden reported ninety mem ers
growth of Methodism in Kentucky was great and
rapid. In 1792, when Kentucky was admitted as a state, the conference had
grown to twelve ordained preachers and 2,500 mem ers, e tending over nearly
every area of the state. In a span of eighty years Methodism grew from a single
society of only a few mem ers to a mem ership of almost fifty thousand, with
more than five hundred ministers, churches or
chapels in virtually every com
munity, and schools scattered throughout the state.'
In 1787 Bishop As ury divided the
Kentucky Circuit everything west of the
Alleghenies into two circuits Kentucky and Cum erland. The Cum erland
Circuit included a portion of southern Kentucky and middle Tennessee.
Additional missionaries were assigned to the Kentucky CircuiL which included
all remaining known western territories. A Methodist
society was organi ed in
Le ington in 1789, as a part of the Le ington Circuit. This society ecame the
of Methodist societies. The

first station church west of the

Alleghenies.
Bishop As ury himself made his first visit to Kentucky, accompanied
y Richard WhatcoaL Hope Hull and John Seawell. It is interesting to report that
In 1790

Methodist

an

old

powder

horn with

that he carried

a

Kentucky,

As ury, May 1, 1790, was dis
y a Kentucky physician.
first trip into Kentucky, indicating

rancis

on

this

the

ourney.
As ury's Journal reports that the travel into Kentucky
Making his way toward Le ington, he recorded:
a

on
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collection assem led

took it with him

firearm

in

large lettering,

covered at Medina, Ohio, in

Presuma ly, As ury

Beginnings

was

arduous and

tiring.

strangely outdone for want of sleep, having een greatly deprived of
ourney through the wilderness which is like eing at sea, in some
respects, and in others worse. Our way is over mountains, steep hills, deep
rivers, and muddy creeks a thick growth of reeds for miles together and
ut wild easts and savage men.... We ate no regular meal
no inha itants
I

was

it in my

read grew short, and I

our

I

saw

was

the graves of the slain
no guard, and that

had set
woman

much

spent.

twenty-four in one camp.'
they were up late playing

they

I learn that

at cards. A poor

of the company had dreamed three times that the Indians had

sur

prised and killed them all she urged her hus and to entreat the people to
set a guard, ut they only a used him, and cursed him for his pains. As the
poor woman was relating her last dream the Indians came upon the camp
she and her hus and sprung away, one east, the other west, and escaped.
She afterwards

appeared

to

e

ack and witnessed the carnage. These poor sinners
for destruction. I received an account of the death of

came

ripe

another wicked wretch who

was

vaunted, with horrid oaths, that
some

of the

present
eheld.

as

shot

no

through

the heart,

although

he had

Creek Indian could kill him. These

are

melancholy accidents to which the country is su ect for the
to the land, it is the richest
ody of fertile soil I have ever

As ury trekked on until he reach ayette County the Le ington area , and he
lodged with Brother Richard Masterson, who had uilt the first Methodist
Meeting House in Kentucky.' Until the construction of this chapel, known as
Masterson's Station, Methodist meetings were held in homes
was located a out five miles northwest of

Masterson' s Station
site

now

occupied y

a

federal women's

prison. As ury's

visit

or

out-of-doors.

Le ington, on a
to Kentucky was

the first visit of the leader of any denomination to this western wilderness.
On May 14, 1790, at Masterson's Station, As ury egan the first Methodist
conference in Kentucky territory. At the time, Methodist mem ership in

Kentucky stood at 1,2 5 whites and 107 lacks. At this conference. Bishop
As ury ordained three elders and increased the circuits in Kentucky from two
to four.'
rancis Poythress,' whom As ury appointed as presiding elder a year

earlier,

was

left in

charge

Western Methodism, James

of the

inley,

growing

a

work in

contemporary,

Kentucky.

In his Sketches

wrote a out the

early

of

work of

Kinghorn
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James Haw, Ben amin Ogden and

rancis

Poythress:

ground, and, with the assistance of the few local
efore them, they carried the war into the camp of
the enemy, and in a short time a powerful and e tensive revival took place.
Hundreds were added to the Church and considering the situation of the
country, surrounded y a wilderness, and the Indians continually making
depredations on the frontiers, and the people constantly harassed and
penned up in forts and stations, it may e considered among the greatest
revivals that was ever known. In this revival a num er of wealthy and
respecta le citi ens were added to the Church....'
the whole

They occupied
men

een there

who had

Methodism

came

to Louisville in

organi ed

180 , and the first permanent Methodist society

there in 1817, with Henry Bascom as its first pastor.'
Methodism's uarterly meetings and annual conferences were

was

important
preachers met. It was reported that the circuit riders never met
without em racing each other and never parted without weeping. Peter
Cartwright 1785-1872 recorded in his Auto iography:
times when the

People would walk three or four miles to class-meetings, and home again,
Sundays they would go thirty or forty miles to their uarterly meetings,
and think it a glorious privilege to meet their presiding elder, and the rest
of the preachers.'
on

BETHEL ACADEMY

One of the

su ects of discussion at the 1790 conference was the matter of pro
viding education for the inha itants of the Western wilderness. The conference
adopted plans to construct Bethel Academy. Due to the offer of one hundred
acres of land, the site for Bethel
Academy was fi ed in Jessamine County at a
end in the Kentucky River, a out three miles from the
present Wilmore.
As ury recorded in his Journal that the site was a good spot for uilding materi
als.'
Readily availa le were trees for lum er, limestone for a foundation and
clay for rick.' Bethel Academy opened in 1794, two years efore Kentucky
achieved statehood. This

was

Methodism's second school and its first school

west of the

Alleghenies. Bethel Academy's first principal was John Metcalf, a
Methodist preacher, who served until 1803. In 1799, the Rev.
alentine Cook
took charge of the seminary studies at Bethel
Cook
was the most
Academy.
eminent graduate of Cokes ury College in
Maryland. His teaching skills and his
enthusiasm attracted students, and the school reached its
peak enrollment under
his leadership. We read thaL
alentine Cook

ing
the

rock

on

ground

the

eat

a

path

luff of the

where he

from his home at Bethel

Kentucky river,

daily wrestled

Academy

and left the

with the Lord.

print

to the shelv

of his knees in

Methodist
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Cook left after

only two years, owing, principally, to a feeling of opposition that
een very improperly awakened in the Church
against the institution, and
which he found it impossi le to overcome. '

had

or

in

short time Bethel

a

Kentucky,

Academy

and indeed

functioned

the West.

as a

center of Methodist

activity
meeting of the Western
Academy Octo er , 1800 ,

The first

Conference in the nineteenth century met at Bethel
with rancis As ury presiding. ' Kentucky Conference historian, J. L. Clark, con
tended, With Bethel early Methodism succeeded in Kentucky without it

might

Methodism
ences

and it

Kentucky.

was

But Bethel

proved

have failed.

The school hosted at least si

the

of instruction and church administration in

early

Academy

hu

did not last.

Its lack of funds and its remote

e insurmounta le o stacles. The

to

to Bethel.

came

Bishop

geography

entry for As ury's Journal for May 4,

1800, shows that he elieved that Bethel Academy could
I

annual confer

not

e sustained.

Whatcoat and William M'Kendree

preached:

I

was

ut weep. ...Here is Bethel Cokes ury in
little
de ected
three
miniature, eighty y thirty feet,
stories, with a high roof, and finished
elow. Now we want a fund and an income of three hundred per year to
I could say

so

carry it on without which it will e useless. But it is too distant from pu lic
places its eing surrounded y the river Kentucky in part, we now find to
e

enefit: thus all

no

rother
Coke

was

After this

Journal

Poythress

with the

entry,

our

e cellencies

myself were as
seat of Cokes ury.

and

find

we

no more

are

much

turned into defects.

overseen

with this

references to Bethel

Academy

two

more

uilding

seems

to have

years as
materials

a

given

neigh orhood

were

a

As ury's

near y Nicholasville, for
denominational institution.

use

THE GENERAL CON ERENCE DI IDES METHODISM
Until 179 there was only one conference in Methodism

some

England

Baltimore

South Carolina

a

for

of the

in the

con

the General

Conference. That year the General Conference divided Methodism into si
al conferences:
New

e

facility operated

school. Between 1805 and 1810

removed to

struction of another school, not

in

for the school. Bethel ceased to

up hope
Methodist institution in 1803 when the principal left. The
he

Perhaps
place as Dr.

annu

Philadelphia
irginia
Western

The Western Conference covered a vast region, now consisting geographically
In 179 the Western Conference was com
twenty annual conferences.
The Kentucky District was geoand
Holston
districts
two
of
Kentucky.
posed
of

some
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it included the Natche Circuit, in Mississippi the Scioto and
Circuits, in the Northwestern Territory the Cum erland Circuit, in
Middle Tennessee and the entire state of Kentucky. William McKendree was

graphically large:
Miami

appointed presiding elder of the Kentucky District

of the Western Conference. ''

In 1812 the General Conference divided the Western Conference into two

the Ohio and the Tennessee. Even

annual conferences

though Kentucky

early een the center of Methodism in the West, the state was divided
the Ohio and Tennessee Conferences. One historian remarks:

had

etween

eight years, during the crucial, formative period in her history,
Kentucky was divided etween two Conferences, earing the names of
ad oining States. This division of territory was a death- low to any commu
nity of interest or effort, and no wonder Kentucky Methodism lost its lead
ership in the West.
or

Not until 1820 did the General Conference recreate the

Conference.

A. H.

Redford,

in his

History of Methodism

in

Kentucky
Kentucky, notes.

rom 1812 to 1820, the Ohio and Tennessee conferences had each em raced

Kentucky, so that no community of interest was likely to
enterprise of this kind. The formation of the Kentucky confer
ence
placed the Church in a position to look after their resources, and to
come
up to the measure of their duty.

a out one-half of
e felt in

an

By this time Kentucky Methodism had grown to si teen thousand, and church
mem ership in Methodism in those days was far less than the actual num er
who attended the Methodist meetings.
The first session of the new Kentucky Annual Conference met in Le ington in
1821. At this session. Bishops Ro ert R. Ro erts elected, 181
and Enoch
alternated
as
of four
The
consisted
conference
181
elected,
George
presiders.
large districts with more than thirty circuits. The geography of these districts
was determined
largely y rivers. As in other conferences, the Kentucky
Conference included a num er of local preachers who helped care for the soci
eties during the a sence of the ordained circuit riders.
THE CIRCUIT RIDERS
In the 1820s there

were

great stretches of un roken forests in Kentucky. The
trails, often unsure of their way. The ridle

circuit riders traveled indistinct

paths fre uently forked, and a new preacher seldom knew which road to take.
Customarily, the preachers carried a hatchet, called a marking iron, which
they used to la e the trail for those to follow. During the first years of his itin
erancy in Kentucky, Bishop H. H. Kavanaugh more than one time got lost on the
trail traveling the Little Sandy circuit in the eastern
part of the state. Preachers
sometimes had to sleep in the woods. One minister
reported waking to find his

Methodist
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eard covered with ice from the fro en rain that fell during the night. Moses M.
a friend of
Henry Bascom later a ishop recorded numerous stories of

Henkle,

Bascom's adventures

IBascom

as a

travelling preacher.

or

e ample:

preaching in a ca in, which was at once church and
people were listening with seriousness and deep attention to
the truths of the gospel, when, in the very midst of his sermon, his host,
who sat near the door, suddenly rose from his seat, snatched the gun from
two wooden rackets upon which it lay against the oist, went hastily out,
fired it off, and returning, put the gun ack in its place, and uietly seated
himself to hear the remainder of the sermon. The whole affair had hardly
consumed as much time as it re uires to read this account of it, and in a
very few moments all was going on as smoothly as if no interruption had
occurred. After service was ended, Bascom in uired of the man the mean
ing of his strange conduct. Sir, said he, we were entirely out of meat,
and I was perple ed to know what we should give you for dinner, and it
was
preventing me from en oying the sermon, when the Good One sent a
flock of wild turkeys this way I happened to see them, took my gun and
killed two at a shot my mind felt easy, and I en oyed the remainder of the
sermon with
perfect satisfaction. '
He

dwelling.

Salaries

made

was

The

were

goods.

small, and fre uently the preachers

The circuit riders seldom lasted

were

more

paid

than

a

in

few

produce or hand
years. Many died

young.
ORGANI ATION AND PRACTICES O
The local Methodist societies

were

KENTUCKY METHODISTS

divided into classes. Each class

was

under

meetings provided onding, nurture and
accounta ility close fellowship developed etween the mem ers of the classes.
W. E. Arnold writes in his History of Methodism in Kentucky,
the

care

The

of

a

class leader. The class

origination

of the

mem ership

into classes and the

distinctive features of Methodism when the

Kentucky

class-meeting
Conference

were

egan.

Attendance upon the class-meetings was o ligatory. William Burke had
over one hundred names stricken from the roles of the Danville Kentucky

circuit for non-attendance upon the class-meetings. The coming together of
small groups for the purpose of talking over their religious e periences, of

another, and of receiving instruction in the
way of godliness from their more e perienced leaders, was indeed a school

praying

of

for and

e horting

religious education

one

that has

never

een

surpassed

among any

people. '

ournals, diaries and accounts of the day reveal that prayer was a very
significant part of the life of the Methodists, in Kentucky and throughout the
entire Methodist connection. Nearly every Methodist home had family prayers.
The

Kinghorn
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morning and evening. Customarily, preachers knelt when they entered the
pulpit, and mem ers of the congregation usually owed for a silent prayer
efore taking their seats in the pews.
Methodist singing was noteworthy. Hymnals, at first, were scarce, and the
preacher lined out the words to the hymns. There were no pews in churches,
oth

no

choirs,

no

organs

or

other instruments of music.

philosophically opposed
two reasons: they could not

The Methodists

were

not

them for
instruments,
they
afford them, and they regarded the words as more
ut

to musical

did not

use

important than the instrumental accompaniment.
The early Methodists in the Kentucky area lived and dressed simply, if not
austerely. The following passage appears in Peter Cartwright's Auto iography:

early day dressed plain attended their meetings
faithfully, especially preaching, prayer and class meetings they wore no
ewelry, no ruffles.... They religiously kept the Sa ath day many of them
a stained from dram-drinking, not ecause the temperance reformation
was ever heard of in that
day, ut ecause it was interdicted in the General
Rules of our Discipline. The Methodists of that day stood up and faced their
preacher when they sung they kneeled down in the pu lic congregation as
well as elsewhere, when the preacher said, Let us pray. There was no
standing among the mem ers in time of prayer, especially the a omina le
practice of sitting down during that e ercise was unknown among early
Methodists. Parents did not allow their children to go to alls or plays they
did not send them to dancing-schools they generally fasted once a week,
and almost universally on the riday efore each uarterly meeting.
The Methodists in that

Laughter in church services
deep life of the Spirit.

was

ta oo,

as

it

was

felt to

e

un ecoming

to the

METHODIST HIGHER EDUCATION
It is well known that the 1820 General Conference of the Methodist

Church ordered the esta lishment of
tution of schools

or

seminaries of

a

committee to outline

learning,

direction of several annual conferences.

within the

a

plan

Episcopal

for the insti

ounds, and under the

report to the confer
safeguard Methodist control and to guarantee that instruction
would always e in keeping with Methodist piety and doctrine. In an attempt to
ence

The committee

wished to

this aim, the committee recommended that said trustees, principals, and
the teachers under them, shall always e mem ers of the Methodist Episcopal
Church. ' The recommendation of the committee lost, and along with it the
church was later to lose control of many of the schools it had founded. In his
assure

History of American Methodism, William R. Cannon remarks, One
help wondering what might have een the church's education history
the amendment prevailed. Methodism, in its concern to e roadminded

article in The
cannot

had

Methodist
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and inclusive, has had a genius for esta lishing institutions which others have
later come to control.
The report which was adopted recommended that the

annual conferences esta lish, as soon as practica le, literary institutions under
their own control, in such way and manner as they may think proper.
The
conference instructed the

mending

the

su ect to

ishops to carry the resolution into effect
each annual conference.

The first annual conferences to

Conference

Kentucky

respond

y

recom

to this directive from General

Kentucky Annual Conference
in founding a college at
Augusta, in northern Kentucky. This was the first Methodist institution of higher
education a ove the level of an academy founded west of the Appalachian
Mountains. In Decem er 1822, the state of Kentucky chartered Augusta College,
authori ing it to grant degrees. The college was located on si thousand acres on
the Ohio River, the site of Bracken Academy, previously founded in 1798. In
were

and Ohio. In 1821 the

and the Ohio Annual Conference

1827 Martin Ruter,

ook

oined

resources

agent of the Cincinnati

ranch of the Methodist Book

president. Kentucky's Transylvania University had con
degree on Ruter, making him the first Methodist Episcopal min
ister to receive this honorary degree.
At the time, Augusta College was the only Methodist college in e istence, and
it attracted students from all areas of the country. The college graduated its first
class with a B.A. degree in 1829. Num ered among its alumni were Bishop
Randolph S. oster and John Miley, a cele rated theologian who ecame
America's e uivalent to England's Richard Watson. Writing in 1870, A. H.
Concern,

was

elected

ferred the D.D.

Redford stated.

The vast amount of

Augusta College

good

no lest intellects have

piety,

of

genius,

that resulted to the Church and the country from
e estimated. Over its fortunes some of the

can never

presided its faculty was always composed of men of
learning and in all the learned professions, in

and of

almost every Western and Southern State, its Alumni may yet e found. It
gave to the medical profession, to the ar, and to the pulpit, many of their

rightest lights. '

But the
al

college, although poised

prominence,

for eventual

did not last. Due to the

greatness and significant nation

growing

tensions

over

slavery,

the 1844

General Conference voted to separate into two denominations. The division of
Methodism into the Methodist Episcopal Church and the Methodist Episcopal

Church, South positioned Kentucky and Ohio

in two

separate denominations

college. Ohio remained in the Methodist Episcopal
spelled
Church and Kentucky oined the new Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In
doing so the Kentucky Conference withdrew its support for Augusta College,
The Ohio Conference trans
and the Kentucky legislature repealed its charter.
ferred its patronage to the Ohio University at Delaware, Ohio. Thus, in 1844
and

the death of the
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sponsorship

y

oth conferences ceased.

When the Methodist

Episcopal

Church, South was organi ed in Louisville, Kentucky, in 1845, Kentucky
Methodism took new directions, and at this point we may conveniently mark the
end of the eginnings of Methodism in Kentucky.
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10,000 worth of ooks, and many of his sales were songsters and hymnals. The most
were Stith Mead's Hymns and Spiritual Songs, Thomas
of the

early songsters
Pilgrim Songster, and Orange Scott's Camp-Meeting Hymn Books.
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5 . But it

ship
184

was

Short, Methodism in Kentucky, p. 82.

the start of

a new era

for

Kentucky Methodism. By

1845 Methodist mem er

had reached 52,0 4, the fruit of pioneer Methodism in the state. The
General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South created the Louisville
in

Kentucky

Conference. Thus, in 184 the Kentucky Annual Conference was divided into two annual
conferences the Kentucky Conference and the Louisville Conference.

Le ington and Winchester received northern pastors. In 1852,
Episcopal Methodism formed a Kentucky Conference of the
Methodist Episcopal Church. The organi ing Kentucky Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church was held at Covington, Kentucky, in Octo er, 1853, with Bishop
Edmund S. lanes presiding. The conference was organi ed ecause there were Kentucky
clergy persons and congregations that wished to e affiliated with the northern ranch of
the church. By 1849, the Kentucky Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church had
a out two thousand mem ers. During the Civil War many of the clergy of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South favored the Union, although they remained mem ers of the
Kentucky Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 18 5, eighteen minis
ters of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South withdrew and oined the Methodist
Episcopal Church, most as local preachers. At the meeting of the Kentucky Conference of
the Methodist Episcopal Church in 18 , some twenty si preachers from the southern
church were admitted into the Methodist Episcopal Church. The two ranches of
Methodism, of course, merged in 1939.
In 1848 the towns of

the northern

ranch of
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Sasson, Jack M. Jonah: A New Translation with Introduction, Commentary, and

Interpretation.
David Noel

ol. 24B of The Anchor Bi le. Eds. William

reedman. New York:

Dou leday,

ISBN 0-385-23525-9.

Engaging

descri es

Jack Sasson' s

Al right

and

Hard ack,

Jonah. This mon
longest,
longest commentary on Jonah in
is
and
will
actually interesting,
print
prove so, I think, to readers of divergent
of
Jonah. Sasson, chair of the department of religious studies at
understandings
of
North
Carolina Chapel Hill , has produced a work particularly
the University
umental work

one

of the

treatment of the

o well

vi, 3 8 pp.

1990.

ook of

if not the

points: it's penetrating te tual notes and its appreciation for the
powerful literary work.
Sasson' s te tual notes scrutini e every sylla le of the Massoretic te t and do
so in sophisticated conversation with all significant versions and te tual witness
es, ancient and modern. But he is not stuck on sylla les. He proves a master of
differentiating words and e pressions and discerning their possi le meanings.
The grammatical, syntactical, le ical and philological studies which occupy the
ulk of the work rarely disappoint. In spite of Mr. Sasson's hopes to the contrary
p. i , I fear these e cellent notes will e of limited value to persons without
facility in the i lical languages. ortunately, their results are translated into
reada le prose in the much more a reviated comments on each passage.
Sasson's carefully crafted, lively translation of the ook distills this literary
finesse. Printed as a whole at the opening of the work, it is repeated, unit y
unit, as the commentary unfolds following here, as at almost all other points,
strong

at two

ook of Jonah

as a

the standard format of The Anchor Bi le series .
In the Comments, Sasson engages the narrator

on

how characters

are

made

plotted p. ii , indicating the literary narrativecritical vantage point from which this commentator approaches the story of
Jonah. His careful work along these lines, including attention to the micro- and
to

ehave and how events

macro-rhetorical and

are

narratological

features of the te t treated in the te tual

notes, is the second ma or strength of this study. This focus allows the inter
preter to pursue whatever historical ackground he deems necessary for under

standing the narrative world of the ook
specific historical reconstruction

in any

Sasson clears the way for concentration

Jonah while avoiding entanglement
critical to his interpretation. Thus,
what Jonah might really e a out.

of

as

on

point that the commentary's chief flaws
the
ook
of Jonah is really a out
think
anyway And
emerge. What does Sasson
this
In
reader's
make
what difference would it
udgment, Sasson seems

Unfortunately,

it is

precisely

at this

overly
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eager to avoid the conclusion that Jonah may indeed e a narrow little man.
Concern a out a uses of such a conclusion to censure Judaism and Jewish
attri utes seem to keep Sasson from tracking the narrator's own focus. The

writer, unflattering
with God

precisely

it may e, seems indeed to have pitched Jonah's argument
at the point of the Lord's compassion toward Nineveh p. 274
as

and note 7, among several similar references . The link of 4:1-2 with 3:5-10 and
the return to this very uestion in 4:10-11 are ill e plained on other grounds.

prophetic identity, individual human dignity and the like could ust as
readily have een clearly flagged y the narrator, ut they were not.
E clusion of this interpretive option early on entails other unfortunate results.
In this student's udgment, Sasson overestimates the depth of Jonah's spiritual
reversal on oard ship and in the elly of the ig fish, neglects the nonpenitential
literary form of the 2:2-9 psalm, fails to pursue clues to the nature of Jonah's
activity in Nineveh deftly identified on pp. 23 -237, triviali es God's uestions
to lonah in 4:4 and 9 to
ueries a out the intensity of Jonah's emotional
response, and inade uately e plains God's redirection of Jonah's frustration and
the point of God's final uestions. inally, in the concluding review of various
interpretive approaches to the Jonah narrative pp. 321-351 , as in the a reviat
ed Introduction pp. 7-29 , Sasson treats positions, some of which one would
think to e mutually e clusive, so evenhandedly that this reader at least wished

Crises of

for

a

clearer summary of Sasson's

own

views.

Even so, readers of Sasson's

Jonah will find a wealth of information with
interpretation of the ook. Weakness at several strate

which to pursue their own
gic points prevents the work from
the work
DA

as a

whole

as

eing

as

useful

as a

guide

to

understanding

it is for the e amination of the details of most of its

parts.

ID L. THOMPSON

Thompson Professor
As ury Theological Seminary
. M. and Ada

Craddock,

red B. Luke.

Preaching.

Louisville:

0-8042-3123-0.

of Bi lical Studies

Interpretation:

John

Kno

As Bandy Professor of Preaching and
Theology, and as a preacher of remarka

the ideal contri utor to

A Bi le

Commentary

Press, 1990. 298pp.

Teaching and

New Testament at the Candler School of

le skill and

reputation,

series which intends to

commentary
teach, preach, and study the Bi le in the community of faith
a

for

21.95 hardcover. ISBN

Craddock

serve

seems

those who

p. v . Throughout

The
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the entire volume the reader feels the
guiding touch oth of a teacher wellversed
in the issues of i hcal criticism, and of a
preacher well at home in the pulpit.
The preacher in Craddock appears early, as he reflects on Simeon's
warning to

Mary that
the

fact is

which

sword would

pierce her soul, 2:25 : As much as we may wish to oin
only
positive, satisfying, and lessed in hfe, the inescapa le
that anyone who turns on the light creates shadows... and it is this reality
causes
many to take up the task of preaching with great hesitation... p. 39 .

name

a

of Jesus

to the

healing of the Geresene Demoniac, Craddock notes how
young ministers to discover that the reign of God has its ene
mies.. ..Being asked to leave y those you seek to help is a pain unlike any other
pp. 117-118 . But, as if turning to counsel ministers flushed v dth success, Craddock
notes from Jesus' warning to the Pharisees 11:37-12:1 how the increasing crowds
one of
can turn the head and ro
powers of discernment p. 159 .
Useful tips on the craft of preaching are scattered throughout, with special
care and
pointed warnings reserved for the tricky task of preaching the para les.
In a page-long e cursus on the story of the Good Samaritan, one can imagine
Craddock on his hands and knees pleading his case:
irst, painting unnecessari
ly unattractive portraits of the priest and the Levite weakens the story.... Second,
great care should e given to the search in our culture for analogies to the
Samaritan. Often poor analogies triviali e a te t
p. 151 . More sound advice is
offered with his treatment of the para les of lostness in Luke 15: The teacher
and the preacher would do well not to try to e plain para lesl....Like an
e plained oke, an e plained para le violates the listener p. 187 .
But the value of Craddock' s e plicit preaching, counsel and general insight on
the i lical te t is matched y the value of his writing as a model for preachers.
In comments

painful

on

the

it is for

Such is the

care

taken in his choice of words and their cadence that the

commen

egs,
ing depends not on cheap tricks or
guage at the point of genuine theological reflection and personal insight.
Craddock's musings a out the nature of Satan's temptation of Jesus illustrate:
There is nothing here of de auchery no self-respecting devil would approach a
person with offers of personal, domestic, or social ruin. That is in the small print
at the
ottom of the temptation
p. 5 . Likewise, his comments a out salt in
tary

te t

at

times,

to

e read aloud

preached. The power of his writ
cute sayings,
ut on the freshcrafting of lan
or even

Under pressures oth open and su tle, pressures all of us know, salt
does not decide to ecome pepper it ust gradually loses its savor. The process
can e so
gradual, in facL that no one really notices. Well, almost no one p. 183 .

14:34-35:

light most vividly in his fre uent
Gospel genre. He never tires of admon
coaching on
a
harmonistic
from
reading of the Gospels and to hear
ishing the reader to refrain
whole
a
each Gospel in its own right as
literary composition. Craddock follows his
own advice, drawing the reader to notice and reflect upon the placement of a
perithe themes in which it participates, the
mterplay of charcope within the Gospel,
Craddock's

scholarly perspective

comes

the nature of narrative and of

to
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acters, and similar matters often housed under the ru ric of literary criticism.
Most of our disappointments with this volume can e traced to the friction
etween common e pectations of what a commentary should provide and the

particular thrust

ancient, e tra- i hcal
what

wants is

one

an

Craddock is hard to

JOSEPH

y this commentary series. Readers wiU find introducto
uestions and synoptic pro lems only hghtly rushed. No
arest of i liographies is made availa le. Reference to
literature or to particular i hcal scholars is rare. But if
intelligent and reflective companion while reading Luke,

chosen

ry matters, historical
inde , and only the

eat.

R. DONGELL

Assistant Professor of Bi lical Studies

As ury Theological Seminary

olf, Judith M. Gundry, Paul
Louisville: Westminister
1990. 325 pp. ISBN 0-

John

Perseverance, Staying In and alling Away.
Press, Reprint of Tu ingen: J. C. B. Mohr,

Kno

4-25175-7.

slightly revised version of a doctoral dissertation accepted y the
evangelical-theological faculty of the University of Tu ingen in 1988. Citations of
sources are in the original Greek, He rew, German and Erench languages.
E tensive footnotes, i liography, and inde of scriptural reference are provided.
olf, assistant professor of New Testament at uller Theological Seminary,
presents an e egetical study of relevant Pauline passages to support her thesis.
Although the situations which threaten Christians' faith lead Paul to face them
with the real possi ility of alienation from salvation, he elieves that they will
attain the final salvation, ecause they are elected y God. God will ring this
a out y overcoming the o stacles to their salvation posed y outward threats
This is

or

their

a

own

ethical failure

or even

temporary alienation from

the

gospel

wrong
p. 28 -7 .
In part one,
olf studies Pauline passages which affirm the final salvation of
the Christian. Part two e amines the passages dealing with udgment and punish

through
ment of

poral

un elief

or

insiders.

elief

According

to

olf,

some

of these

udgments
udged

and do not affect the final salvation. Some of those

merely

are

are mere

tem

insid

of the Christian group ut not Christians at all. Part three deals with pas
sages which indicate that some of God's elect, including Israelites, are alienated

ers

from salvation.

mately.

olf considers this

as

only temporary. They

Part four treats the passages which e press Paul's

will

e saved ulti

concern

for the ulti-
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mate effect of his mission and Christians'

receiving the grace or eheving in vain.
These passages are not related to the final salvation of Christians, olf claims.
In studying these passages,
olf traces the development of Paul's argument,
and takes the conte tual and philological data into account. She interacts e ten

sively

with

e egetical literature. She has many valua le e
for
her
thesis, however, is weak.
support
In the passages studied in part one, Paul emphasi

egetical insights.
es

the

The

certainty

of

Christians' final salvation. Paul, however, speaks a out the Christians collective
ly, not every Christian individually. The final salvation of Christians collectively
is certain. But this is not

necessarily true for every Christian. The parallel pas
5:25-27 and Col. 1:22-23 illustrate this. The former deals with the

sages of
Church

Eph.
collectively and no
Christians individually
you
in the

faith, sta le and steadfast,

In her
are

study

of Romans 9-11

condition is attached. The latter deals with
and is conditional, provided that you continue
not shifting from the hope of the gospel.
olf

implicitly concedes that some of God's elect
people, foreknown and elected y God p.

not saved. The Israelites are God's

1 7, 170 . Even though,

present, the ma ority of them are e cluded from the
supreme gift-participation
p. 1 3 , in the future all Israel will
e saved

Rom. 11:2 a .

necessarily

at

in the salvation

olf claims that

include all individual Israelites

all Israel

p.

at Rom. 11:2 a

183-4 . It connotes

does not

nonnumeri-

type of completeness, or completeness as a collectivity p. 184 . This means
that some Israelites, whom God has elected to salvation p. 190 , ultimately do
not participate in the salvation. When the Jews living at the consummation of
salvation history are saved, God's faithfulness to his elect will e vindicated p.
cal

185 .

implicitly

that God's faithfulness in

accomplishing the goal
e understood collectively, not individually.
Many times olf does not satisfactorily resolve tensions. She states that God
disregards Israel's national election through A raham in presently omitting to
call the ma ority of the Jews to salvation in Jesus Christ. Yet, citing Rom. 10:21,
she writes that God is graciously e tending welcoming hands the whole day
long to a diso edient and stiff-necked people p. 1 . Based on Rom 10:11 she
claims that the gospel issues a welcome to Israel as to 'everyone who elieves'
p. 1 7 . God does not call the Jews and welcomes them at the same time. How
can this
e possi le Paul e plicitly states in Rom 11:20 that the Jews' present
e clusion from the salvation is due to their own un elief, not God's non-calhng.
olf intimates that while all the Israelites were
In treating 1 Cor. 10: 1-12,
called y God and participated in God's redemption, the ma ority of them were
not chosen to enter the promised land p. 12 . Translated into Christian situa
tion, this means that only some Christians are chosen to attain the final salvation.
This contradicts olf's own thesis. She insists that Paul's warning in 1 Cor. 10: 12
does not refer to losing salvation ut to losing the appearance of salvation. If this
is true, eing the counterpart in the argument, the Israelites who died in the
olf concedes

of his election is to
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wilderness

redemption.

Yet

fited them all

ly

participated, ut in fact did not, in the
redemptive purpose for God's people ene

to have

only appeared
olf writes

God's

p. 12 . Appearance

e clusive. She cannot have

of salvation and actual salvation

are

mutual

oth.
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Professor of New Testament
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Netland, Harold A. Dissonant oices: Religious Pluralism and the
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991. 323 pp. ISBN 0-8028-0 02-3.
One of the

pressing

issues which

theologians

and

missiologists

uestion of Truth.

of the twentieth

century have faced is the relationship etween Christianity and other religions.
Indeed, this is a matter of growing concern among many ordinary ehevers, owing to
the fact that contact with persons of other faiths is increasingly common in our day.
Harold Netland

this

uestion well prepared y his training and e pe
parents
Japan for many years, and he himself
teaches
studies
at
presently
religious
Tokyo Christian University. Moreover, his
doctoral mentor at Claremont was John Hick, a distinguished philosopher of reli
gion who is one of the most prolific and influential authors in the current de ate.
In this ook, Netland aims to defend a
position he calls e clusivism against
various versions of religious plurahsm. E clusivism is defined as the view that
rience. His

comes
were

the central claims of

to

missionaries in

Christianity

are

true, and that where the claims of

Christianity
religions the latter are to e re ected as
false p.9 . Plurahsm, y contrast, holds that there is
nothing normative or supe
rior a out Christianity and that it is
merely one of many e ually legitimate
responses to the same divine reality p. 10 .
Netland's fundamental thesis m this ook is that
plurahsm cannot survive the
uestion of truth. He lays the groundwork for demonstrating this hi the early chap
ters
y summari ing the asic eliefs of four different religions: Hinduism,
Buddhism, Islam, and Shinto. His aim here is to show that the different rehgions
seem
clearly to e makmg mutually incompati le clauns a out the nature of the reh
gious ultimate, the nature of the human predicament, and the nature of salvation.
Plurahsts, of course, do not think the pro lem of confhctuig truth claims is insur
mounta le. arious moves have een made in this
regard. One of the most popu
lar, which has een fashiona le m theological chcles for some tune, is the re ection
of propositional truth. Rehgious nth, on the view, does not reside m
propositions
conflict with those of other

The

which state how

thmgs

it. Another mfluential

are,
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appropriate

Kant-uispired distinction etween the
rehgious ultimate as it is in itself, and the rehgious ultimate as e perienced and per
ceived hi various historicaUy and
culturally conditioned settings. Yet others uisist
that rehgious truth is ineffa le, while others em race relativism, and some even
go
so

far

as

to

move

is to draw

a

suggest that the law of noncontradiction should e a andoned.

As Netland

recogni es, these are epistemological claims which re uire philo
sophical
negotiate. In the heart of his ook, chapters 4-7, Netland ana
these,
ly es
along with other views, as advanced y such spokesmen as W.
Cantwell Smith, Paul Knitter and Raimundo Panikkar. He persuasively argues
that propositional truth is asic to other notions of truth that the ineffa ility the
sis is self-refuting and that those who deny the law of noncontradiction are
reduced to incoherence or silence. His most thorough criti ue, however, is
reserved for his mentor, John Hick, whose sophisticated version of pluralism
skill to

relies

heavily

on

the Kantian distinction noted a ove. Netland shows that those

finally left with religious agnosticism.
ook is a helpful discussion of Evangelism, Dialogue,
chapter
and Tolerance, which commends dialogue, while dispelling some confused
notions of tolerance. The only part of the ook I found really disappointing was
the author's discussion of the fate of those who have never heard the gospel.
Netland highlights the diversity of opinion among evangelicals on this uestion,
ut refrains from pressing the matter or taking a position on it.
But this did not dampen my enthusiasm for this ook. Netland has taken on
an
important issue, and has pro ed the philosophical roots of it. He has faced
the truth uestion s uarely and has provided a clear and
convincing defense of
who follow Hick

are

The final

of the

Christian e clusivism.
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As ury Theological Seminary

of
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Maclntyre, Alasdair. Three Rival ersions of Moral En uiry: Encyclopaedia,
Genealogy, and Tradition: eing Gifford Lectures delivered in the University of
Edin urgh in 1988. Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press,
1990.

, 241

01877-4.

Alasdair

pp.

24.95 cloth. ISBN 0-2 8-01871-5.

Maclntyre

is

a

Roman Cathohc moral

10.95 paper. ISBN 0-2 8-

philosopher and,

after

having
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taught

at several universities in Britain and the United

McMahon Hank Professor of Philosophy at the
Among the most important of his many previous

States, is

now the
of Notre Dame.

University
ooks are After

irtue

1981,

1988 .
In this monograph of his 1988 Gifford Lectures, Maclntyre argues oth that
rival moral theories cannot e evaluated e cept from some one particular stand
point and that there is no neutral standpoint, independent of all theories, from
1984 and Whose

Justice

which such evaluation
false and that it is

can

Rationality

take

place.

But he also argues that ethical relativism is
having to stand out

to evaluate rival theories without

possi le
given theory

side all of them. A
alone

Which

can

e shown to

e

superior

to others if it and it

the failures and incoherences of its rivals in their

own terms
e plain
y their own standards. Maclntyre then focuses upon three very different
and mutually antagonistic conceptions of moral en uiry, each stemming from a
seminal late nineteenth-century te t
p. 2 . The conse uent argument is com
ecause
each
of
these
rivals
is
a
ple ,
theory of moral en uiry and a moral theory
and a theory of rationality and a theory of theory rivalry: In philosophical con
troversies of any depth what divides the contending parties is characteristically
in part how to characteri e the disagreement p. 44 .
The first rival version is that of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
Enlightenments' encyclopaedias, culminating in the Ninth Edition of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica 1875-90 . This rival's distinguishing feature is elief in
the unity of reason, independent of standpoint, and the continuous
progress of
science. In ethics there is on the encyclopaedist's view a set of
conceptions of
duty, o hgation, the righL and the good which have emerged from and can e
shown to e superior to... their primitive, ancienL and other
preenlightenment
predecessors p. 42 .
The second rival is the genealogical mode of Niet sche and such
postcan

and

Niet scheans

as
oucault. Its foundational document is Niet sche's On the
Morals
1887 and one of its aims is to trace oth socially and concepGenealogy of
how
rancor
and
resentment on the part of the inferior
tuaUy
destroyed the aristo
cratic no ihty of archaic heroes and su stituted a
set of values in which a

priestly
disguise for mahce and hate pp. 3940 . or the genealogist there is no a solute truth, ut only truth from some particu
lar perspective: Where the
encyclopaedist aspired to displace the Bi le as a canoni
cal ook, the genealogist u tended to discredit the whole notion of a canon
p. 25 .
The third rival is the Thomistic tradition-informed dialectical
enterprise p.
229 and its charter document is Pope Leo II s On the Restoration of Christian
Philosophy Aeterni Patris, 1879 . This encychcal letter, Maclntyre writes, sum
moned its readers to a renewal of an
understanding of intellectual en uiry as the
continuation of a specific type of tradition, that which achieved definitive
e pression in the writings of A uinas, one the appropriation of which could not
only provide the resources for radical criticism of the conception of rationality
concern

for

purity

and

unpurity provided

a
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dominant in

nineteenth-century modernity and in the Ninth Edition, ut also
and
preserve
ustify the canonical status of the Bi le as distinct from, yet hege
monic over, all secular en uiry p. 25 . And
this tradition's recognition
despite

of the historical situatedness of all reason giving and
stands the truth to which it aspires as timeless p.
.

reason-offering,

it under

Maclntyre identifies each of these rivals with a specific literary genre there is
unity of content and form. The genre of encyclopaedia is the encyclopaedia
article e cathedra university lecture of genealogy, the aphorism and of tradi
a

tion, the lecture

as

commentary upon

te ts

elieved to

e authoritative, and the
elonged to the cultural

disputation. Maclntyre points
milieu of the encyclopaedists, and that the form of the Gifford Lectures is, there
fore, not neutral with regard to the three rivals.
At this point Maclntyre argues that the Thomistic tradition is rationally supe
rior to its rivals y way of posing pro lems for them to solve, not in Thomistic
terms, ut in their own. The thesis of lecture eight is that post-Sidgwickian
moral philosophy, udged y the standards of the Ninth Edition and of Sidgwick
out that Adam Gifford

who

wrote the

Ethics

article himself, has turned

out to

e

a

du ious

type of

Sidgwick held that the theology of
self-discrediting p. 189 . In lecture nine,
Maclntyre goes on to argue that the pro lem posed for the genealogist y his or
her own conception of personal identity is serious, though perhaps, unlike the
encyclopaedist's, not fatal.
In his tenth and final lecture, Maclntyre proposes an alternative kind of uni
versity and it is here that there is most clearly a need for additional work. He
contrasts the preli eral modern university, which was characteri ed
y
enforced and constrained agreements, with the encyclopaedic, li eral univer
sity, which aspired to e a university of unconstrained agreements and hence
a olished religious tests and e clusions p. 230 , ut rendered itself cultural
ly irrelevant p. 219 . To these Maclntyre proposes a third alternative: the uni
versity as a place of constrained disagreement, of imposed participation in conflicL in which a central responsi ility of higher education would e to initiate
students into conflict. He adds that those engaged in teaching and en uiry
within such a university would have to sustain it as an arena of conflict in
which the most fundamental type of moral and theological disagreement lis
accorded recognition
pp. 230-231 . The challenge for Maclntyre, though, is to
ut fundamental, moral and theological dis
this
how
constrained,
e plain
from unconstrained disagreement.
different
e
would
agreement
It was one thing for the thirteenth-century University of Paris to e as
Maclntyre e plains in lecture five an arena with room for oth the Augustinian
and Aristotehan traditions, and within which A uinas could merge the two. The
discrepancies etween Aristotelianism and orthodo Christianity can e e cused
at least somewhat y the fact that Aristotle wrote in the fourth century .c. But
activity, self-discrediting
the late nineteenth

in

ust

century

the way that

was
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twentieth-century scholars who have heard the gospel of orthodo
Christianity, have re ected it, ut still insist that they are Christians
At a out the time of his Gifford Lectures, Maclntyre left a formerly-Christian
Methodist university
ander ilt to oin the faculty of a university that calls
what a out

Catholic,

itself

ut at which

a

Catholic

professor

is defined

application form, and at which
to consider rival moral theories ecause

as one

who

Cathohc

stu
particular
have
een
no
they
position
their
own. I do not see how we could have a gen
almost
a
out
nothing
taught
uinely Christian, twentieth-century university without some type of religious
test for its faculty, and, therefore, what Maclntyre calls constrained agreement.
In the end, though Maclntyre's foes are legion, Protestant Christians should

checked
dents

not

and

ing

o

a

are

in

on an

e among them. His account of the Thomistic integration of the Aristotelian
Augustinian traditions provides the historical ackground for understand

the

Wesleyan holiness tradition, according to which ethical primacy resides,
performing of certain kinds of actions, ut in our ecoming a certain

not in the

kind of person. And his account in lecture seven of Duns Scotus' and Occam's
non-Thomistic distinction etween what God commands and what is good for
the person commanded provides the historical
mand ethics of many Lutherans and Calvinists.
torical

ackground for the divine-com
Everyone interested in the his

ackground of Protestant ethical theories or concerned a out the future of
colleges and universities should surely give Maclntyre a serious look.

Protestant
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Weyer, Michel, Heiligungs wengung und Methodismus in deutschen Spracharum
Einfuhrung in ein Kapitel methodistischer rommigkeitsgeschichte und kleine
Chronik einer Bewegung des 19. Jahrhunderts mit ausgewahlten
uellen und
ur
Geschichte
der
Bi liographic. Beitrage
Evangelisch-methodistischen
Kirche, 40 Stuttgart: Christliches erlagshaus, 1991. 25 pps. No ISBN.
The

development

and influence of the

Wesleyan Holiness movements out
England have een the su ect of remarka ly little
research. Weyer has made a significant contri ution to the
study of the
Wesleyan Holiness tradition in Germany in this programmatic analysis of its
interaction with the Methodist Church in
German-speaking Europe, primarily
Germany. The volume is not intended to e a definitive, e haustive analysis of
side North America and
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development of German Methodist thought a out the Wesleyan Holiness
adaptation of Christian perfection or a complete description of German interac
tion with either the English or American Wesleyan Holiness adherents. Instead
it poses the historiographical and current theological imperative for coming to
terms with this aspect of German Methodist history.
The volume takes as its point of departure Weyer's reflections upon the con
tent of the archives of the Theologische Seminar der Evangelisch-methodistisch
en Kirche in Reutlingen, Germany, where early correspondence from all three
ranches, which merged to form the present church Wesleyan Methodist
English , Methodist Episcopal Church and the Evangelical Association , reveal
the fre uent recurrence of Wesleyan Holiness code language such as Christian
Perfection, entire sanctification, and perfect love. Weyer goes on chap. 2,
pp. 12-22 to reflect on the early period, the Wesleyan roots, the state Lutheran
Church and the transmission of Wesleyan Holiness ideals and commitments
efore
within German Pentecostalism especially the Mulheim Bewegung
asserting its importance in the contemporary conte t.
Chapter 3 pp. 23-42 provides a status uaestionis as to the treatment or lack
thereof of relations etween the Wesleyan Holiness movements and German
Methodism in Methodist historiography. The standard histories of German
Methodism are reviewed, including J. L. Nuelsen 1920 and 1929 , Ernst Gro
1931 , P. Scharpff 19 4 and the more recent work of C. E. Sommer and K. Steckel
1982 . lA work not discussed is Johannes Jungst, Der Methodismus in Deutschland:
Ein Beitrag ur neuesten Kirchesgeschichte 3d. ed. Gies en: A. Topelmann, 190 . A
general trend to minimi e Wesleyan Holiness influence and to distance German
Methodism from the revivals of the 1870s stimulated y the preaching of Ro ert
Pear sail Smith is demonstrated. Two e amples which clearly demonstrate the
need to ree amine this received historiography are discussed. The 1873 essay, Der
ruhling im Winter, which advocated Wesleyan Holiness concepts had wide read
ership. The case of Loren Eisenhardt pp. 73-79 , a pastor who had worked as a
theoretician and evangelist of holiness efore he and the fledgling movement were
deeply influenced y R. P. Smith during 1875, is presented. Both the essay and
Eisenhardt are manifestly deserving of individual analysis. Neither are discussed
y P. leisch, Die moderne Gemeinschafts ewegung in Deutschland Leip ig: H. G.
Wallmann, 1912 and oth have significant implications for leisch's historiogra
phy. Weyer clearly demonstrates that R. P. Smith and the other early Keswick fig
ures were not speaking in a vacuum.
There follows a chronicle of the movement pp. 82-139 which hsts signifi
cant moments in the history of the Wesleyan Holiness traditions, German
Methodism and their conte ts from 1835-1940. Weyer accepts the theories of
in
Timothy Smith, inter alia, that there was a declension of holiness teaching
A.
As
revivals.
Methodism which resulted in the Palmer and inney
Coppedge
has convincingly argued
Entire Sanctification in Early American Methodism:
the
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1812-1835, Wesleyan Theological Journal 13 1978 : 34-50 , this thesis needs

ree amined. While

tive of research foci

helpful
deserving

as an

of

orientation to the traditions

The

largest

weU

as

to

e

indica

scholarly attention, one would have wished for
lications together with more i liog

details of events, conferences and pu
raphy. Argua ly the most important events
more

as

section of the volume

are

mentioned.

pp. 140-235

provides

e tracts from

ooks,

ecclesial documents, letters and liturgies, written etween 1872 and 1911, rele
vant to the study of the Wesleyan Holiness movements in Germany. These orig
inal

sources

lution of the

elo uently
official

attest to the presence of the

ecclesiastical

perspective

tradition, its impact, the

and the

development

evo

of the the

Without dou t, the historiography of German Methodism
and of related traditions in German and Swit erland needs to e revised to
achieve a more accurate understanding of their cultural and religious structures.

ological concepts.

anthology is a very useful feature of the volume.
Outside the Methodist Church and eyond the scope of this volume, an
analysis is needed of the influence in Germany and on German Methodism of

The

American

Wesleyan Holiness

Church of God

mission results

Church of God Anderson

Cleveland

Church of the Na arene American German
the Healing Movements and The Salvation Army, as weU

pu lications ,
indigenous German Pentecostalism which adheres to Wesleyan Holiness
understandings of Christian holiness. Relations etween the Methodists and
Wesleyan Holiness adherents within the state Lutheran Church, the
Gemeinschafts ewegung, and the Evangelical Alliance will also e a fruitful area
for additional investigation.
While one might wish for more information, documents and analysis, as well
as an inde
to the vast num er of names mentioned, Weyer's volume provides,
for the first time, entree into the larger world of German Methodism and the
Wesleyan Holiness movements. The classified i liography is helpful, providing
additional guidance to the historiographical agenda so clearly esta lished in the
work. Weyer's ook is a truly significant scholarly contri ution to the intercultural structures of American Wesleyan Holiness
history and thought. It will remain
a standard reference tool for the
of
the
study
Wesleyan Holiness traditions.
Holiness
as
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Kilner, John ., Who Lives Who Dies Ethical Criteria in Patient Selection. New
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1990, 359 pages. ISBN 0-300-04 80-4.

John Kilner has

written

cal, import. This is

ook that is of

a

ook

scholarly, as well as practi
actually used and deemed

enormous

documenting
as
they make decisions as to who will, and
who will not, receive scarce lifesaving medical resources. This is also a ook doc
umenting the de ates over these same criteria, and carefully analy ing the possi
ilities for consensus, and reasoning toward considered, ethical guidelines for
the use of these criteria. The need for roadly accepta le criteria in the selection
of recipients of limited hfesaving medical resources is, as Kilner himself rightly
notes, widely recogni ed as one of the crucial ethical issues of the day, and the
need for such criteria is underscored in the fields of medicine, pu lic policy,
law, sociology, ethics, religion, industry, and ournalism, to name a few. p. i
important y

Kilner's

a

medical

practitioners

ook constitutes

a

criteria

su stantial contri ution to all of these fields and to

lifesaving decision-making, as such.
To egin with, Kilner has carried out his own empirical research. In the
United States, he sent uestionnaires to all of the medical directors of kidney
dialysis and kidney transplantation facilities. He had them rate si teen patientselection criteria as to their degree of importance and as to their willingness to
use them.
Only one of these, se , was regarded as virtually unimportant and not
to e considered to guide practice.
To provide a cross-cultural perspective, Kilner conducted his own research,
studying the caregivers, modern and traditional, among the Akam a people in
Kenya. This proved to e highly important. or e ample, some U.S. philosophers
have claimed that it is counterintuitive to prefer an older person to someone
younger in selecting who receives scarce resources the Akam a tradition, how
ever, has a preference for older persons when it comes to patient selection in sit
uations of scarcity.
Kilner devotes a chapter to each of the fifteen selection criteria other than se .
These are, in order considered: social value, favored group, resources re uired,
special responsi ilities, age, psychological a ility, supportive environment, med
ical enefit, imminent death, likelihood of enefit, length of enefit, uality of
enefit, willingness, a ility to pay, and random selection. In each of these chap
ters, Kilner makes use of his comprehensive survey of the literature to present
the reader with all of the arguments oth for and against the use of the selection
criterion eing discussed. Then, with great care, he sorts out these arguments to
see what
asis there is for what he calls possi le common ground. This type of
analysis proves to e very valua le. It leads, for e ample, to specifying certain
conditions, not currently recogni ed, under which the criterion imminent
death should e used. And, in one case, it leads to a strong case for re ecting
asis of their alleged social value.
on the
any attempt to select patients
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chapter concludes with a highly relevant case to which the criterion in
uestion is applied, illustrating what has een learned from the analysis imme
diately preceding it.
Kilner concludes with two more chapters, one discussing decision-making
when the scarce medical resources in uestion are used in e periments, and the
other, the final chapter, discussing his own proposal for patient selection when
Each

medical

resources are scarce.

recommendations, Kilner egins his final
uest for possi le
chapter
to
e
common
there
seven different
appear
ground. Everything considered,
selection criteria which are widely accepta le: medical enefit, imminent death,
likelihood of enefit, resources re uired, special responsi ilities, willingness to
accept treatment , and random selection most often in the form of first-come,
first-served p. 22 . After indicating the pro lems associated with a first-come,
first-served approach to random selection, and also with likelihood of enefit,
As

a

prelude
with

Kilner offers

ed

lifesaving
1.

to

the

following

medical

Only patients

own

asic

approach

to the selection of

recipients

of limit

resources:

who

treatment criteria

2. Availa le

his

presenting

overview of what he has discovered in his

an

are

satisfy

enefit and

the medical

e considered

to

eligi le.

willingness-to-accept-

eligi le patients who satisfy
eligi le patients who satisfy the
special-responsi ilities or resources-re uired criterion.
resources are

e

to

given

first to

the imminent-death criterion and ne t to

3. If

still availa le, recipients are to e randomly selected,
from among the remaining eligi le patients p. 230 .

resources are

generally y lottery,
Kilner is

preference

aware

for

a

lottery

acceptance. At the

selecting patients

formed with the
values

that his
same

which

e ually
challenged y

time, he is
are

enefit of such

eing sought.

achieva le

of the likelihood of

re ection

to achieve random

His

an

proposal

Even

enefit criterion and his

selection will not
aware

that the

readily gain wide
specific views of those

his recommendations, have not een
sifting of the arguments and the

e tensive

is close to what he has discovered to

conflicts,

e

an

computeri ed
selecting organ transplant recipients.
One reason for the conflict lies in the
priority Kilner gives to arguments which
are
as
to
person-oriented
opposed
productivity-oriented. Person-oriented
as
such, regardless of the goods they produce produc
arguments respect people
tivity-oriented arguments promote the achievement of some good, such as effi
ciency or happiness p. 227 . In the United States the two types of arguments
tend to e given virtually e ual
weight. In Kenya, person-oriented arguments
are
This
means
that Kilner's proposal seeks to save as
greatly predominant.
system

consensus.

now

eing developed

so

it

in the U.S. for

as

he notes, with the

The

many lives as possi le and to do
each individual to have access to
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way that preserves the e ual right of
lifesaving treatment as much as possi le.
so

in

a

Kilner's ook is a ma or
accomplishment and a very welcome one at that. To
egin with, he has generated highly significant data where there was none. Not
only do we know now what patient selection criteria loom large in importance

and

use

U.S.,

in

we

respect

some

of the

also have

areas

some

in which

data a out

to such decisions.

y how much

resource

education

scarce resource

decisions

made in the

are

very different cultural tradition with
healers from this tradition are influenced

a

urthermore,
they have those who attend medical school

decisions much

more

like their U.S.

implicit

counterparts.

This

view

scarce

uncovers an

moral direction within contemporary, scientifically oriented medical
education away from the Akam a emphasis on respect for persons toward an

emphasis on productivity or good conse uences.
Not only has Kilner made some highly original contri utions to the literature
ut he has also given this area of research and reflec
on patient selection criteria,
tion the most comprehensive survey and analysis of the e isting literature. This

ook has 238 pages of te t, 57 pages of notes, and 58 pages of references which
een cited. It is in itself the est place to egin any further research on

have

scarce

medical

resources

and the criteria for their

nary nature of the content and methods Kilner has

wide

use.

employed,

of scholars will need to consult his work

variety
e rought up

and to

a

set of

guidelines

which

guidelines are, in my view, etter than
accomplish a ove all is to assure, to a higher

interdiscipli

the research of

oth to avoid

to date.

But Kilner has also offered
tive. These

Given the

are

a

duplication

distinctive and innova

anything currently in use. What
degree than any of the previous

they
approaches, that individuals will not die for lack of a scarce resource. Scholars,
policy makers and health care professionals should study Kilner's proposal care
fully. rankly, I hope it is widely adopted with any refinements and adaptations
that may prove necessary or desira le as it is applied. Kilner himself suggests
asic struc
some alterations which others might prefer which would not alter the
ture of his approach and its priorities on egahtarianism and saving hves.
There may e those who would uestion Kilner's use of the special responsi
ilities criterion. Some who are consistently person-oriented or deontologists
may see the criterion of special responsi ilities as an intolera le deviation from
this way of reasoning. Some who are more productivity-oriented may see this
criterion as allowing for a wider use of productivity-oriented guidelines than
Kilner has allowed for in his proposed set of guidelines. It would not e correct,
however, to view Kilner as utilitarian. or utilitarians, what is morally right is
determined y the good or value eing produced y the action or policy in ues
tion. Kilner is choosing etween two actions which are oth morally right y rea
son of saving lives, and claiming that it is sometimes the most right act to choose
to save the hfe of someone whose life is directly tied to the saving of other lives.
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In

short, he is weighing relative moral harms should either of

two

individuals

morally significant
such as these that virtually everyone would treat a physi
cian first in a situation in which doing so would avert a num er of other deaths,
y averting the death of the physician. In any event, Kilner's otherwise strict
egahtarianism is on the line here, and he discusses special safeguards to help
assure that the invocation of
special responsi ilities as a selection criterion will
remain a rare e ception and not the rule.
Making scarce resource decisions does strain our ingenuity as we seek, as
ased

die

on

stand. It is for

relations in which these individuals

all the

reasons

human communities, to retain those moral values on which our common life
depends. Kilner recogni es, in the last segment of his concluding chapter, that he

priority given to person-oriented criteria, especially the
some
regard as humane and others as inhumane.
What is the normatively human to which humaneness refers Kilner speaks
here of the Akam a use of stories y means of which moral ideas are connected
needs to
use

undergird

the

of random selection which

to their total life conte t. With the rise of seculari ation in the

Christian

story

has

een

increasingly neglected.

Kilner

West, the Judeo-

suggests

that this forma

story for Western medicine e rought ack into the picture. Although I
share Kilner's concern to attend to what our Jewish and Christian heritages can
tive

teach us, the necessity to give priority to life-affirming and egalitarian guide
lines in patient selection arises within a story human eings share: that human

eings

of

e ual worth, and that their lives are ultimately inviola le, are func
re uisites of communities as such, of cooperative action within them, and
of morality itself. Everyone who has een orn, nurtured, and protected in their
dependence, shares in that story, however uni ue their own story may other
are

tional

wise

e. I would invite Kilner not to overlook these

common

heritage in any future contri utions he makes to our
the ethical criteria in patient selection. Given the very high
human

impressive study, I look forward to
e ceedingly difficult kinds of decisions.
very
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Who Dies : Ethical Criteria in Patient Selection. New

University Press,

At the time he wrote this

Theological Journal

1990. 359 pp.

Hard ack, ISBN 0-300-04 80-4.

volume, the author

professor of social
As ury Theological Seminary
ad unct professor of
medical ethics at the
of
Dr.
Kilner
is
University
Kentucky.
formally trained in
ethics, ut also has conducted studies of ethical decision-making, regarding allo
cation of medical resources
y medical directors of United States kidney dialysis
centers and y health care workers of the Akam a
people of Kenya, Africa.
The title of the ook derives from the author's conviction that recent and
costly
hfe-saving reakthroughs in medicine can genuinely prolong hfe e pectancy, ut
and medical ethics at

was

associate

and

may e unavaila le to all whose illnesses re uire them. While not attempting to
welcome or encourage such patient-selection decision-making, the author pre
dicts that it win

e necessary and contends that

thoughtful analysis of such deci
implementation provides the most rational approach. In
countries where health care resources are dramatically limited, decisions as to
whom win receive certain costly or even not so costly medical technology is a
daily event. Even in the prosperous United States, soaring health care costs, a
growing imder-insured or uninsured population, and limited amounts of certain
technology e.g., organs for transplantation , are forcing decision-makers to choose
one patient over another. Rather than avoid
thinking a out selection criteria for
scarce medical resources, the author contends that one
ought to assess all possi le
selection criteria and assem le all those found accepta le into an overall approach
to patient selection. Such an approach comprises the ma ority of the ook.
Dr. Kilner then proceeds to analy e si teen criteria which might e used for
patient selection. These criteria include: social criteria the impact that selection
decisions will have on society at large and the amount of resources used for one
sions in advance of their

many persons social medical criteria decision ased upon age
psychological a ility medical criteria the enefit of such treatment, the
likelihood of death if no treatment is given imminence of death and the likeli
person
and or

versus

hood, length,

uality of any enefit of the treatment and personal criteria
willingness
patient to have the treatment and their a ility to pay. Each of
these criteria are thoroughly analy ed y reviewing their historical use either in
the United States or in Kenya, the ustifications for such a criterion, the weak
nesses of the criterion, and finally
y attempting to find common ground that
and
oth
to
opponents of that particular criterion.
proponents
might appeal
After a detailed analysis of each of the si teen criteria, the author concludes
that there are seven different criteria which appear to e widely accepta le in the
or

of the

ethical and medical culture. These are the medical enefit,
of
imminence
death, likelihood of enefit, resources re uired, patients with spe
cial responsi ilities, willingness of patients to accept treatment, and a random
selection
usually in the form of first-come, first-served .
current American

process
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As a nephrologist kidney specialist working in the field of dialysis and trans
plantation for the past twenty-five years, I've had considera le e perience with
the reality of limited resources and the need for some type of decision-making
process for the allocation of those resources. This ook provides a comprehensive
review of all reasona le criteria for making such decisions. The thoroughness
with which each criterion is reviewed is oth noteworthy and at times repetitive
and la orious. Nevertheless, the physician, health care worker, or lay person who
wishes to study these issues and ecome etter informed a out this important
ethical area will find in this ook a rich set of resources. Each chapter is thorough
ly documented with an e tensive i liography. There is a rather detailed inde .
The author also makes e tensive use of e amples from the organ transplant, kid
ney dialysis arena to su stantiate and illustrate how decision making criteria
either have een used in the past or might need to e viewed in the future.
urther, at the conclusion of each chapter, a case is used to illustrate how the cri
terion under discussion might e applied in a real life situation.
Dr. Kilner, whose personal Christian faith is known to me and is reflected in
his other writings, does not su stantiate any of his arguments y reference to the
Christian faith or to i lical authority. In a pluralistic culture such as ours, this
may allow his ook a wider readership. Importantly, the i lical asis for his ethi
cal thinking is latent throughout the ook. In the final chapter. Dr. Kilner reminds
his readers that ethics ased solely on a materialistic view of the world lack cohesiveness and credi ility. He suggests that this very e ercise may re uire some to
e amine the
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